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FOREWORD
t

~
Astronomy and medicine are the two branches of science

the development ofwhiek started with the dawn of citation.

The curiosity about the heavenly bodies and their movements

prompted the ancient mankind to become star-gazers. These

observers of the sky attributed some definite shapes to the

different clusters resembling animals, birds and human beings,

and associated many allegories and legends with them. "All the

countries of the world- had contributed to the- naming and

grouping of stars, but die work of India, China, and Egypt in

this respect has been remembered by the subsequent genera-

tion. The ancient Rishis of India had embodied the results of

sky-gazing even in the Vedas, the earliest scripture of Ae world

now available to us.
'""

No nation can flourish properly unless, the early history of

the country is fully known to the;subsequent generation. Due

to long alien domination, the old history of cur country was

submerged in oblivion, and we became- accustomed to accept

all the episodes and allegories in "their face value... lathe later

half of the nineteenth century, many scholars in different parts

of our country took up the study of ancient Indian subjects and

as such this period may be called the renaissance period of

Indian culture. They unveiled the truth that was concealed, in

our different old literature, including the Vedas, Upanishads,

Puranas and epics. The work of studying the astronomical

branches was undertaken almost simultaneously by Balaganga-

dhar Tilak, Sankar Balakrishna Dikshit and in Bengal by Kali-

nath Mukherji and Jogesh Chandra Ray. The present book

is the result of MukherjiV untiring efforts in studying our old

scriptures with an astronomical eye.

Just as the geographer must know his globe, so the astrono-

mer must know the names and positions of the stairs and star

clusters in the celestial sphere. The knowledge of the names of

stars and the constellations and their mapping out is a primary

necessity of all astronomers. This has now assumed great
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importance in view -ofthe present-day advancement of mankind

whose astronauts are soaring deeper and deeper into space

having the vast stellar sphere as their only guide.

In ^napping out the celestial sphere mainly on the basis

of knowledge gathered from ancient books of India, the author

with his scholarship, devotion and perseverance brought out

this books _about 70 years ago. It is a descriptive astronomy,

so to say, geography of the heavens prepared on the basis of the

Hindu scriptures*

On the basis of his research, the author has meticulously

drawnjjtp the map o£ the entire celestial sphere divided into

two maps^^orthern and-seuthern hemispheres. He carefully-

illustrated them with- figures drawn by himself* These two

maps detailing stars and heavenly bodies along with other

maps, figures and illustratipns^lfirst appeared in his Sanskrit -

book 'Bkagola Chttram'-pnhlishcd in the year 1901. These -

two maps have been included in the book which gives a glimpse_

as to how our ancient astronomers described the celestial sphere

in the study of practical astronomy.

Born in a middle class Brahmin family at Jaidia in Jessore

district, now in East Pakistan, the author had college education

at Krishnagar. He graduated with honours in the year 1872

with Mathematics, Philosophy and Sanskrit. He then studied

Law and got the degree in 1873. While he was a student at*

Krishnagar College, he came in contact with Sir M, J,

Herschel, M.A., Bar-at-Law and also an astronomer who

was the grandson of Sir William Herschel, the great astro-

nomer. The author had the privilege of getting consider-

able inspiration and guidance from Sir M. J. Herschel in the

study of astronomy and the stars. As a mark of tribute

and respect he dedicated the present book to his preceptor. In

—the year 1873 the author started practice at the bar in his home

district and soon became one of the leading practitioners. He

was also a Vakil of the Calcutta High Court

Although a lawyers/astronomy was the subject of his great

love and devotion. For the purpose of getting unobstructed

view of the celestial sphere he constructed a house near his
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village home in a wide open place away from the crowded loca-

lity and gave its name Riponpalli after the name of Lord

Ripon , formerly Governor-General of India. In-eyery week*

end he used to go to Riponpalli ftpm Jes&ore-iuc^'"'£n^^&d.

himself in studying thensta*s-In7 the heavens from a small ohser*

vatory erected for the purpose. Thus he gathered the knowledge

about stars not only from books of astronomy and old texts, but

also 'from practical observations carried out by himself.

The present book 'Popular Hindu Astronomy-^Part V was

published in 1905. This part comprises six Vithisv out of the

twelve Vithis in which the celestial sphere was- divided by the

author. Part II of the book composing the ottjer §uc Vithis was™

*~in the press, but could not be published during his life-time

and the manuscripts are also not available now. He Has how-

ever discussed briefly all the twelve V&hh inhh *Bkagota Chitram*

a map of the heavens which is in Sauskrit, as well as in his

Bengali Book "Tara". The remaining six Yithis. have been_

included in the present edition of th^ data

given in the above two publications. ~ ~
_

The author in his book has collected all the legends from

the Vedas, Ramayana, Mahabharata, Puranas and even from

later works like those of Kalidasa that have any reference to

stars. He has also hunted up Zend-Avesta, the old scripture of

the Parsi community as also other old books of the Western

nations, and by so doing he has tried to establish a close rela

tionship among all the early ideas. In this respect he may be

regarded as a pioneer and deserve great credit which all

research workers would accord to htm ungrudgingly. He has

paved the path of modern workers in the field in establishing a

good relationship among the early nations of the world and in

deciphering the inner significance of the allegories.

It is difficult to restrain oneself from putting the question

as to whether all the stories associated with the stars are real

historical events or they are merely mythical stones* It is no

doubt true that many of these stories are fiction or myth coming

down from the early period. But still there are some stories

which are associated with real historical persons. For example,



wc can mention the name of Agastya, the Aryan sage who is

believed to have first explored South India. He started for his^

southern journey and finally went up to Sumatra or Java where-

from he did not return. His kinsmen not finding him to come

back, named a bright star of the southern sky after the sage.

The author has correctly brought out the fact that originally

Krittika was the first nakshatra of the lunar zodiac and conse-

quently Vrisha was the first Rasi. Unlike the present-day usage,

Krittika nakshatra and Vrisha rasi were taken to start simul-
, -«--

taneously at that early age. This assumption gives a solution

to a very pertinent question of horoscope-making which baffled

all research workers in the field. This_-is in respect of the horos-

cope of Sri Ramachandra as given in the Ramayana.

It has been stated, that Rama was born in the Navami tithi

of Chandra Chaitra when the sun was in Mesha rasi and the

Moon was in Punarvasu nakshatra. Although it is not known

whether it is a real horoscope^of a historical person or one

fabricated by later astrologers to fit in with the events of life of

_ Ramachandra, there is a great discrepancy in the birth

chart judged from the present-day principles of ealendaric

astronomy, as discussed below* In a navami tithi the moon

must be ahead of the sun by 96 to 108 degrees. If. the sun

be taken to have occupied even the first degree of Mesha, then

the moon must be situated between 6 and 18 degrees of Karkata

rasi in order to get the navami tithi. But in this position of the

moon we get the lunar nakshatra as Pusliya or Aslesha and

not Punarvasu which ends at 3° 20' of Karkata, This anomaly

is solved if we take for granted that in early days Krittika

nakshatra started with Vrisha rasi. This gives the ending point

of Punarvasu as 6° 40' of Karkata. So if the sun is taken to be

situated at the first degree of Mesha and the moon about the

6th degree of Karkata then it gives a complete solution to the

anomaly.

As is naturally expected from a practical observer of the

heavenly bodies, the author expressed anxiety over the deplor-

able condition of present-dayTTanchangs which give inaccurate

positions of the Sun, Moon and planets. He expressed his grief
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for the inefficiency of later astronomers in applying proper

Vij

a

corrections t6 the planetary positions as had been done in

early years even up to the time of Ganesa Daivagna (born 1402

Su£. J>r 1480 A.D.). The author suggested ffeslTcdrtectiprato

be determined and applied to thejnean-positions of the heaven-

ly bodies, but he himself could not do that presumably due to

his other preoccupations. The desired Vija corrections to the.

mean elements of the Surya-Siddhanta to obtain the correct

mean elements have now been determined and are given below;

Element

-"Ft

MftaaJSun

"Solar-Apogee

Mean Moon
kunat^-Apogee

JLunar Node or Rahu
Mean Mercury

Mean Venus

-MeanJVIars

Mean Jupiter

Mean Saturn

If we use the mean elements of Surya-Siddhanta corrected

by the amounts of Vija derived from the above, and also use the

equations of centre and Sighra equations properly corrected and
brought up to date, then our Surya-Siddhanta calculations can

also give the positions of planets that would agree with modern
observation. But it is a pity that till this date some of our

Panchang-makers are paying no heed to the modern require-

ment and they are still adhering to the 400-year-old Vijas.

For the purpose of distinguishing and assigning different

names to the ecliptc stars through which the moon passes^

attempts were made from very early time in some countries to

divide the star groups into constellations. In India the ecliptic

stars were divided into 28 divisions even in the Vedic times.

These are known asnakshatra divisions or lunar mansions. As
these clusters of stars do not cover equal lengths of the ecliptic/

Vija correction 7
for 14 April 196

Annual
variation _

of Vija

+ 0° 13' 26 '.48
~

+ 8'.4$

+ 1 41 03.90 * 11.51

+ 03 02.22 4-_8.'l0

- 5 32 03.67 -22.42

- 3 47 52.73 - 9.65

-6 34 11.98 . -4-27.125

- 8 07 43.26

+ 1 33 22.05 .4-17.85

- 4 33 1.1.35 - 6.75

+ 5 52 43.27 +27.75
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the original divisions were naturally ofunequal length. We get

a description of this unequal division-in the work of Bhaskara-

charya, who has stated that it was introduced by early sages

(those like Garga).. In this unequal division system there are

15 nakshatras of normal length which is 13° 1(F 35" the mean

daily motion of the moon. The. nakshatras Bharani, Ardra,

Aslesha, Svati, Jyestha and^ Satabhisaj were of half the above

length and the nakshatras Rohini, Punarvasu, Uttara Phalguni,

Visakha, Uttara Asadha and Uttara Bhadhrapada were of one

and half times the normal length, and AbhijitVlength was only

4* Hi 15" the residue^qf the circle. With the introduction of

computational astronomy^ tfe^bov^ unequal division was found

very inconvenient for practical calculation. As a result the

ecliptic was subsequently divided into 27 equal parts and Abhijit

was excluded from the list. Thus we now get 2Xnakshatras or

4unar mansions of 1 3° 20' each starting fromAsvinu It is likely that

this equal division system came into vogue when the nakshatra

.
cycle started from Krittika -at the Vedic times about 2000 B.C.

At^fcRTtime ofthe Vedanga Jyotisa Calendar (1350 B.C.) when
the nakshatra cycle started from Dhanistha, the equal division

system was fully established. Much work remains to be done
regarding this unequal division system of the nakshatra cycle

which was in vbgue in the earliest times.

In his Sanskrit work the 'Bhagola Chitram* the author has

drawn up charts showing the positions of nakshatras according to

different authorities and he has selected the yogataras or princi-

pal stars of the nakshatra divisions taking into consideration the
views expressed by these authorities.

A table is appended showing the initial points of all the

nakshatra divisions bdth according to the equal division and
unequal division systems. The equal division system is based
on the prcsent=day accepted theory of Chitrapaksha in which
the star Chitraor <,Virginis is taken to occupy the middle point
of the cycle whfch is the same as the middle point of Chitra
nakshatra. As regards the unequal di^sion system, it is very
difficult to say with certainty whether the divisions started from
Asvini or any other nakshatra like Krittika, Magha, Chitra,
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Sravana or Dhanistha, Wc have, however, given~thc- initial

points of the .unequal division system starting from Asvini.

In the table the different yogataras along with theurdhitra^

paksha nirayana longitudes have alsô foeen ghrert. These yoga-

taras are according to the Surya-Siddhanta as identified by Bur-

gess. In this case also it is difficult to say whether these stars as

identified were known as such in the Vedic times and in the

later period prior to the evolution of the Siddhantic system of.

astronomy in our country.

The-author has introduced a new system ofnomenclature in

^T^^ct of the stars which closely follows the present astrojM>mi-

~caj syttem of.naming by use of the Greek alphabet.™ The nam^-
- of the yogataras as identified by the author have also been added
in the table with the names as given by him* It has been noticed

that4n some xases the two identifications arc not identical.

^As regards the Indian names of the different stars and star

groups, it is found to be a difficult task to assign appropriate
"

-names to them, although the need for such Indian issmr? h?*s-

xlqw become „paramount. The Siddhantas give the names of

only a. few stars mostly near the moon's path, which have, ~

however, been adopted by the author. As regards stars of other

regions, 4he author has taken much pains in associating them
with fables From our old scriptures and assigned to them some
names appropriate to our ancient history. The four maps
included in this book consummate the result of his labour.

One or two such maps have been published by some other

authors in our country. Those who are working in the line of
assigning Indian names to the different stars and constellations

corresponding to the present astronomical names will find a
helpful guidance from the present book. These maps and
those published by other authors will be their basis for the
compilation ofa standard ail-India' star atlas with Indian names
of stars and constellations.

Qne cannot but sincerely thank the author for the pains-
taking devotion and strenuous labour undertaken by him in
collecting different fables and anecdotes from different Indian
texts as well as those from the Middle East and Western
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TABLE

Initial point
(Equal div.)

Initial point
(Unequal

div.)

Yogatara^witii

Nirayaaa Long.
(After Burgess)

As identified

by the author

I
I

V9 Ay i S U 1

Asvini A n n A
\J P Anetis u 1U /

t
l - ivLCsxidsya

Bharani o 13 20 13 1 1
i 1

At Arietis u z*t z i
I

6 iVicsnasya

Krittifca o 96 40 1Qi j ACtO n l auri 1 d o f on

?
v nsnasya

Rohini
1

. i
1 ft nU 1

1 Z OO < Taun 1 15 56 1 Vrishasya

Mrigasiras
1
i 93.ZO 9rtZU 11 99ZZ J.9

..A Ononis 1 zj 51 1 i Mrigasya

Ardra — ^ o 4n 9z O DO v>fK)nis z 4 54 Z ivirjgasya

Punarvasu 9 AU o
I toIZ Zo Gcminon 2 29 22 JViitnunasya

Pushya onzu oo 9Z It* Cancn , 4 14 5z
aO r^ai katasya

:: ^dcsha 1 \J
AT) \

' o 10 ZD. Hydrac a...lo..29...
-9 XTraua-oarp<i5ya

Magba n n Qo zz nu dL JLconis 4 a oo 1l oiiiUJ*i5y«*

p;^halguni 4 4*r i i o i^conts 4 I / Z /
4

U;-Phalguni 4 40 4 1 o o 1Z 1 p
T jr» rt A 07 Afl 9z o i iiiiidsya

Hasta 10 «j o 7 O i-iOrvi" o iy jo o

Chitra 5 23 20 <; 91Z

1

to Virgims d zy^R3^- 1

aw- 40 o A
* ZO < Uootis O (J i\ islimya

.ySakha. o 1 1
I I < JLiiDra Zl 14 11 l. uiosyA

r Ajitrraxifaa 7
OA >*

7 49 V Scorpii 7 8 43 5 Vnscikasya
'-.

:
Jycstiia • 7 "16 40 7 14 "C Scorpii 7 15 54 i Vriscikasya

"Mula « 8 7 20 35
,

A Scorpii ~ 8 44
^

2 Vriscikasya

P. Aiadha r 8 13 20 8 3 46
j

5 Saeittarii 8 10 43 .3 - Dhanusah

8 26 40 8 16 5G i a Sagittarii 8 18 32 2 Dhanusah

Abnijit 9 6 42
J

Lyrac 8 21 27 1 Vinayali

Sravana 9 10 9 10 57 < Aquilac 9 7 55 1 Garudasya

j-manisina 9 .23 20 9 24 7 Ddphini 9 22 29 1 Sravisthasya
" Satabhisaj 10 6 40 10 7 18 A Aquarii 10 17 43 7 Kumbhasya
P. Bhadra- 10 20 10 13 53 Prgasi 10 29 38 3 Pakshirajasya

pada

U Bhadra^ 11 3 20 10 27 4 y Pcgasi . 11 15 18 I Dhruvamatuh
pada

'

Rcvati 11 16 40 11 16 49 C Piscium 11 26 1 6 Minasya

Asvini 12 12

countries and establishing a reasonable link between them and

their relation with stars, a work which will guide and help all

those who are associated with the research work in the field.

Calcutta

20th February, 1969

(1 Phalguna, 1890 S. K)



* AUTHOR'S PREFACE
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'

_ _^

The cbiefgiory ofthc Jndo*Ary^n race lies in their perfect

system of the science of astronomy
t
the noblest-andlhe grandest

of all sciences. It is however at the same time a difficult

science, as it has to deal with objects ever running at a very

high i*ate of motion, in some cases, almost inconceivable,

and not always uniform. Astronomical calculations there-

fore require corrections every year, every month and every~ day,

naytvecy.moment* These corrections are technically called

3djaj( "tf* ), the want of which; for a long time, has now^hrown

the Hindu calendar and with it the Hindu reSgious ceremonies^

-and Hindu national festivals into utter confusion. The cele-

brated mathematician and astronomer Ganesa (born. S.E.I 402),

the illustrious-son of the renowned astronomer Kcsava (born

-

IfcjE. 1378) observes with just pride, "that the Grahas (planets)

were right in their computed places in the time of Brahma^

AcharyarXBrihaspati)
f
Vasishtha, Kasyapa and others by the

rales they gave, but in length of time they differed. In ther

beginning of Kaliyuga, Parasara's (B-C. 1300) book answered,

but Aryabhatta (born S.E. 398) many years afterwards, having

examined the heavens found some deviations and introduced a.

correction of vija. After him when further changes were

observed, Durga Singha
#
Mihira (born S.E* 427) and others

made corrections. After them came the son of Jishnu, Brahma-

gupta (born S.E. 520) who made the necessary corrections.

Afterwards Kesava (born S.E. 1378) fixed the positions ofthe

planets and sixty years after Kesava, his son Ganesa (born S.E.

1402) made corrections."

It is time to make fresh corrections in our astronomical

calculations for want of wliich the Hindu almanacs are relapsing

into a state of confusion. Futile attempts are being made here

and there to correct the positions of the planets ; but to do so

with any degree ofsuccess, it requires actual observations of

the heavens carried on by practical astronomers. Book-learn-

ing can hardly improve matters. But no observation is possible
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without astronomical charts and instruments. As to the former,

the Tuncouth and inaccurate and in some cases obscene charts

of-^^-Nakshatras found in some of the astrological works

are the^enly ones now extant, works on the 'Nakshatra Vidyp?

being no longer in existence. We have therefore to recons-

truct an atlas of the Hindu astronomy, but to do so the only

course left open is to accept and adopt European charts*

As regards the nomenclature of the stars, asterisms and
constellations, We can hardly expect to derive much helpjrom

the Siddhantas, the only astronomical works that have come'
dowrrtp "us ; because they are, as their names imply, solely

jiotis^ the technical branch of the science. The names
;~oifa few^sters of mathematical importance and the^mes of the

t\5tentyeight Nakshatras (asterisms or constellations as the casej

may^e) "and of the twelve Rasis ( nftf ) or signs- as they are

c^ed in the West, are all that we find in them. —As wc have
saod/rio-woric on "Nakshatra Vidyd" or descriptive astronomy

hakXome^down to us. As for the names of the stars, asterisms

i^and^constellations other than those mentioned in the Siddhantas,
-

where are we to get them ? The reply is that though the

Rishis of old have not left us tablets and cylinders, boundary
stones'and cuneiform inscriptions like the Babylonian sages,

they Tfave left for us a vast store of legends and myths in. the

Sdstras, which interpreted in their proper light, are sure to yield

much valuable astronomical informations we want. And we
can glean them from the narratives that abound in the Sam-
hitas and Brahmanas, in the Upanishads and Tantras, in the

Itih^^aiid the Puranas. The ancient Hindu looked upon
the Nakshatras (a) as the abodes of the Gods,

vide: ^

^TOTT:* ^*rf<M T. Br. I. 5. 2, 5.

and upon the more brilliant stars as the weapons' to kill the
Asuras (Darkness), such as Vajra ( ?nr ) the thunder, Sula ( 39 )
*~m

1 »^ ...... -wr

(a) The Sk word Nakshalra Ukc its Akkadian iynonymTA^aA and its

Semitic synonym Mul, is used to denote a star, an astcrism and a constella-
tion, as well as a planet and a meteor.
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the spear and so forth. j^Whcn therefore the constellations are

personified iaa liuxnanSgive,.^* figure isnaturally represented

Goddesses" are armciTwith weapons. ';.

'

.

'-
-

The earEcstgfodua^^

seme) had in his mind certab ideaf|s to the attributes ofJus

divinities before hebegan to locate them, each in his proper

sphere ia the heavens. ..For its all-pervading rays, the Orb of

Day was allotted-to- Vishmt ( fa* ) lit., the all-pervading one ;

T0^^^^^^^^!i^y «*Ojieen_ of Night*' ' wairr;

autatejiiftli^ one having dark spots.).^

^herlnsteons^Qrb ofVenus -as the morning star was allottcdjo"

the gycat warnw ^^ra phase of Indra (a), and die-

beautiful Orb _of Venus as the evening star, to Sacki (lit-,

^^^^^''^^^^^f^e-C^dess of Love) ; and the fiery

laib of Ares^l^trl^lKto» the God of Love. The brilliant

:^i^fBnha)f^.w<»v2l' bidnu The"dark and sluggish Orb

ofSbt^Satus^Sata^) Mlds Tama the Death-God, and so on;

^ ^ of the Sun-God, with his goat

steeds, was placed in- the constellation (Auriga) situated above

the Vernal-Equinox (3.13. 4250) the Door of Heaven (Rv. X.

70. 5.); and Sepha Betah in Cepheus and so on.

Each of the thirty Nakshatras had its patron divinity, the

Asvin brothers, Tama and so on ; and the good Tama, the first-

born and the chiefof the Fathers, was placed on Draconis, the

Pole-star of B.C. 3000, above the Ztiris alias the Saptarshis in

Ursa Major.

Legendary heroes also^ bad. their share. Parasu-Rama is the

Indian brother ©f the GJfe. Perseus, and Kumara Skanda is the

Indian analogue of the Biotiah Kandaon (Orion). The Southern

^^hefe
^bur a^trotioinicaiMMbelievcd in hisheart ofhearts that one

day he bimself would pass on to one of the heavenly luminaries

and that many of the "stars are the lights ofreligious men".

Sat Br. VI. 5. 4. 8.

(a) wf*&RI «n^V?f JR«rfSrc^-Gr*Ju>y*gatatva

B
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This grand old idea peculiar to our Rishis of atrstere

piety, has lilied the heavens, as is popularly believed, with

Agaslya aad ^Ltya-mudra, Vasisktha and Arundhati, SunRi and

Dhruva.

It may be said without any exaggeration that our Epic

poets and the Aitihasikas have drawn their materials so largely

from astronomical myths that one can hardly discover any

trace ofhistorical legends in their works.

_We have illustrated our standpoint by a few examples to be

found in^our Introduction to this work (Vide. pp.7-63). To them

—we draw 3hdr-reader*s special attention. In this connectiorr _
we should^also remind him that matters reUgidUsTHo not come

within the scope of the present work.

Every
-
mountain^- every river,— every shrub in India,

observed a great Sanskrit scholar of the West, lias a storyof its

ownto telly and"we only wish to add that every star (we usrenthe

word in a ^jiiprehensive sense) important either on account of

its su^rior brilirancy or of its prominent position, has a story of

its own to^ell to the Indians. The origins of these stories are to

be found in the-Veclas^ as we have attempted to illustrate in

these pages.

-We can Jxardly hope that our work will find an easy

acceptance with the Vedic scholars. Because while we had to

adopt the existing translations and paraphrases of the verses

referred to in it (and we have thankfully adopted them) we
could not accept the- interpretations sought to be put on the

verses concerned by commentators Eastern or Western. If any

one will turn on a starry night from the Vedic texts to the

nocturnal sky, he will see at a glance that it would be practi-

cally impossible to do so.

Ourjudicious readers will no doubt find that the interpreta-

tions we put on them are nothing but the logical result of the

investigations started by the leaders of the modern school of

Vedic interpretations with the noble object "to discover and
disclose the spirit and truth of the most ancient and venerated

literary records that are the heritage of Aryan man". How-
ever in this connection we must admit that our responsibility
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is very great indeed, and in the words of the illustrious poet,

my only hope lies in— ,

'

I cannot conclude without publicly expressing my deep

obligations to Prof. Henry Stephen and to Babu Harijiban

Banerjea, M.A. "My special thanks are due to the former for

much valuable assistance, most freely given, in supplying me
with informations asW^^-true import of the classical names
of the itai^V^^^gfc^Btellafions. As regards the latter I

may truly say that without his labojirs in preparing copies for

the press aiid in directing "the proof sheets, this work could

not see the light. ~ ".

Lastly, I should add'thatJbrthe purpose of illustrating by

way ofanalogy the result ofmy labours and researches I have

freely quoted from thi* Researches into the origin of the Primi-

tive Constellations of_"the~Greeks,. .Phoenicians and the Baby-

lonians lately published by Mr. Robert Brown (J)

.

Ripon-Palli, ...
-

Jessore, Kalinath Mukherji
in Bengal,

June 23rd, 1902.



K PUBLISHER'S NOTE
t \ - ...

Towards the end of the nineteenth century during, the

renaissance period of;Ben^ "th^
devoted himself to the study of the stars with special reference -

-

to Hindu Sastras. He undertook thetesearch work in the subject

after having received inspirationAnd guidance from Sir M. J.

Herschel, a grandson of the great astronomer Sir William

Herschel, to whom he dedicated this work.

The first pubtication-of the-aiithor's work was jrrrtefwfc

Atlas on ^du Astonoh^^ published

in1901. Tn th^fono^^ "Tdfair> a Bengali

book on Hindu Astronomy^ In 19021ie wrote the present book

Popular Hindu Asirononty7~2ari I: of the book was published in

1905.
"w ri^Z,^^.^

;~hi all his^rlsT^-alit^^wded-Ae celestial sphere into

twelve divisions caUed^thi^ Popular Hindu

Astronomy comprised^'mi^fli&i' '"Part II of the book which

comprised other six Vithisw^WTthc press but could not be

published during his lifetime and even the manuscript could

not be traced thereafter. _
~

The author has however discussed briefly all the twelve

Vithis in his Bengali book Tara and in vi^fa^ra. I desired to

have the Vithis seven to twelve included in this new pub-

lication.

I have been very fortunate in getting friends who have

ungrudgingly offered their help and encouragement in getting

the new edition of the book. I am grateful to Sri N. C. Lahiri,

M.A., Ganitacharya and Ganita Kalanidhi, who is an authority

on the subject, for his authoritative foreword. My thanks are

also due to Sri Arun Kumar Lahiri who translated thejVithis

seven to twelve from the&ngau^j^
relevant slokas from I am thankful to, Rev. Father

Antoine of St. Xavier's College, Sri Radhagobinda Chandra,

astronomer, Sri Atlanta Kumar Mitra, Advocate, Sri R» Subra~

piatiiam Curator, Birla Planetarium for their time to time



advice, suggestions and guidance in getting this new edition itr

its present form* _ _
In tfre end, thanks are due to Messrs. Sree Saraswaty Press

Etd fortheir co-operation for bringing out this book in time.

The day on which I write this note is a memorable day

for the mankind being the day of the wonderful conquest of die

Moon, the greatest epoch-making event of science and glorious

fulfilment of generations* dream to inscribe foot-steps on lunar

surface—an achievement of Neil Armstrong and Eldwin E„

" Aldrin and their comrade MicKael Collins—the three heroesj>f

all time to come: ~'-;:.~^z,-:
• •••• :

r ^

Dated : July 21, 1969

}8
t
Deshapriya Park, West, _ Nirmal Mukherjea

Calcutta-26. —
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INTRODUCTION

DEFINITIONS

TARA (cTTTT ) or STAR
-

A star is,an isolated speck or point of light in the firmament.

The term includes the sun and the Graha-Panchaka ( qgWS )

i.e. "Planets-five" commonly called the Taragrahas (mm ).

In' India stars of astronomical importance received special

names derived from-the myths connected with them and in

few cases special names denoting their positions in heaven or m

constellation. ,
'

"

The star names Prajapati ( WfRf ), Agni .(
«rfr ), Lubdhaka.

(^ ) and Agastya ( TOf ) are connected with national

mvths, while "Dhruva" («?.«*|) 'X » PeS denotcs the position

of the star in the heavens and "Brahma-hridaya" ( ) ..Re-

position of the star in the constellation in which it is situated.

In the west also this method prevailed in early days. In

1 C03 this cumbersome method was superseded by the elegant

invention of Bavcr, a German Astronomer. This invention

consisted in calling the stars in each constellation after some

letter in the Greek Alphabet,* the sequence of the letters

* The Greek Alphabet—

a Alpha.

B
f
Bcta.

v Nu.

f Xi.

y Gamma. ° Omicron.

8 Delta,
it Pi.

< Epsilon. P ^ho -

{ Zeta. a Si8m»-

i, Eta. T Tau-

$ Theta. v Upsilon.

t Iota. 4 Phi-

k Kappa>. " X Chi.

A Lambda. ^

fi Mu. « Omega.
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A vending on the positions of the stars in the constellation-

figure, or in the order of their magnitudes, in each constella- -

^"Thus the largest star in the constellation-Aries (Mesha=*fc)

is called "a Aliens" meaning «'a of Aries".

The star next in magnitude is called j3 Arietis and so forth.

We have to follow this method in the absence of any of our

own, but in the place of the Greek letters unfamiliar to us, we

propose to substitute numerals 1, 2, 3, &c.

- - --_ Thus a "Arietis « i Meshasya,

• •;- -• - '."

/3 Arietis - 2 Meshasya -

and so forth. .....

"
But as we have tried, as far as possible, to follow the- order

^magnitudes more closely, there has been disagreement in

ma^; insta&ces.
"

- r 27 STHULATVA or MAGNITUDE ^
~

-^i largest and brightest stars are said to be starr^f thc -

first magnitude. Next come . stars of the second magnitude and

so on by a descending scale.

3. BHAGOLA ( qrftH ) or THE SIDEREAL SPHERE

The inner surface of the hollow celestial sphere is called the

Bhagola, literally the star-sphere.

4. KHAGOLA ( ispfm )

The term literally means the round Sky. It means the

space within the Bhagola and includes the solar system.

5. JYOTISHA CHAKRA ( sqffireW 5 or

THE ZODIAC
The Zone or belt in the star-dome, through the middle of

which runs the Ravi-marga or the Ecliptic, is called

the Jyotisha Chakra. It is 360° long and 16°, 18° or 20°

broad according to different schools of astronomy. It is so

called either because of its being chiefly used in Jyotisha

("astronomy ) or of its being the high road of the sun, moon
and other planets.
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6. RASI CHAKRA ( *Tfa ) or THE SOLAR
ZODIAC

The Zodiac when divided into 12 equal parts for the

purpose of computing the monthly movement of the sun

along the ecliptic is called the Rasi Chakra or the Solar Zodiac

and each subdivision's called a Rasi (xfe) or sign. In a

secondary sense a Rasi means a principal constellation in the

Zodiac and in its literal sense a Rasi means a large group of

stars. The first point of Rasi Chakra is the point 10' east of

star 6 Minasya ( Piscium).

7. BHA-CHAKRA ( ) or THE LUNAR
,-ZODIAC

The Zodiac when divided into 27 equal parts for the

purpose of computing the daily movement of the moon is called

the Bka-Chakra or the Lunar Zodiac and each of the divisions

is called a Nakshatra. Riksha-Chakra is another name of Bha-

Chakra. The first point of Bka-Chakra was at the first point of

Krittika Nakshatra in the Vedic ige. -The modern Luni-solar

Zodiac is a combination of the' Rasi Chakra and Bha-Chakra

commencing from the first point of Rasi Chakra which is also

the first point of Asvini Nakshatra.

In a secondary sense Nakshatra means a star, a group of

stars large or small za, either a constellation or an asterism of

the Lunar Zodiac.

8. YOGATARA (iftmmr) m., THE PRINCIPAL
STAR

The word Yogatara means the principal star in a Nakshatra

used in astronomical observations and computations; the rest

of the stars in the Nakshatra simply serve to facilitate its easy

recognition and to give the Nakshatra a figure, generally |t

fancied one.

9. THE RAVIMARCA ( tftmn ) or THE
ECLIPTIC

Marking day by day on the globe representing the storry

sphere, the position of the setting sun with reference to the
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nearest Zodiacal star, we get 365 points arranging themselves

on a great circle around it. This great circle is called the
°

R(a>marga. It .juttS through or by the stars Svaha fwfifr),

Anila («rf3fir) f
Garddabha (qfr), Khyati (^Frr^..Gbitr^(^T),

Yamyakilaka. ( qiH*^* ),
Divya-Chanchala ( i^TOT ).

Duryyodhana (gaffo*), and Mulakilaka 0y+1«i+).

10.. THE VISHUVAT (fg^r) or THE EQUINOX

The word-Vishuvat originally meant the middle one. In

astronomy, the term means a moving point in heaven. The

sun,-,when at this - point, makes equal day and night every-

where oh the-surfecr-of the earth. The point is therefore

called in western astronomy Equinox (equal day and night) .-

It is also_calied Krantipata ( zxfz&tt ). There are two such

points m heJCve*n._Qne is Mahdvishuva Samkranti (wf^ sfcsrfer)

t.^_the Vernal Equinox and the other the Jalavishuva

Samkrdnti (drafts? ) the Autumnal Equinox.

„_;"
li' ^THE^VISHUVATI REKHA ( Eq«<0 V3X ) or

THE EQUINOCTIAL

The great circle which passes through the two Vishuvat

points dividing the sidereal sphere in the Northern and

Southern hemisphere, is called Vishuvati Rekhd i.e., the

equinoctial.

Vishuvat may therefore be defined to be a point where the

Ravimarga cuts the Vishuvat Rekha, either in the middle of

the sun's northing or of its southing. It is to be observed

that the plane of the terrestrial equator when extended to the

star-sphere will touch every point of the Vishuvati Rekha.

Vishuvati Rekha lies equidistant from both the celestial poles,

and it divides the Bhagola into two equal parts; the Northern

Bhagolarddha ( OTtoTTC ) or the Northern celestial hemisphere

called the Devabhaga and the Southern Bhagolarddha, i.e., the

Southern celestial hemisphere called the Asurabhaga. The

Vishuvati or the equinoctial passes by or through stars 1,11

Timeh • 7 Kalapurushasya ; 11 Shashtha masasya ; 2, 8

KanyzLyah ; 7 Garurasya and 2 Kumbhasya.
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12. AMSA ( ) asi DEGREE (°)

Every drcle is considered * to lie divided into 360 equal

parts. Each part is called an Amsa fsqr) or degree.

13. KALA ( <p*n ) or MINUTE (
' )

Each amsa is sub-divided into 8£> equal jarts. Each part

is called a Kala or minute.*

14. VIKALA ( f^TT ) m SECOND (
"

)

;
~ Each Kala is again subdivided i*to 60 ^ual parts. Each

part is called a Vikali ( ftt&t ) or second. In the division of

the Havimarga into degrees a pomt 10' cast of the star

Mulakilaka is to be taken as'the beginning ofthe solar Zodiac^

y30Lmake a Rasi. Thus a star having a ioagitude of 33° is

T„ said to be at Long. 1. 3°.

15, AYANANTA
( 3t^t^} <>R SOLSTICE

The plane of the Ravimarga is inclined to the plane of the

:
. _ Vishuvati at 23° 27'.

"— Thus half of the former plane lies to the north of the latter

plane and half to the south of it.

The point in the Ravimarga farthest from the Vishuvati on

its north is called Uttara Ayananta i*e m , the

Northern Solstice or Summer Solstice ; and the point in the

Ravimarga farthest from the Vishuvati on its south is called

Dakshina Ayananta ( *wwkd ) the Southern Solstice

or the Winter Solstice. A Solstice is equidistant from the

Equinoxes,

16. RISHI-REKHA ( ^ft^rr) ENG. SOLSTITIAL
COLURE

The great circle which passes through the poles of the

plane of the , Vishuvati and the two solstices fe called the

Rishi-Rekha ( sgfa^T ) t.e. 9 the Solstitial Colure.

17. DHRUVA ( jsri ) or CELESTIAL POLE
The Bhagola (or the celestial sphere^ like the terrestrial ball

has its poles, which are simply the poles of the earth extended

to the c-Jestiaf concave. The celestial North Pole is railed
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Uttara Dhruva {?M »jr) and the celestial South Pole is called the
Dakshina Dhruva ( V ). The line joining the two Dhruvas
is called the Dhmvayashtr^fo

) the axis of the world.
The star lying at or near the Uttara Dhruva is cattcd-the

Saumya Dhruva Tara and the star .lying at or near the Dakshina
Dhruva is called the Tanya Dhruva Tara.

18. KADAMBA
( ) or POLE OF THE

- ECLIPTIC
The North Pole^. of the Ravimarga is called Kadamba and

its South Pok may_be called Parakadamba and the line joining
Kadamba and Pdrakadmiirainzrbc called Kadambayashti

19. VIKSHEPA {f^) or CELESTIAL LATITUDE
20. E>HRUVAKAX«^

) or CELESTIAL LONGITUDE
The p^n^a hcavenly body is known by the celestial

latitude and longitude called Vikshpa and Dhmvaka, the former
representing itsl distance north or south of the ecliptic and the
latter its angular distance measured eastward from a fixed
point 10' east of the star Mulakilaka and counted along the
ecliptic by the arc subtending the angle.

21. HEL1KA ASTA (^^) or HELIACAL
SETTING

The heliacal setting of a star takes place when the sun

sTCot-"
S
°

nCar
^ 10 re"der U inViSibIC by itS SUpCri°r

22. ASTAMANA
( 5T^ft ) or COSMICAL RISING

A star is said to be in aslamana when it has the same
longitude with the sun and it invisibly rises with the sun.

P.JtK
StarS 3

-?
iI

T-
ni

'
Brah*ahridaya, Nishthya, VasudevaPraUshU^ and Ratnapuri are said never to become invisible

during heliacal setting. Vide S. S. IX. 18.

23. HELIKA UDAYA(|^w)oR HELI.
ACAL RISING

The heliacal rising of a star takes place when after
having been in conjunction with the sun, during which it
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remains invisible; Jt emerges from the sun's light so as to be

visible in the morning before sunrise. In the Suryya Siddhanta

Utlikaudaya is simply called Udaya.

24. TARA-GUCHCHHAKA (gm']^ ). ENG-

STAR-CLUSTER

A collection of small stars may be called Taraguchchhaka

or Guchchhaka ( 3=^J ) u star-cluster.

25. TARA-MANDALA ( amnq^ ) PR

CONSTELLATION

A large group of stars is called Tara-mandaia-or Mandala*

26. ASTERISM

A small cluster of stars forming part of a constellation is

-called *Asterism\

Thus most of the Nakshatras are Asterisms,

EXAMPLE 1

THE CHHAYAPATHA ( ^TOKTO )
-

Ak. Batgakas (death road).

Bab. Khi-gall-a (canal of wafler),

Gr. Galaxias (The Milky Way),

Lat. Via Lactea, Zend. Vanant*

Pcrs. Rakh-vad (watery way) and Rahihajiyan.

Zend-myth : Ardvi-Sura-Anahita ( The high powerful and undefined )•

Eng. The Milky Way ; Galaxy.

Italian. The path of St. James of compustilla*

The luminous Zone which is observed in a clear moonless

night, as a beautiful band of soft light stretching completely

across the heavens, is commonly called Chhayapatha ( )

and Somadhara f qlnnK l )
{a). To an ordinary observer it

appears as a sheet of white cloth 12 feet broad
,
forming a

bandage around the two hemispheres, and torn here and there

(a) gfprm: ?rtwu ^nrr-sfta t
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as if by ravages of time. The keynote of creation seems to liehidden m its folds. The Deva-patha has not failed to strike
wonder *nd admiration in the xnimis- of people both ancient
and modern, savage and civilised. The charming influence
of its serene light has touched the heart of one and all in every
age. Contemplation of its grandeur and soft light has brought
solace to many a mind affected -by the throes of this miserable
earth and has made many a sad heart cheerful. This led theHmdu Rlshi ^ge ) to call it, and very rightly it seems,
Somadhara

( ) or the stream of ambrosia. And it
became m course of time the idol of"his nation. For centuries
this noble structure in heaven puzzled "

the western mind
But be it said- to thecredit of the Hindu Rishis that they had
nearly hit the mark long-before Pythagoras of Samos < B.C
540) or the great Roman Poet Ovid ( born B.C. 43 ) coulddo so in the west. _VideTl — -

Maha III 43 12.
Cf. I ts groundwork is of stars through which the road

Lies open to theThunderer's abode.

Ovid.
It was Marcus Manilius, born in the first century of the

Z
T

TJZ ^^^trr0n0miCa,P0et
° f R°me

>
who tookthe strings of Ovid and advocated the true idea that theMilky Way was composed of myriads of faint stars.

"Or is the spacious bend serenely bright
From little stars, which there their beam, uniteAnd make one solid and continued light/*

Astronomicon.

The immortal discovery of Galileo ( born A D 1564 i h»revealed to man in somr m„ r . ,

554
'
has

Kght orh-w.^xi r> Themisty

«»« ormyiMs of fai:t

ty produccd by the c°mbi»«<

conchmon that there were at least two cor„ o
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stars in this celestial river. It stands as a gigantic buttress of

the sidereal heaven.

Vide ,

f^:^: Rv. ix. 89.6 ; 87.2; 86.25 ,
108.16.

The general course of the Via Lactia is a great circle

passing by the two celestial poles and intercepting the Zodiac

between the constellations of Mithuna ( fog* ).
*•'.. Gemini

and Karkata ( ) *X Cancer in- the Devabhiga and

those of Vrischika ( ffire ) 'X the Scorpion and Dhanus

(^.) U, Sagittarius of the Asurabhaga of the celestial

sphere- In the North, it flows through the constellations

Kaiyapiya ( ) X Cassiopeia of the west, Brahma

( ) i.e., Auriga^f the west and Parasu (m )
Perscus

of "the west, on the one hand, and SephaU ( ) *^
Gepheus of the west, Hamsa (set) i.e., Cyghus of the west

, ancLGarura (^ ) U, Aquila of the west, on the other.

"

in the South, it flows through the constellation Mnga-

-r- « — 11 /, .—„— \ - - ;| r.r l l jSllls IVliXlOt ****** »-/
Vyaana ^1*41^)^ " J -

r /
Scniifiatcs' opening out into a wide fan-like expanse, in

Arnava-yana {miw&) i.e., (Lat.) Argo-navis not far from the

star Agastya (mm) i-e., (Lat.) Canopus,on the one hand :
and

passing through the constellation Vedi le., Ara,

Mahishasura (irftw) (
Lat Centaur and Trisanku (Mf)

Crux ; it abruptly terminates in the same constellation Arnava-

yana near the star Kapila O&fta) i.e., v Argus, opening out again

into a wide fan-like expanse.

Here the continuity of the Somadhara is interrupted by a

wide gap.

The Milky Way was regarded by the Vedic Rishis, (A) as a

divine heavenly body, (B) as the path of the Sun and the

spirits, (C) as the great celestial river, (D) as the celestial

mountain, (E) as the celestial snake, and lastly (F) as the

bridge thrown across the upper ocean.

A .

As a heavenly body it is called Soma-pavamana (srfaWTR)

i.e. t
the flowing ambrosia.
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Soma as a Vedic Devata is threefold—(1) Soma-pava-

mana (tftqwiH) U.> the Somadhara (*fanrmj> (2) Soma (*rto)

i.e., the moon, (3) Soma or Soma-rasa (gter srr titaui) the

Soma plant or Soma-juice. Of the threefold "Somas, one (».«.,

Soma-pavamana) resides in the high heaven, one (i.e., the moon)

in the mid-region (jr«r9TR) (a) and the other {i.e Soma plant)

on the earth. Vide.

*
V ^ _ Rv.ix. 96. 18.

The Vedic Rishis knew full well "that the moon lies in the

aiitariksha («F?TCt^r) U.
t
mid-region and they called him Madhya-

sthana Devata (jparerH arid not Dyusthana. .Devata. (g^TR

^TT) of a god of the high neaven like the Sun. Vide

Nirukta.

While Pavamana Soma is situated^-in the highest heaven,

(Vide Rv7 ix. 86.15 eipr TO JPW* »t"1s stationed over

and above the Nakshatras: Vide Rvi -x. 85. 2.

While Soma, the moon, lies far- below them* Vide Vish,-

Parana II* 7.

And the Suryya-Siddhanta.says, in describing the eclipse,

'The moon, from below, like the cloud, obstructs the Sun's

view/ Vide

S.S* IV. 9.

But in the Puranas, Soma-pavamana and Soma (the moon)

seem to have been confounded* This accounts for the Pauranik

statement that the moon stands higher than the Sun. Vide

w%v$ fau^iw-^ft *rftwW i

V-P. II. 7, 5.

Note : The description applies to the Soma-pavamana,

otherwise called Somadhara i.e.> the stream of Ambrosia and

not to Sasi fotft) or the moon.

(a) The moon is therefore called Madhya-sthana-DevatS, the god of the

middle region. Vide Nir N.
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v SOMADHARA ( ifl*WKI )

In the Vcdas Somadhara U., the Milky Way is calledjhe

stream of Ambrosia or the Dhara (w) (stream) of Soma (*fcr)

ambrosia. Vide

Rv^ix. 80. U

Like the Sun it stands high in Heaven and lightens the

world. Vide "

...

3i^f<wrft fisft Jsir: 3^^

It -is the spring of waters. Vide

Rv. ix; 89. 6-

It is a sea. Vide

~ Rv. ix. 86. 29.

4t is the King of the Rivers and it flows in thousand

streams. Vide

jm ftwin^^ ^ "tWt:

Rv. ix. 86. 33.

Rv. ix. 100.10.

It stands as a very high buttress of the heavens. Vide

Rv. ix. 108. 16.

The King of the Rivers wears a sheet of cloth. Vide

Rv. ix. 89. 2.

It is visible at night and not at day- Vide

%T fft:^ ^rat TO
Rv. ix. 97. 9.

It is of white colour in heaven- Vide

Rv. ix- 74. 7.
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It encompasses the whole heaven. Vide

Rv. ix. 62- 14.

The horse has moved along the pathways and Pavamana
flowed like rain from heaven. It comes to us with thousand
streams and sinks in the firmament and upon the bosom of its

mother. Vide

1% sr^ ing: ^ an ^ ^rT*T: i

Rv. ix.-89. I.

It fills the four seas. Vide
"

Rv. ix. 33. 6.

It made the stars shine. Vide _ :~ -

~

ft fa: d^TL^rfwr-

Rv. ix. 85. 9,

It gives light to the Sun. Vide - ..'I

era ^Vffe f^i«r !

Rv. ix. 86. 29.

Rv. ix. 97. 41.

While the moon shines with light borrowed from the sun
Vide

Nirukta xi. 1.8.

Somadhara came from the highest peak of mountain ( the
highest ridge of heaven ). Vide

Rv. ix. 87. 8.

Note : In the Puranas the Ganga is said to be the daughter
of the Hima-vat ( The Himalaya ).

It was brought down to earth by the daughter of the Sun.
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Vide.

Rv.ix. 112.3.

Note : This reminds one of Raja Bhagiratha's bringing

clown the Ganga.

And flowing in the heaven, from the sky, the streams fall on

the summit of the earth. Vide

Rv. ix. 63. 27.

Note : This summit is, we suppose, called the Peak of

Mount Sumeru in the Puranas. Vide

V.P/II.8. 107_

The - Somadhara 7s divided into seven currents flowing

through the sky. Vide

Rv, ix, 54. 2. -

_ cf. fctftPvi iRK. nfn^S*: f^TC^fti

Ram I. 34, 11.

Compare also the seven parts into which the Heavenly

stream is divided by the Babylonians*

(1) The river of the fishqs.

(2) The river of the birds,

(3) The river of the serpents.

(4) The river of the goddess Gula (Gurra—watery deep).

(5) The river of god Marduk (Perseus)

.

(6) The river Gar-gal (the high cloud)

.

(7) The river of the Sun-God ( Tammuz-Ningir-Su-

Phaethon-Orion )
Vide. R. Brown Vol. I. 93. and Vol. II. 203.

As the child of Virat ( ) firmament, the queen of

King Varuna, the Milky Way is called Viraja ( focFJ ). Vide

T. An III. 9.

fcn^: *THT *bm$Hl Wgf^ 5fft !

T. Sam. IV. 4. 11.
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Varuna is equivalent to the Sun and Viraja (Rkm) becomes,

in a feminine character, Viraja alias Suryya (gjqi), the daughter

of the Sun (s?f), who mounted the car of the Asvins («rfaa?PT)

the stars Soma and Vishnu (the stars Castor and Pollux of tKe
c

west) . Vide

Rv. I. 116. 17.

And every star-gazer can verify the statement by a glance

at the Mithuna Mandala {fw*gf W%%) the constellation__Gemini

where"the-Milky Way passes close by the Twins*

Suryya again is the consort of the Sun. Vide

wft m VfK *S?fef <WfT i ^ - •—~-

Nir. XII. 1.7.

This Suryya again plays an important parfin Hindu myths.

Under the
-
"name Devaki (^ft) or Devakini Q^jWll Suryyd_

became the consort of Vasu-Deva (^^). Vide ~.

^TW g^T^T WPT^TO^r' .-

- S.B. X. L
Cf. Ak. Dauke= Dav-kina=The lady of theTEarth. (R,

Brown. I. 353.)

The Milky Way as Soma-pavamdna (male), is the father of

the gods. Vide

fttTT ^RK ^fott f&FR: tfw: I

Rv. IX. 87. 2.

And as Somadhara (female), it is called Aditi (qftfa), the

great mother of the Sun and other gods. Vide

Rv. I. 113. 19.

It begot all the heavenly luminaries and the Sun in waters*

Vide

Rv. IX- 42. 1.

In the shape of a stream it flows on, in accordance with the

primeval plan. Vide

„ v

Rv. IX, 42. 2.

Surely, all this evidently means the Somadhara and not the

moon or the Soma plant.
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Elsewhere thd Milky Way is considered as divided into two

portions by the celestial equatqr, the northern and the southern

semicircles. The' former is;called Aditi (srftfa) the unbroken

and' th<riatter Diti fcfo) i^-chaos. the broken, the two wives

of Kasyapa (the tortoisc^shaped firmament). One is the

mother of the gods and the other the mother of the

demons. Vide

Rv\ V. 62. 8.
"

And as Aditi is identical with Suryyd, she is said to be the

wife of the Sun, "
~

......

-
'

Vide Sukla Yv. XXIX. 60r

It is the famous" Taravati (cTKT^ft) > (Vide : K, P. 48.) .

In the Pauranik version of the Vedic myth, Suryyd is called

Bhadra (sr^t) or "Subhadra (§HSCr)_and as such she is the sister

of Rama-Krishna reduplicated in the star Soma (^W) and Vishnu

({^) uc y
Castor,and Pollux ; and the statues of the Trio are

said to be in the holy Temple of PurL Subhadra eloped with

Arju7ia f the hero of the Mdhdbharata. Compare : Helena was

the sister of the Twins, Castor and. Pollux and she first eloped

with Theseus and Pirithous (qpf ?).

B

The Milky Way was supposed by the early Vedic astro-

nomers to be the sun's path (a). Nor were the Vedic

astronomers far off from the mark so far as the equinoxes are

concerned. The Vernal and Autumnal equinoxes were in the

midst of the Milky Way from before B.C. 4850 to B.C, 3725,

taking the rate of precession as laid down in the Siddhantas

viz*, 75 years per degree-

King Varuna, says the Vedas, hath made a spacious pathway

for the sun to travel. Vide

^ 1* *ftt *w ^wk sprfa «q *s *n ^ i

Rv. I. 24, 8.

It was called the path of Aryamdn the sun* Vide

(a) Cf. The theory of Metrodorus (B.C. 277).
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Rv> I. 105. 6.

Indra is also said to have cut the path for Aryaman {«4*F$>

the sun. Vide *

T. Br. I. 7. 6. 6,

. ifcfczrwin is said to have laid the path for the rising sun

to travel ; then-the loving sun, the guardian of Law sprang

up. " Vide
. .

..
'

~~.

mi wtr:w ^ <ra: sw; saw 617 H - ~—
Rv, I. .83. 5-

The path of the Deva ( ~r ) the sun, came to be called

Deva-patha ( %m ) ; but it was also used by the Pitris (

the spirits ofthe dead. Vide _..

A part of this path was supposed ;o cc ;o;iu/<c^ jj/ Uui&

sun {a) in his southing and setting, and this portion was called

the Amsumati ( sfyprat ). Vide

Rv. VIIL 85. 13.

(a) Who is this Krishna
(
$eq ) ? Jfirukta gives the answer. It is

the night-sun. Vide

—

Yv. xxix, 19. 58.

wf: ^rd faft srftnt

Vaijayanti,

Nir. N. 1* 7.

The sun has two separate phases, one form comes on, and the other

is reverted and thereby he causes night and day. Vide

6nd*^?w-is^ ^ w$ itaim: i erfa e^trf% *rfx w*m"

eitUi*n*3ri Win:
Av* XIII, 2. 42.43

Cf* Tennyson's "Darkness rises from the fallen sun/*
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The Milky Way is also the path the Pitris follow on their

way to Yama's abode and as such it is guarded by his two

dogs, [-the stars SyamX*n* Tjuri "Sabala (to) U.

stars A and v Scorpionis ]. Vide - \

^ ! *fwd l~ftnrt I

Rv. X. 14. 11.

That same path leads either to the gods or to the fathers.

S. Br. I. 92. 2.

Two paths are known, one - leading to the gods and the

other leading to the fathers.

Maha. xiii. 525.

Note : Tama is the Ereless sun as~observed at the time of

setting and rising, as " well as at the time of its southing. He

was born first of all mortals and he died first. He was placed

at the head of the Pitris in heaven and was called Piitri-raja or

Dharma-raja, and his las_t. abode wis star 1. Sisumarasya

( = j3Ursae Minoris). in course, of time h,e carnc to be re-

/„.,..'w « xhe nunisher of^the sins of the wicked people and

he had to reign also in Hell, supposed to be near the South

Poll-.

Thus both the northern and the southern paths of the

Milky Way mi^ht be called Yama's patha. But as it is, the

portion followed by the sun in his southing is called Tama's

patha, otherwise Chhayapalha, (pm) (a) and the part

followed by the sun in his northing is called Deva-Patha.

Vide

V. P. II. 8. 85.

^f^nwro: a faprw 3 fan**.* n

V P, II. 8. 80.

(a) Literally the path of the shades of the dead,

O
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The Somadhara is also called Svati-patha ( -pTRftw ). Vide

Ram. VL 22. 70

The Matsya-purana calls it the bright-path leading to the

abode of gods. Vide

M. P. 43,16.

The Mahabharata calls it, as we have shown, Sura-vith\

( ^sfrf*T ), or the Sun's path, And the Ramayana~ calls it

Raja-patha { Tj^m )_w the road of Indra, the King ofJIea^eS

Ram. fL 17. 6.

Kalidasa calK~.it Svarga-paddhati ( -pwr^ft ). Vide

ix. 8/.'6

Compare : 'It was the passage of Ghosts*, Taih oi

Spirits',
lRoad of Souls' and 'the Death Road of the Baby-

lonians'.—Robert Brown. L 105, IL 215.

As a river, the Vedas call it Rasa ( ~~"Tf ).

"As Rasa flows around the world." Vide

Rv. IX. 4L6.

"TJpt ~~FT *^~T~T enjj: I

Av. IV 2.5.

"How hast thou made thy way over Ra$a*s waters." Vide

Rv,X, 108. K

Grammatically, Rasa^Sarasvati ( tKWyft ). Vide, Nirukta.

XL 3. 4*
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The Somadhdrd is called Urjdhi ( ^ffrff ) uc> one full of

waters. Urjdni, say the Vedas, ha\h
%
Q Asvms ! mounted on

your car. Vide * ^ —
^^ri^FK1^ «rfw ms^

Rv. I. 1 19. 2.

The celestial river, we have shown, is divided into seven

branches, and the seven sacred rivers of the Hindus are

reduplicated in those branches. *

'

Many a river of Hindusthan was red_uplicate~d in the

Milky Way at the Pauranic age. _

. _ It became the Sarasvati; the Akasa-Gangd, the Brahmaputra,

the Tarnund, the Mahdnadi, the Devmiadi
t
and the Virajd.

After the rivers Sarasvati ( ^WctT), Brahmaputra (_*T$g3t )f

and Mahanadi ( ), it was called the Sarasvati, the

Brahmaputra, and the Mahdnadu,^ After the Gariga
( n^T )\

it was called the Akasa-Gariga
( «THTT?r„1gT ) and in fact both

the celestial and the terrestrial streams werelinked together.

After the Ilaimavati ( f^fr-n^i ), it \vas~so called. After the

Yamuna
( ) ;

it was called Divya^Yamuna ( f^ s^TT ), As

the river of the Gods, it was "called Deva-nadj
( |*Rsfr ). As

it lies beyond the creation, it was called Viraja
( U i^l ).

Sarasvati, say the Vedas, illuminates the vast upper Sea

with her lustre. Vide,

Rv. 1. 3. 12.

The course of the Akasa-Ganga ( aiHiHl *ryr ) and that of

the terrestrial Ganga are said to form an entire stream, and
from its rise in the highest heaven to its fall in the Bay of

Bengal, the stream is traced in the Puranas with admirable
exactness.

The portion of the heavens lying to the north of the

Rishis in the constellation Saptarshi Mandala, which is

surrounded by the circle of Dhruvas (a) U., the northern

*rre^ srWr: srfr^fcr f^^g <*cnfa ^*??t: i ^
Ram. I. 60.
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pole stars of successive ages and at the centre of which lies

the Kadamba i.e., 'the Pole of the ecliptic, is called the Triiiya

Vishnu-Pada (tjffaj fo™nO or the param-pada ( )
of

Vishnu (a). Vide

^'era; f^p^ f^i ^fr4 ^3

V.P. II. 8

There, in the third Vishnu-pada, lies the source of the holy

stream. The nail of Vishnu's left "toe rent the heaven, an6V_

waters lying out>ide the universe, flowed through the hole (&).

Dhruva i.e., the "north Pole star holds the streams on his

head (c). ~ —

The stream -passes through the Saptarshis in Kasyapiya

iviandala {= constellation Cassiopeia) and" flows through the_

Brahma-Mandala ( = constellation Auriga) . At last it falls on

the summit of Sumeru ( *m ) i the north pole of the -

earth.

Note : This last fall is a very deep leap. Vide

f^ur>: forra ^sxr «r?Pf« s*: i ? *v

V.P. II. 8.

V.N. P. XL 180.

ifc$J qrffcT f^^R^T ^f^TOT^
V.P. II. 8. 107.

(a) This portion of the heavens is, we believe, called Sarvato-Bhadra

(H^ftfolsO the best of all in the Taniras, which is said to be surrounded

by the great Serpent (= Takshaka).

(b) This hole is called Brahmarandhra (m|R?«) in the Tantras. Vide

*frT^_J^5T 3 y~Tantrasara.

(c) This ro?y not be quite correct with respect to the present Pole

star, but it holds good with respect to the star Cephei which wai the

Polaris about B, C. 20750 and which again shall be the Polaris A.D. 6250.
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Here the stream is divided into four channels viz-, Sita,
*

Alakananda, Chakshus, and Bhadra. Vide

V.P. II. 8. 108.

Sita represents the eastern portion of the celestial stream.

Vide

V.D.P. I. 5. 88.

And Bhadra otherwise Subhadrd represents the northern

portion of it. Vide -

V.D.P. I. 5. 88.

Note : The Somadhdrd as Sita ( tfftfT ) became the heroine

of the Ramayana, and a part of It flowing through the

Nakshatra Mula presided over by Rduatia, came to^be known,

we believe, as the Rdvana-Gangd (a> ; as Bhadra otherwise

Subhadrd ( m?T ), she became the sister of Rdma-KrisHtm. Vide

The southern branch of thfe Heavenly stream "named Alaka-

nanda ( si^T^T ) flowed southward from the mount Sumeru_

and crossing the Himalaya mountain ( fturew WtT ), it entered

into India. In the plains of India, it flows eastward to the

sea. Vide S.B.V. 17. 1. 10.

It is interesting to note that according to the Ramayana,

the Holy stream first falls on the head of Siva ( fjnf ) represen-

ted, we believe, by the constellation Sephali ( fyhifa ) a.*.,

Cepheus of the West [ originally, ( Ph ) Keph, the divine stone

-Baitylos ] (6). Vide

(a) Cf. "The twentieth Persian lunar Mansion i« Vanant i. K,

\t u Scorpionis ). The Vanant Yasht is a prayer addressed to the Star

Vanant, by which the Dasturs understand the Milky Way." Here the

Milky Way derives its name from the aiteiism Vanant (= ik. Mula.)

(6) Vide, R Brown I. 30.
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Ram. 1,42. 24.

Ram. I. 43. 5.

This is astronomically more correct than the Puranas-

The stream is called also Viraja ( f^srr ).

Once Srikrisfma was enjoying the company of Srtrnati Radha

in the hall- *of music arid dancing, within the lonely extensive

wood ( ) of heaven. But he left her and sought the

company of anpther Gopi named Viraja
( ). Radha was

informed of her lover'sunfaithfulness. She and other Gopis

raised a cry which frightened away Krishna from the company

of Viraja. Viraja died of fear for detection. She turned into

a river. That river encompasses the whole celestial sphere.

Krishna sorely felt her absence and began to cry bitterly on

the river's bank. At his request Viraja^ appeared before him

in the shape of the River-goddess. The lovers met again* She

bore him seven sons, who incurred her displeasure. Accursed

by her, they had to come down- to the earth from heaven in

the shape of the seven seas. Vide, B.V.P. II. 49.

rrfw mi. sftfft: *m \

JTfT^^r ft^m raws* H

f^T <fft ifUJH^ I

^ ff?? q^T ^nfr ?Tcft |

TRiTq seVtrh ^rt^r *rf^rfrr i
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Elsewhere the same Purana speaks of the Virajd (Milky

Way ) as the great celestial river* Vide £^

V.P, III. 43, 24.

It is the Vasudhara
( ^pTKT ) of the Jainas*

Close, to the mount Gayasiras ( *T4f7K: ) ue,
%

the setting

hill, flows the holy Mahdnadi, Vide

~ - Maha; IIT. 43/HV

It is the Deva-nadi and the Akdsa-Ga&ga. Vide

Maha. XVIII. 3. 28.

It is the Divya-Tamuna near the constellation Orion. Vide

wfer sftft^r ic*n §^ zrM iT
~ -

_^ K..P. 82. 83.

Compare : The Milky Way was called the inaccessible stream

by the old Egyptians and the canal of waters or the stream of

the upper sky by the Babylonians. Vide : IL Brown IE34.

D
It is called a mountain, both in the Vedas and the

Puranas. Vide

Rv. VII. 35, 3

Vide also

Maha. III. 228, 27,

snwer ^ *pfcp{ it

Maha. III. 224, 10r

E
The Somadhard looks like a great serpent encircling the

heavens.
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**With laud I sing the Ahi, born of floods. He lives in the

waters of 'the stream in the middle air ( Milky Way ).* Vide

^nr^H ^5$: srfc{ ^rtfft w *0«iih €rr \\

Rv. VIL 34. 16.

This serpent is called Ahir^budhna and it is inseparable

from the Milky Way.

The river Rasa is also called Surasa; the great serpent

mother. Vide

*
-I Z - Ram. VI. L 139.

_The ''infinite" Milky Way, as a" snake, is called Ananta

(er?n?f) who holds up the Earth on his head. Vide wr: *[f*pzn: *

Kv. IX. 8L7. 2. :

And as it lies beyond the Universe, the snake is called

Sesha ( 3ft ) the Last.

The Vedic $omadhard= Pauranic Adri-Suta Subhra
( *T%gsi

)» compares well with the Ardvi Sura Anahita ( Sk. sRf^TT )

of the Avesta.

"The spring named Ardvi Sura, says the Avcsta, purifies

the seed in man, the fruit in the woman's womb, and the

milk in a woman's breast. It is the holy water-spring,

"Ardvi Sura Anahita ( the high, powerful, undcfiled ) is the

heavenly spring from which all waters on the earth How down,

whose fountains are on the top of the mythical mountain

Hukairya in the star region, whom Ahura Mazda
%
at the prayer

of Zarathustra^ ordered to come down from the stars to the"

earth made by Ahura, that the great lords might worship her.

These great lords arc Ahura himself, Yima ( m ) Azi-Dahaka

( tff^flFE ), Thraetaona ( h& ) Keresaspa ( $jrw ) Kava-usa

( ^RT ) Vaisaka's sons ( Um\w 3* ) and Thrita ( for )."

"She is connected with Azi ( sift ) the storm fiend. She is

a maid, fair of body, most strong and nobly born. She wears

a crown with hundred stars ; nstrtr wears a mantle fully

embroidered with gold" ; "she wears a golden necklace and

ear-rings."
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Cf. The great Vaimiki describes Lakshmi who rose xmt of

the ocean when it was churned, in a similar strain. Vide

1 Up floated dn her lotus-bed —

-

A maiden fair and tended eyed, _
In the young flush, of beauty's pride,

She shone with pearl and golden sheen,

And seals of glory stamped her queen.

On each round arm glowed many a gem,

_ On her smooth brows a diadem.

Rolling in waves beneath her crown,

_ The glory of her hair flowed down.

. Pearls on her neck, of price untold,

The Lady shone like burnisht gold.

Prof. Griffith

"Her descent from the golden Hukairya is said to be a very

deep one.

7~The large river known afar, which is as large as the whote.

of all waters that run along the surface of the earth, falls,

powerfuliy from the height of Hukairya ( - Huger ==Alborz )

down to the sea Vauro-Kasu ( ^r^TT ) i.*., the Arabian Sea.

She has a thousand cells and a thousand channels." Vide

Abanyast, Avesta (a).

F

Soma-pavamana himself forms his own bridge across the

waters on high.

This King
(
Soma-pavamana ) is praised and honoured as

ordained
f
himself the bridge, the sage spreads over the waters.

Prof. Griffith

Vide
enj: ^ far; flxft *3%3.* 1

Rv, X. 61. 16.

The bridge thrown across the upper sea by Sri-Rama is

only another phase of the celestial bridge.

The bridge, says Valmiki, glittered like the Milky Way in

heaven. Vide

(a) Prof. M. Haug identifies Ardvi-Sura-Anahita with the planet

Venus.
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153$ IgJFT: XttTR FTRftTT-* *«nH} II

Ram. VI. 22. 70.

And lastly, with its Seven Streams the well-known Vasu-

dhara of our Vedic ceremonies well represents the Celestial

River with its Seven Currents.

Mah. XII. 338.

EXAMPLE II.

NAKSHATRA KRITTIKA ( ffefJT )

The first Nakshatra of the TuitSf" Zodiac and the third

Natehatra -of the Luni-Solar Zodiac is the Nakshatra Krittika

( $faWi?4. It consists of six small stars out of a group of

eight. The asterism is also called Shat Krittika ( f£ fiftpffT

)

but no names of the individual stars composing the Nakshatra

1 are te- be found in the Siddhantas. However, we can have

their names, _as well as the names of the other two stars in

the group, from the Puranas and the Mahabharata. The

whole group is called the Pleiades in the West. About the

Kritiikas, the Satapatha Brahmana declares :

7 1. He may set up the two fires under the Krittikds, for

they, Krittikds, are doubtless Agni's asterism. So that, if he

sets up his fires under Agni's asterism (he will bring about) a

correspondence ( between his fires and the asterism ) : For

this reason he may set up his fires under the Krittikds.

2. Moreover the other lunar asterisms consist of one, two,

three or four stars, so that the Krittikds are the most numerous

(of asterisms) : Hence he thereby obtains an abundance.

For this reason he may set up his fires under the Krittikds.

4. On the other, hand, (it is argued), why he should

not set up the fires under the Kritiikas. Originally, the

latter were the wives of the Rikshas ( ) i.e., Bears. For

the seven Rishts were in former times callecL the Rikshas

(^ ) i.e. t
Bears. They were, however7~""precluded from

intetwurse with their husbands, for the latter, the seven

Rishis rise in the north, and they ( the Krittikds ) in the east.
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5, But he inay nevertheless set up (his fire under the

Krittikas ) : For Agni doubtless is their mate, and it is with

Agni'- that they have intercourse. For this reason, he -may set"

up ( the fire under the Krittikas ).

The Shat Krittikas ( qz $ffa>T ) with Arundhati ( sr^ffr )

are the seven wives of the Saptarshis (gnft), the seven sages,

though originally as a single Bear-constellation had only

one-
wife. Vide

— - - Nir. X. 3. 2.

"
-
: '— - — si^ft i

N
T. Ar. III. 9.

The later seven wives are Sambhuti (ti'Jm), Anasuya.

i^^n }, Kshama ~{ ^mr ), Priti ( ntfcf ), Sannati ( ^fo ),.,.

Arundhati ( m&rft ) and Lajja ( w&n ). Vide

Of these seven wives Arundhati alone has a place in the

Saptarshi Mandala ( HHfir ) • The Mahabhiirata gives

an elaborate exposition of the narrative hinted at in the

Satapatha Brahmana.

Seeing these wives of the best of the Brahmanas (Saptarshis),

the mind of Agni ( «rfa ) became agitated. On a second

thought, after being baffled in all his efforts to win the hearts

of these Brahmana ladies, and with a heart burning with

passion Agni repaired to a forest with a determination to

destroy his own life. At the same time Svaha ( SfT^T

)

daughter of Daksha, set her heart on him and she came to

know all that had led Agni to hide himself in the deep forest.

Actually tortured by the pangs of love, she thought within

herself, 'as I too am distressed with love, 1 shall assume the

guise of the wives of the seven Rishis and in that disguise
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I shall seek the Fire-God, so smitten with their charms. This
done he will be gratified and my desire too will be satisfied/

_ - Maha III. 223. 33-4L

The beautiful Siva f ftpn ) endowed with great virtues^

beau.y and unspotted character was the wife of Angiras

( «rfjfti: ). That excellent lady Svdkd first assumed the disguise

of Siva and went- to Agni and told him her mind. Agni filled

with joy, married her and that lady joyfully took the germ
in her hands. And then she thought within herself that

those who would observe her in that disguise in the forest;

w^fiL^ast axv unmerited slur upon the conduct of the

Br^mana ladies * in connection with Agrii:^' Therefore, to

pfevenf"lhis,
:
sheshould assume the disguise of a bird and

in; that stlite, she would more easily get out of the forest.

_ _Tften- assuming the disguise of a winged creature^ she

wenL bujt - of the forest and reached the white mountain/

^be^ of quivers. She, quickly ascending a

^rpeak, ^ threwr'that germ into a cave and then assuming

successively" the Torms of other five wives of the seven Rishis

she continued to dally with Agni. But on account of the

great ascetic merit of Arundhali and her devotion to her

husband she was unable to assume her form. And O ! Chief

of Kuru*s race ! Svdha, on the first lunar day, threw six

- times into that cave,- the germ of Agni and thrown there,

it produced a male child endowed with great power. And

from the fact of its being regarded by the Rishis as cast off,

the child: born therefrom came to be called by the name of

Skanda ( ), and the child had six faces twelve ears,

as many eyes, hands and legs, but one neck and one stomach.

Maha. III. 224. 14-17

And those seven Rishis
f

- when they heard that a son of

* great power had been born to them, divorced their six wives

with ihe exception of Arundhalu

Maha. III. 325. 8.— *>

The boy addressed Indra saying **Do thou appoint me as

the leader for the well-being of cows and Brahmanas."
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And he was appointed by Indra and other Gods. Then Indra

thought of Deva-Sena and on the recommendation of Indra,

Skanda duly married her.

~~ M*ha. III. 228. 22-23. 45, 47

These six wives of the seven Rishis then repaired to

the camp of Skanda. Disowned by the Rishis, the virtuous

ladies of high religious merit, quickly came to the husband of

Deva-Sena and told him. "We, O son ! have been cast out

by our god-like- -husbands without any cause/* and on his

-^eco.mmc^daAi9£lSakfa ( )
assigned them a place in the

Zodiac, fallen, vacant .by the absence of Abhijit ( srfirf^ )

from Tt, -out of her jealousy* to her rival Rohini ( ^f^ft )> and

the asterism Kriltika presided over by Agni shines with seven

heads, For Vinata ( flwrfr ) also said to Skanda "Thou art

as a son to me ; i desire, my son ! to live with thee always."

cBe it so' j>aid SJcanda, 'thou shalt I've honoured by thy_

daugfrrer-in-tew.

-

- ™ Maha. III. 229. 1. 3. U, IS*

^ ^^i^Rdl SWT <feWWJ<t<fl?T \ 3^
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«Rft-H^Mrli 3*31 4*4MKT I ?3.

refsi: <ttt f^rf^w f^w i

?f^LS°^ srftrftc 3nfiF?T hi^i g^r i

as; F*ra* ^ 3R?m^f i -

.... .

:~ ~ TCf^48g*r-*MV stoit% ga^: i
—

-

.... jpr jft^ $*tk: witi i ?u

*iH : d<$+ww m i ««. i ?

srantrow* g S^rcrRra; Tft^rar: f 3 i

wfft 1%fM t>fa*l tett

SJFTT H^WM! 1 4^ fa ftcTCT 1 *3.

Of the other two stars of this group, one is Devasena

( ) and the other is called VmatlT( foraT ), the mother of

( »W? ). Devasena seems to be the largest star of the group.

Vide
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And we identify the star with star Alcyone of the Greeks

ut*
%
atar 3 Vrishasya ( — rj Tauri ).-

Vinata, the mother of Garuda was allowed by Karttikeya to

live with Devasena (a) r$Gn Alej^e^v and we feel no hesitation

in identifying the star with the star 22 of Vrisha ( 35 ); called"

Pleone in the west, when we remember that she was the

mother of the bird Alcyone*

_ EXAMPLE m
NAKSHATRA MRIGA.SIRSHA ( ijwt* ?r*m ) IN

- -MRI^ ( wn* )

raR^ONS^LLATION ORION
The third Kakshatra:

"of the £imar Zodiac lies in Mriga,

the Northern portion of which is included in the third division

of the solar zodiac. It 4s called Mriga-Sirsha
( ^ftl ) and it

consists of a group of three stars; the northernmost of which is

the Yogatara _( ^>jc1iil ) or the head-star (6). The Suryya-

Siddhainta gives its latitude 10° S ar.d long- 11.3°. The star

indicated is ihe star'-:;-W:l^3SralapurusIxa i.e., A Orionis, which

with its two companion stars, forms the head of Orion. We
thus get the equation :

Nakshatra Mnga~Sira~\\iz head of Orion.

Now the question is, whether we have any Sanskrit name
for the constellation„Orion. Let us try to answer it.

With intent to create the animal kingdom,—we give the

substance of what the Rig-veda says—Prajapati ( Brahma )

felt a passion for his own daughter. Vide

Rv. X. 61,5-9.

The Aitareya Brahmana says in explanation :

Prajapati cast lustful eyes on his own daughter, whom
some call Heaven, others Dawn. The latter is called tls^S^
Sarasvati in the Vedas* He transformed himself into a buck

(a) VWMHHI^ **wRl f^T I
*s ..... — ...

S. S. VIII. 16.
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( Risya

—

) 9 whilst his daughter assumed the shape of a

female deer ( Rohit—^f^q; ). He approached her. The Gods
saw it, (crying)^ *Prajapa^ an act never done before/

In order to avoid the -evil consequences ef this, the gods

-enquired for some one who might destroy the eviL They
then put the most fearful bodies of theirs in one. This

aggregate of the most fearful Bodies becaige a god, Bhutavqt_Jby

name. The gods said to him, Tierce this/ So he did. He
then said

4

I will choose a boon from you'. They said 'choose!^

He then chose as his -boon sovereignty over cattle. That is

the reason why his name is Pasuman ( q^pn^) i.e., the Lord
of Beasts. —Bhutduan ~Mt^ and pierced him with an
arrow. After haym|f been pierced he became a constellation.

They call him ~ (Prajapati ) Mriga ( ) or deer$ and

him who killed. MSga-yyadha ( ^n^TT^), hunter of the- deer/

The female^ into which Prajapati's daughter had

been trarofbrmed, became the asterism Rohini ( xt^vft ).

The arrow^which^had three parts, became such an arrow

Trisandhi ( prefer .) • br: three-knotted

1. .Haug's Aitareya Brahmana. III. 33.

m w?: ^rarr dfr3 w=saj a fa : sto^i * f*f * ^i<rfcf; ^>ft

% si mftefo~*si srt: ^FUh srft^ hn *n: ^
sftwfn; ^* *n?^<Tr; *wn^<n: i w fa ^ ^^ >ra;

s ^cf ^ ^t^^Rffn dwi i ^ <T3*ra; =rm q^n^ ^f?r i

q: *m^ *w^ i ?f cprtt^tt «rf^ra i ^? ^ ^

f^rr«nrr <rc fj: fMnror'i ?trr msro: i 3 I 3? i

The Satapatha Bra'imana elucidates the matter in full.

Sat* Br. IL K 2. declares :

"8, He may also set up his fires (under the asterism of)

Mriga-Strsha* For, Mriga-Sirsha indeed is the head of

PrajSpatu

"9. On the other hand ( it is argued ) f
why one should

not set up his fire under Mriga-Sirsha. The latter indeed is
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Prajdpati's body^ Now when they (the Gods ) on that

occasion pierced *him with what is called the three-knotted

arrow, he abandoned that body, for the body is a mere relic

{ or dwelling, bastu ) unholy and - saplessr—He should there-

fore not set up his fire under Mriga-Sirsha.

"10. But he may nevertheless set them, up under

Mriga-Sirsha. For assuredly, the body of that God Praja-

pati, is neither a relic nor unholy" (Sacred Books of the

East)

.

The above narrative gives us" a good many of astro-

nomical informations. The aUtxjsm^Mriga-Sird is then the

— head of the Heavenly Deer* ^Txius we-oonao-.to the second

: ^equation :

* Prajdpati^=Mriga~ Orion. .--

The constellation\ we believe, is called R^lapurusha (^71^5^)

in our astrological works.

The asterism Mriga-Sirska: .stands north of a stellar

trapezium traversed in the middle by a row of three stars

and interspersed by other" stars and nebulae. The constellation

is surrounded by a balloon-shaped stellar environment. The

whole is called the constellation Orion in the Western charts,

and evidently the constellation is the Heavenly Deer called

Kdlapurusha. The four stars at the four angles of the trapezium

mav well represent the four hoofs of the Deer.

Thus we find, Orion—-The Deer-shaped Kalapurusha. It is

interesting to find that 'Orion met with a fate very similar to

that of his Indian brother Kdlapuruska
( +WJJ*<J )* Orion fell

in love with Merope, one of the stars in the Pleiades. At the

instigation of her father, who had been much exasperated

at his treatment of the maiden, Bacchus deprived him

of his sight. After his death, Orion was placed among

the stars.
*

Note—The only difference appears to lie in the objects of

their love* In the case of Kalafiurusna it was Rohini
t
a star in

the asterism Hyades, and in the case of Orion it was Mcropc

in the Pleiades.

3
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EXAMPLE m (a)

NAKSHATRA ROHINI (<tfj^ «nm.)

In the Vcdic age Nakshatra Rohini consisted of a single

star:—Vide

T. Br. I. 5.

- _ T. Br. IIL 1.4. 2:

Latterly, four more stars were allotted to it, to give it the

shape of a sakata ( jras ) . a cart* The easternmost star

of the-group is the YogatSrS" ( ) of the Nakshatra*.

Vidb
:
r
-

_ s: s. vni. 19:

The S. Siddhanta places_the Togatdrd atLat. 5° S. and Long.

T. 19° 30' ; and Messrs^ ColeKooke, Burgess and Bentley

unanimously identify the star wkh^ Taun^ called Aldebaran

by the Semitics. This is star 1 of Vrisha of the Hindu

astronomical charts. It is a star .of the first magnitude and of

deep yellow colour. From its colour, the Hindu astronomers

must have bestowed the name of Rohini on the star. Besides

we may fairly presume that the Yogataras have always

remained the same "since the Vedic age.

For both the reasons we hold that in the Vcdic age, star 1 of

Vrisha ( a Tauri) was the star that constituted the Naksha-

tra Rohinu As the name Rohini has been transferred from star

1 of Vrisha to the group itself, wc propose to call star 1, Rohit

For, the star represents the red-coloured she-deer called

Rohit, of the Ait. Brahmana. RohinL represents the divine cow

Suravi Vide

«rf^fcrr hrft ff 1 Hari-vamsa.

"Aldebaran" may be transliterated into Haladdioarna—fepfr

^r) i.e.
s
the yellow-coloured*
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\ EXAMPLE m (*)

MRIGA-VYADHA

LUBDHAKA ~ "

-

We have shown that "Rishya (^) i.e., the he-deer of the A*
Br" --- the constellation Orion, and that "the she-deer of the A»
Br" - asterism RohinL It follows as a matter of course that the

Mriga-vyadha Pasuman (^MlW <T$nn) °f t^e Aitareya Brah-
mana must be some heavenly body. Now—let us see what

^heavenly body represents it. TM S. ^d&zn^pl^ccs- Mrig^
1 vyadha at Lat 40° S. and Long. II. 20°. Vide _

--— ^ ftpw^r 3r *j*<h?:^Rwk~ -
—- -

fHtt: ^%Sr RT^^F^ncM S. S. VIII 10-1 U
_ And the acute Rariganatha in his commentary says that

the whole constellation Mriga-vyadha is comprcssed here into a
star, the star Lubdhaka. Vide ~ _

"

:

Messrs. CoK br<>oke
t

Burgess and- Bentisy _ aii agree in

Identifying the star indicated, with star a"<^iriIs--Majoris, called

Sirius-star 1 of Mriga-vyadha Lubdhaka of tha Hindu charts.

We therefore hold on the authority of Rarigariatha, that

Mriga-vyadha is the name of a constellation in which the star

Lubdhaka is situated.

Nor was the Siddhanta uniqUe in compressing a constellation

into a star. "But, although in Homer/' says Brown, 'Kuon*
= the dog Sirius, i.e., a particular star, yet considering all the

facts, I strongly incline to the opinion that the Homeric *Kuon*
is also a constellation, one of the (gr.) Teirea, The words
signifying 'stars

1

and 'constellation' are used so loosely and so

interchangeably that the sense has to be gathered more from

the context and general consideration than from the particular-

term employed, as if the great star were a compression of the

constellation and the constellation an expansion of fhe star.?*

R. Brown. L 278, 285.

We therefore get the equation :

Mriga-vyadha — the constellation Canis Major* and Lubdhaka

- the star Sirius.
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EXAMPLE HI (c)

ISHU TRIKANDA ( *«rlTOT«* )

.

*
i.e., The arrow with three 4>arts.

. We have now to find out*... what represents in heaven the

'Jshu Trikanda* of the Ait. Brahmana.

We know that an arrow made of stars should consist of

three stars lying in a straight line, as in the cases of the arrow-

shaped asterisms Pushya. (gs^T ) and Sravana .(. ). The Ishu

Trik&ridtt ot the arrow with three parts requires three such stars

- and this stellar arrow should be in such a position"that shot

from the direction of the Mriga-iytudha-Lubdhaka it would hit

both the Heavenly Prajdpati Beer and the Nakshatra JZohini-Rohit.
:

The question then is, have we any such stellar arrow in heaven ?-

We find that there is such an Ishu Trikanda in heaven, -The

three stars in the belt of Orion represent, we believe, the Ishu

Trikanda of the Ait. Brahmana. That these three stars alone

could be meant by the Ishu Trikanda wittappear pretty clear

even to an indifferent observer of the" heavens, who cannot fail

to discover that the stars Lubdhaka ( Sirius) and Haiaddivarna

{ Aldcbaran ) are in a line with the three stars concerned, that

stand across the navel of the hcavenlyfaecr. We have there-

fore the equation: Ishu Trikanda - the belt of Orion.

EXAMPLE IV

SVAN (*pr)

The star Sirius ofthe later Greeks was the star Cyon ( * dog)

of Homer {a). Was the star Lubdhaka, then, the Svan (wO,
U.t dog, or Divya-Svan ( ft«w«0 ,

:*.*., the Heavenly dog of the

Vedas? We believe it was.

That Divya-Svan is a heavenly luminary will appear pretty

clear from the following passages ofthe Vedas:

Atharva Veda VI. 80.

1. He fleets in the firmament observing all the things, that

be. We with this offering will adore the greatness of the

Heavenly Hound.
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2. The threi^ the Kdtakanjas set aloft in heaven as they

were gods. All these I call to be our help and-keep this man
secure from harm*

3. Iu waters is thy birth, in heaven thy station, thy majesty

on earth and in the ocean. We with this offering will adore

the greatness of the Heavenly Hound.
Prof/Griffith.

? S 6T^Tft% TtTfcT f^T: *RTT: ^^TTTI^

____} <n* s*rk *fe_<TT^ l": -

^rr f^rer 33 *tt: ^ cforr fw? i

- _ _ Av. VI. 8(L
—

"_
That the Vedic Rishis felt scorching heat on the appearance,

technically called the heliacal rising/ of the Heavenly Hound

or its tooth-star is obvious from the following "passages; though

written in a figurative language:

When O' bright son of Sarama !

Thou showest thy tawny tooth,

It gleams like lancer's point within thy mouth,

When thou wouldst bite
; go thou to sleep.

Vide <

Rv.VII. 55. 2.

fe^Wr vm: *m$% vnrft fSr wan i

Compare, what Aratos says of Canis-major and its tooth-

star Sirius (literally, the scorcher),

His portentious jaw

Bears at the end a star which scorches most,

Resplendent; so men it the Scorcher call.

Phainomena 582-5. *
; *

~^We have thus the equations :

Star Lubdhaka - Star Danta (^ ), and

Tara Mandala Mriga-vyadha - the constellation Svan (j^)* 1
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EXAMPLE V

SARAMA (hw )

Deya-Suni Sarama (^3W}_of the Vcdas may well be identi-

fied witli star Procyon ot the Greeks. No doubt we are the first

to make the suggestion, but we have very strong reasons for

doing so.

The Greek name Sarama is Maira (the Sparkler) (=Lat.

Mera) as well as Procyon (one who rises heliacally before the

Cyon or Sirius—the Dog). '"- I_ ...
" '

-

The grounds for identification are strong, and varied and it

is desirable to give them herein detail^ as the point is not

beyond the pale of all honest controversy-

The name of Sarama implies, one who.moves (swiftly)- "Her

other name Deva-Suni ( \^^\ ) means Dog of the godsr She is

the primeval parent of the canine species. Every dog-there-

fore bears the patronymic Sarame.ya^^ERS^- Y}n Sanskrit.
—

The Hindu cosmogony rccogniser^fhreefoW creation.

(1) The Adhyatmic ( en^fciw) or^Metaphysical. ..-
-

(2) The Adhidaivic ( srrfttf^ ) or Heavenly.

(3) The Adhibhautic ( «TTfoftfoff ) or Terrestrial

As to the second, Prajapati," says the Taittiriya Brahmana,

created all animals and each of them occupied a star. Vide

T.Br. 1/5.4.

Of these primeval animals, Airavata (^^w?r)_r Uchchaisravas

( u-HWU : ) and Sarama ( fell to the share of Indra, the Bull

{ yr) and the Dog (*n0 fell to the share of Siva, and Aquila,

traruda (^) to the share of Vishnu, and Capricorn, i.e., Maka-

xa ( JUlO to the share of the Heavenly Gahga ( TffT )*

It will not be out of place here to observe that the Greek

philosopher Platon calls the fixed stars 'divine and eternal

animals*/

These theories may be well connected with the naming

of the constellations after animals, both in the East and in

the West,
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It follows therefore, that Sarama ( g^fn ) the primeval dog,

is a denizen of the starry sphere, if she herself is not a star or a

collection of stars. The characteristics of Sarama as found in

the Vedas, can be attributed only to an Ardra ( «nscf ) therraitf-

giving star (a). We can give here the substance of the Vedic

literature dwelling on the point.

Indra the rain-god, or the Sun as rain-giver, has to rescue

the fertilising cattle (rains) breaking open the dark prison

-{clouds) in which they are kept in secret confinement by Fanis

{ ^fur the agents of Vritra. Like a true sportsman, he has- for

his help-mate, the dog Sarama, who shows herself to run ahead

_of him rises before the Sun) in search of them (Vide, Rv.

IV, ier8), crosses the Rasa (^rr) to track the stolen cows to

their_place of confinement (Vide, Rv. X. 108. 8. 3) (6), arid

find^them out to convey the khabar (news), as the sportsmen say^

to her ^greaf master (Vide, Rv< V. 45, 1-8)- It is she again, who

finally in ^he flood's van leads them forth (Vide, -Rv.TII. 3U6).

In the Vcdas, mention is made of three Sarameyajs t^T^r)

or the offsprings ^Sarama. One of them, as we have shown,

is her great son, the Heavenly Svan or the Dog (Vide,

Rv. VII. 55. 2 ; Av. VI.- 80. 1-3). The second and the third

form the twins 'Syama-Savalau' (*Tr*r-*ra5ft) or the stars Shaulah

and Lesath, constituting the Nakshatra Vichritau (f^fift), called

Mula (*Ht) in astronomical wqrks, and guarding the path to

Tama's abode. Vide :

Rv. X. 14, 10-11.

Av. XVIII. 2, 10-11.

Tait Sam. IV. 4, 10-12.

Tait Ar. II. 6. 1.

Nor is the Pauranic Sarama unconnected with the sidereal

sphere. For she is said to be a daughter of Prajapati Daksh^

(«)"The stars Sinus and Procyon wane B&hu (*rf) literally the two*rmsy_.

i,t. t helpers of Indra and they together formed Jfakshaira Ardra in the'taxlf'

Vedic period. Vide : -f:i&;

,

tftJTFT I^?>t: ^ 1 T.Br. I, 5.1.

(b) <FTT TORT! <m Wt% I Rv. X. 108. 2.
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(^r) 5
father of the £7 Nakshatras married to the Moon. The

Mahabharata assigns her the status of a Graha (^«, ?x,ahea*
*ysenly~body of evil disposition. Vide:

^pt^ win
A careful consideration of all these fairly raises a strong:

presumption in favour of the first portion_of the proposition

laud down above/namely that Sarama is a star and: is identical,

with Procyon. - — _

"XII that now remains is to establish the identity of Sarama,-

mother of the canine species, with Procyon ( the leader of

the pack),

_ In the Vedas, as we have already observed, Sarama \% said

to have crossed the Rasa, a mythical river that encompasses

bot!v .he heavens and the earth. ^ ; ___

Rv/X" tOS^ F^
In the Avesta the same river is called RaWgha ~\t^)-l And

_we feel no difficulty in identifying it with the great celestial

river, i.e., the Milky Way. We are thus told to look for Sarama

on the banks.of the Heavenly Gangd. We know that her great

son, the Dog, lies on the western bank of it and we may fairly

conclude that she was supposed to have started from some

point close to her son, in crossing over to the eastern bank of

the great stream which now lies between her and her son. It

is to be remembered that Procyon also lies to the east of the

Milky Way. But the eastern bank has a world-wide circuit. So

the two stars Saranta and Procyon may lie like Poles asunder.

SaramS, $ay$ the Mahabharata, followed Skanda (^F^), the

celestial Generalissimo in his march. Skanda, we knowv is

figured in the Constellation Orion, also called Kandaon (the

prince) by the Boiotians. Thus we can trace the star Sarama

to that part of the Heavens, where Procyon lies, a little way off

to the cast of Orion and beyond the : Milky Way. The Hindu

guides stop here and fail to lead us exactly to the goal. But

foreign help is not wanting, and with which we hope to reaeh
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\

our destination. By the early Semitic Astronomers of the

Euphratean Valley, Procyon Was called Kakkab Palura or fthe

crossing-of-the-water-dog/ who was\ supposed to have crossed -

'the Great Stream 5

? as the Egyptians called the Milky Way
(Vide, Renouf, the Egyptian Book of the Dead, Part III.,

p. 139).

In the Euphratean name of Procyon, we find a vivid image
otSazamd crossing the Rasa (^gi). An ancient tablet figured

by Schliemann, shows a .part of the Milky Way (not Scorpion,

we suppose) in the centre, a dog (male) on one side and a "dog"
3

{female) on the other. The latter stands for Kakkab Palura^e^^
the star Saramd. Lastly, ancient western astronomers speak of
no other Dog on that side of the Milky Way and we have no
reason to suspect that the Vedic Rishi had iocated his Saramd

elsewhere. Procyon lies 27° east of the- present solstitial colure^.

Astronomical consideration would therefore lead us to the con-

elusion that the star enjoyed the honour of being an Ardra:

(snjtf) or the rain-giving star in a very remote age. . — ^

In conclusion, it is but fair to mention that Professor Max
Muller finds a remnant of the Vedic Saiamd in the namaof
Helena. But we submit with the deepest respect for his vast

oriental scholarship that irrespective of philological affinity,

Saramd, the messenger of the
t

celestial King Indra, is* closely

allied to Hermes, the messenger of the Greek Zeus. Elsewhere

he himself highly approves the Kuhn's discovery :

—

Hermeias

(sons of Hermes) Sdrameyas (sons of Saramd). It follows, there-

fore, as a matter of course, that Hermes—Saramd. It would have
been more satisfactory if Helena, the Greek sister of Suryya

(gzzrf), the daughter of the Sun (Sk. Heli), could be connected

with the Sun (Gn Helios).

We have therefore the equation :

The Star Procyon- Saramd.

Since the star-Sarama had to come down to the Asnra-bhaga

of the heavens, she has been regarded as a demon in the Pura- _.

nas. In Krittivasa's Ramayana, she appears as the wife of Vibhi-

shana (fiotfq^r), attending on Sita (*ftcnr).
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EXAMPLE VI

3ARAMEYA-JUGALA (hr** ^m) __
J
5ltWt~ Is a constellation in the Western _charts, invented by"

astronomer Hcvelius in A.D, I690£ which is called Canis

"Venatici or the two grey-hounds. The constellation lies far to

the- north of the star Chitra (1%^t) the star Spica of the

Western charts.

There is a narrative, in the Vedas about a clan of Asuras

~:^9l\^K£^amas.' - ^Thc^ built up a fire-altar railed lUuhin^

^(^«^jtp ascend: the heavens. On the fall of ~lt^ma

~way)
f
twp of them flew up to the heavens in ttarshape ofdag^

from the vicinity of the star Chitra (f%?n). It was India; the

^Hunderer^ .who rent Rauhina into pieces when scaling the

"~J^S^?^-^Vide :

X '
* Rv. II: IS, 12^

—_i_ An explanation of the above allusionj we find fiTthe Satar

7T patl^ Biahmana II. L 2. 13-17.

13. Now the gods and the Asuras, both of- them sprung

from -Pfajapati^ were contending for superiority. Both parties

were desirous of rising to yonder sky. The Asuras then cons-:

tructed the fire-altar called Rauhina (^Vf^r) (ue.
f

fit to ascend"

by) thinking thereby 'we shall ascend to that sky'.

14, Indra then considered, 'if they constructed that fire-

altar, they will certainly prevail over us'. He secured a brick

and proceeded thither, passing himself off for a Brahmin.

15/ 'Hark ye*, said he
t

4
l will too put on this brick for

myself.* 'Very well* they replied. He put it on. The fire-

altar wanted but very little to be completely built up, when he

*aid, *1 will take back this brick, which belongs to me*. He
to6k.hold.of it and pulled it out, and on its being pulled out,

the fire-altar fell down, and along with the falling fire-altar
f
the

Asuras fell down- He then converted the bricks into thunder-

bolts and clove the Asuras* necks.

— 17. Thereupon the gods assembled and said 'Ckitram (f%^
#

),

wonderful it has proceeded with us who have slain so many
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(Asuras) enemies'* Hence the Ghitratvam ( fantf ), i.e., the

wonderful nature of the Nakshatra Chitra
(fiwRqw ) (t.tf*a the

star Spica),

The Brahmana says later on, that" the Asuras were deprived

of speech by the Dcvas. Vide* S. Br. IIL 2, 1. 2-3. This is

based on Rv. 1.4 30. 9, where Indra is said to have deprived the

Asuras of their speech. Vide.

As the object of all the Brahmanas and Upanishads, Tan-

Iras and Puranas is simply to-cxplain the Vedas, the Taittiriya-

/

Brahmana takes up the string and declares :

There vtcrc Asuras, the Kdlakdnjas ( )• They construct:

ted a fire-altar witlf a view to gaining the world of heaven.-

They, every man of them, put a brick to it. Indra passing him-

self off for a Brahmin put a brick on for himself saying, 'this'

one Chitra (f^T) (the star Spica) by name is for me/ They

"

climbed up to heaven. Indra
f
however, pulled out his brick;

^and they tumbled down and became spiders. Two of them

flew up (to heaven) and they became the two Heavenly Dogi

{i.€i
9
Canis Venatici).

Tait. Br. I. 1. 2. 4-6.

swntf i 3^?: ^ ?r: insro: 3snq: y&$\ \ m ^

^; ?. V Y-t

Now we find in the heavens, as we observed before, two

stars a little way off to the north of the Nakshatra Chitra, in a

constellation called Canis Venatici or 'the Two Hounds' in the

western astronomical charts. The Vedic narrative very likely

refers to this constellation. And we identify the two Hounds

with the two Kalahari]as who flew up to heaven in the shape of

dogs. And the Rauhina-jire-attar seems to be the Tower of Babel

referred to in the Genesis of the Holy Bible. The Holy Bible

has the same traditional-Story in it* Vide, Genesis XL
1. And the whole earth was of one language and of one

speech.
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2- And it cajrtt to pass, as they journeyed from the east,

that- they found a/plain in the land of Shinar and they dwelt
there.

3. And they said one to another, go to, let ,us make bricks

and burnthem thoroughly. And they had brick for stone and
lime they had for mortar.

4. And they said, go to, let us build us a city and a tower

whose top may reach mnto heaven and let us make a name,,

lest we i>e~scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.

5„ And the Lord came down to see the city and the t^e^
^hick th^- children of men builded. _ -

~

And the Lm*d said, behold the people is one and they

have all one language, and this they begin to do
}
and new;

nothing will be-restrained from them which they have imagined

tpf^S^^'-^ J " _

'

__l77 Gfe> to, let us go down and there confound their lan--

gua^eSj that they may not understand one another's speech :

~o; j^S^tiije Lord scattered them abroad from thence upoit

the face of all the earth , and they left off to build the city.

9, Therefore is the name of it called Babel, because the

Lord did there confound the language of all the earth and from

thence did the Lord scatter them abroad upon the face of ajl

the earth.

Krittiva$a
%
the author of the Bengalee Ramayana, alludes to

this anecdote* It is said there, that the Asura Rdvana
j
king of

Lanka, in his death-bed expressed his regret in not having built

in his better days, a Rauhina (^f^r), staircase for the sinners

to mount the heaven. The myth is given in Homer's Odyssey

XL 305-325. Oto and Aphialtes in order to fight the immor-

tal gods, piled Ossa on Olympus and Pelion on Ossa ;
and

they were destroyed by Apollo.

We have thus the equation :

Canis Venatici— the two Katakanjas.

From what source Astronomer Hevelius, so far back as AJX
1690, got access to the narrative of the Taittiriya Brahmana,

that lecf him to invent the constellation Canis Venatici with

the two Hounds, is more than what we can tell at present*
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x EXAMPLE VH
BHUTESA MANDALA. (vt^f

Sum. Ak. iSib-zi&nna^ Gr. Bootes
t

Sem. AUramih

To the north* of the constellation Kanya (^n) or Virgo lies

a very important constellation, which, we think, represents the

Sun-God Siva-BKutesa. In this we are not actuated in the

least by linguistic affinity.

The constellation is called Nakshatra Svati (^fir), which-

means a sword. It is also called Nishthya (fwj), son of Nishthi

(ftfc) or Diti (f^fwH^;, Chaos. " "We know this Nakshatra has

many stars ; but the exacF number of stars the Nakshatra

includes, we hat^e no means- to ascertain now. Vide :

*

S. S. VIII. 19.

Rariganatha.

Modern Hindu astronomers have reduced the number of

stars of the Nakshatra to a single one. Vide :

Kalidasa.

So we must call the constellation by some name or other,

and we suggest the name Siva-Bhutesa.

Visvdmitra, says the venerable bard of Vithoor, created a

counter-set of the Saptarshi Mandala and the Nakshatras, as

well as another host of stars for the southern celestial hemis-

phere called Asura-bhdga, as opposed to the northern celcstiial

hemisphere called the Deva-bhdga
t
which was created by

Brahma.

The statement was no idlcjtalk coming out of simple imagi-

nation and excepting the existence of the traditional Angra-

Mainyu of India, every word of Valmiki can be verified by a

45
*
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dose comparison of the two hemispheres, the Deva-bhaga and
the Asura-bkaga. In feet, comparison shows that the stars and
the constellations of the north are reduplicated in the south.

(1) We ' have Saumya-Dhruva ftftar jpr) in the north-and
Yamya-Dhruva (^ *«r) in the south. Vide. S. Siddhanta.
XII. 43.

*• —

-

(2) We have the Chitra-Sikhandi Mandala (Saptarshis^mffiO
literally 'the Peacock Constellation' in the north, and the
Mmt_aMand^X^^^yiSqptarshis) or the Constellation Pavo
in thesoutEr ._ .

Apb3fe^ayc~ thfi Mt%>a~Mandala (Heavenly deer) (usually""

called, the Kalapurvsha Mandala) or Orion in the north and the
Mriga-asyam theDeei-headed Makara (Capricorn) in the south.

~(4}
^

We to Rohini (^fHt) in the north, and
the asTcnsm ^ofe^now called Jyestha (§7*5j) in the south. -

(5) ~We- have the asterism Visakha (ftflF?) or Betelgeux
"

(P Qripnis^^^^mically called Ardra (an^f) in the north and
thc^sterism^^M (Sott) ( a and Libra; ) in the south".

6. We have the twins Asvinau fa-ftRV) ( a and p Gemi-
norum ) injhe north, and the twins Vichritau ( f?r*<ft ) (A and
v Scorpionis) in the south.

. (7) We have Vana Mandala
( ht^ ) or Sagittn in the

north and the asterism Pasupat Vana (wm {i.e.. (he belt

of Orion) in the south.

(8) It is needless to multiply instances in support of the

statement of so high an authority as Valmiki, Suffice it to say,

that we have the northern Brahma Mandala reduplicaied in the

KSlapurusha Mandala in the south.

We have a Bhutaoal-Pasuman in Mriga-vyadha Mandala with

a bluish-white star Lubdhaka (Sirius) in the south. As Siva is

called Nila-lohita (sftastffcr), » Blue-Red, wc arc sure to have
his original in the north, with a red star in it. For, without a
Bkutan&th Pasupati elzd in a red star in the north, \hc Pasumati

clad in the bluish-white star Lubdhaka, cannot font* the com-

plete NilaJohitar^vft^itfi^), ue., Siva (ftpr). The qi> stion now
resolves itself into a simple one of identification.
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Hakshatra Sv^ti or Nishthya^ we know, has Vayu Deva (*n*j^)

or Wind for its presiding deity. He bears a sword* and is bom
of Nishthi (fafo) Chaos br Darkness. Who can represent

such a deity save and except the Sun-God Siva-Bhutesa ? If

further proof is necessary in support of our position, we may say

that we have an overwhelming mass of strong evidence in store.

We know, Siva Bhutesa^zs Sarva (h^), Darkness, holds a

siila (^f) or a spear in his hand, and as Pasupati (q^rfif) or the

shepherd, a beast in his har\ds (a) ; as Vayu-deva he is Ugra fesj),

ue*
7 the terrible

} as Sojna (sfa), he.-; the Moon, he is Maha-deva

(*T£1^0 ; as Jala-deva (srg^) or water-deity he is the Bhava

(m) ; and lastly he is Mridha (^) or therjoyful and Bhairava

(^T) or the shouter,

-In the Euphratean astro-theogony, constellation "Sib-zi-

anna?* we are told, was cthe Sh epherd God -of Heaven* and

^^the King of Night', i.e., the Moon and-he was connected with

the- great Wind. And lastly Euph.'""Sib watrr*

And in that constellation the star Papsukala was a Falchion

(sword), a weapon in the hands of Merodakh -(^J)
The Euphrateans had another Sib-zi-anna in the south* In

Greece, the constellation Bootes was a shepherd and Bear-ward

or the Guard of the Great Bear {Saptarshis).

In Rome he was a Shouter and a Lanccator.

In the Greek myth, Bootes was called a friend of Dionysos

and the father of Erigone. Ikarius, alias Bootes, having intro-

duced wine in the country, was killed by some shepherds who
fancied they were poisoned. Erigonc, conducted to his grave

by his faithful dog Maira> hanged herself, and the three were

translated to heaven as the three stars Bootes, Virgin (*fF?qrO and
Procyon (Sk. Sarama).

The myth indicates the close connection between Karryd

(Virgo) ancLBootes.

In Arabia they call it Al-auwa ( — shouter), Al-hakharl herds-

man), AUramih Lanccator), and Haris-al-semak (* guardian

of heaven)

.
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Leaving aside the linguistic affinity between the namcs Swa-
Bhutesa and Sib-zi-anna-Bootes„out of all considerations, the

internal evidence found in the characteristics of Sib-zi-anna-

BooUs and in the close ^^ations4>etween Bootes-Virgin and
Bootes-Great-Bear, naturally reminds one of Siva-Bhutesa^b:^

husband of Kumari
( ^n?ft

)" the Virgin, and the disciple of

Rishi Angiras
( sffaj ) in the Saptarshi Mandala ; and makes

him unwittingly look to Sib-zi-anna and Bootes as Variants of

their grand original prototype, the great Siva-Bhutesa of Hindu
Theogony.

^^xjiMP^ Yin

Now we-take a JSplar Hero for the purpose of illustrating

our standpoint. We mean: the great hero Deva-vrata (^f^r)

surnamed 3h^ma-DeVa - (^ ), of Mahabharata. Aditi

( «rf^f?f ), say^-the Veda, gave- birth to eight sons. With seven

she" went up. to heaven and cast away the eighth, Martanda

( jtt^S )> ue^ the S^,v4^er^> lti the sky. Vide :

Rv. X. 72. 8,

These eight sons, says the Great Scholiast, are Mitra ( fipr ),

Varuna
( }, Dhatri ( >?13 ), Aryaman (

s^qq^), Amsa ( sr'^r ),

Vaga ( m ), Vivasvan
( f^R^T^ ) and Aditya

( srrf^T )-

The heavenly Gangd, says the Mahabharata, gave birth to eight

Vasus. Seven she took away one by one and the eighth one

called Devavrata
( ^?a?T ) or Maha-vrata ( ^T3rT ), she left to

his father. Vide :

Maha. L 98, 15.

Maha. I. 100.
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The Vasus are : Dhava, Dhruva, Soma, Vishnu, Anila, Anala,

Pratyusha and Pravasha. Vide :

^Tc^r ^ TOFT: stg? <rcpj: ^?n; |

Bharata.

The eighth Prabhdsha or Dyauh the Day, ue.
9
the Sun,

Avho was cursed to live for ever in this world. Vide :

Maha. L 9.9. 44.

Thus Mdrtanda was the eighth son of Aditi (Milky Way),
and Bhishma-v/as the eighth son of Heavenly Ga/i^a, the~

^Milky Way. .

In the famous Graha-yoga
( n$q)i\ ) or great combination

called the Kurukshetra Toga, which ushered in the Kali-yuga,

the Sun had to take a prominent part. (a).

Hindu astrology attributes to Aditya-Martanda extreme

power for ten days.

- - gprfa s^h fer^ ^ ^v^^ \

^rf% =et st^t SffT^gg^ i

In the war of Kurukshetra (b), Bhishma became the leader of
the Kaurava army, and he fought for the first ten days only.

Vide : t

ORf^m ^«ifcm ^frf^?r qrc^rc i

Maha. VL 116. 10.

The Sun appears with its ten-thousand rays. Bhishma was
backed by the ten-thousand Solar-troops called the Narayani
Sena (^Rl# iHT). The setting Sun kills ten-thousand Rak-
shasas every evening* Vide :

(a) In this yoga, three TUhis (ftfa), three Nakshairas and three Yogas
take place in one day. Vide :

^fc^ m^rf^ frfftm zr>mi^ fw77 eft Fjft: i

Literally meaning the "High field*.

4
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— Rv. I. 35. 10.

Vide also :

—

w*mfH pr: *th: ?nri ^^fj i

V.P. II. 8. 45-46

Vide also : — .

'

Rv. VIII. 85.13.

And Bhishma kills ten-thousand strong every evening. Vide :

— - Maha; V. 156. 21.

Indra snatched away- a ^viioej from Surya's Chariot.

Vide, Rv. I. 175. 4.

Krishna attacked BFiishma with his discus. Vide :

Maha. VI. 59. 88-R9.

During the period in which the war took place, the Rishi-

rckha ( srfiforr ), i.e., the solstitial colure (originally discovered)

passed through the Nakshatra Magha (a), which lies below the

constellation of the Seven Rishis (mft)- This constellation is

called the Chitra Sikhandi Mandala (fcm foafa W*$), lit-

'the Peacock'. The Sun is the Vatsa-Vaskya (*rajr H?&f) or the

yearly calf. Born in the beginning of the year on the first day

of its northing, the Sun grows more and more powerful every

day, till it crosses the point called the summer solstice, where

'
(a) Mcnl^g rudhishthira, says Vardha, ruled die earth, the Munis

were in Misha. CoU-brooke.
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the solstitial coluVe cuts the ecliptic, and enters in its southing.

During its southern declension the Sun begins to wane gradu-

ally, fox a period of six months, at the end of which it gets a

fresh lease of life* Vide :

S srqrt uftMH 1 V.P. II. 8. 65*

Therefore the Sun had to begin to wane, in the course of

this war, after having crossed the Nakshaira Magha below the

constellation Chitra-Sikhandi and in front of the Nakskaira

Arjuni (sr^fa), also called Phalguni (q^pfr).

Bhzshma Deva gives up the fight at the sight of Prince

Sikhandi (lit. the peacock), who was a female before (a), throws

.away his weapons and succumbs to the prowess oiArjuna^ the

hero of the Epic. Vide :

fsrf^: 3TfiT^3 ^1%rf: W

:. .

~* ^ Maha. VI. 108. 82 83,-

The Sun sets everv evening and dies to be born the next

day. Vide :

Rv. X. 55. 5.

Bhishma falls in the evening* to die. Vide:

*tftt£ faff??: m\ i

Maha. VI. 120, 7.

The Sun draws water rising high in the shape of vapours

and drinks it with his foot (rays). Vide:

Ph^k sf^fa: fft^i: «n^Rr spitt: srr i

V.P. II.9.9.

Av. IX. 9. 5.

Bhisma drinks water flowing upward from beneath the earth,

pierced by Arjuna with an arrow, which is represented by the

(a) The seven pea-hens. Vide : qzpzf : | Rv. 1.191.14.
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constellation Vana (<nr), t.«., the constellation Sagitta of the

West. And it is curious to observe that the water resembled

ambrosia flowing in the Milky Way («>™r-VideT-

"." Maha. VI. 123, 23-25.

His (arrow-like) rays bear the Sur^up aloft. Vide:

"~ - Av.XX. 47. 1£ i Rv. 1 . 50. 1

.

Bhishma lies on a bed of arrows (^izzrr). " Vide:

" - _ Maha. VI. 121,

8

The Yearly Calf nnishes_its annual course at the end of

its southing, and takes a fresh" lease of life.

For his death, Bhishma had tcrTlie._down on his bed and to

wait six months of the sun's southing"^ Vide:

Maha. VI. 122, 14-15.

The Sun dies every evening, and at the end of every year,

springs to life again. Vide :

Rv. X. 72.9

Vide also :

—

Rv. 1. 164, 5.

And Bhishma could die at his own pleasure. Vide

:

Maha. VI. 120. 33.

(a) The Milky Way lies to the right of Bhishma, the Sun-god, redupli-

cated in the Constellation (Gr.) Herakle*. (Lat. Hercules), the Solar Hero.

(b) This yearly lying down of the sun is called Sayana (^R)

of Suryya-Narayana.
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Such are the incidents of life common to both the Sun and

Bhishma. And to an unbiassed scientific enquirer, we think,

the~ldentity is. complete. An accurate identification^-of the

Solar Hero will materially increase our knowledge of a great

number of star-names and astronomical phenomena, as will

appear in the sequel.

On Bhishma s fall, (a) his holy mother, ih'e'Ganga or the

Milky Way sent down to him the seven Rishis in the guise of

a Harosa. ( ) or Swan. Vide:

.." MA$\\ SSfto ^TTtW <H? I II

Maha. VI. 120, 96-97.

These Swans refer to the bird, Cygnus, (Gr. Kyknos) in

the Milky- Way. We have it then, that Bhishma lies closer to

the Milky Way. Vana Mandala (cnura) or Sagitta of the

West and Hamsa-Mandala in the Milky Way are also close to

him. We therefore hold, that the stellar reduplication of Bhishma

(the Solar-God) is the Constellation Harikulesa (fftf^), i.e.,

Hercules of the West.

It is remarkable, that (Lat.) Hercules (a Sun-God) (Gr.)

Herakles (Ph.) Malqarth Harekhal (Ak.) Lugal, is connected

with- this very bird sent by Gatiga to Bhishma Deva. Malqarth

Harekhal is represented in the sphere as shooting an arrow (the

Constellation Sagitta) against the three constellations, the Eagle

(Sk. Garuda- ^), the Vulture (=-Heb. Tartak =--Sk. Tarkshya or

Vana Mandala) ?nd Cygnus (- Sk. Hamsa Mandala He is

further reputed to be always slaying those dear and near to him.

R. Brown I. 235.

EXAMPLE DC

THE NAKSHATRA MULA

Mula is the seventeenth division of the Lunar Zodiac, and

it lies in the ninth division of the Solar Zodiac. In the Vcdrc

M. P. 128-39.
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age the Nakshatra was also called Vichrita or Vichritau and

consisted of one or two stars. The Siddhanta gives the latitude

and longitude of the head-star ; viz- Lat* 9
CS and Long. VIII

— 1°* Messrs. Colebrooke and others find that the star indica-"

ted is 2 Vrischikasya (~ A Scorpionis or the star Shaulah of the

western maps) ; and its companion star is undoubtedly 7 Vrischi-

kasya v Scorpionis (Lesath ?) of the western charts. These

two stars are marked 2 and 7 in the constellation Vrischika in

Hindu charts.

We therefore find that the Nakshatra Vichriiaur of the Vedic

age consisted of stars 2 and 7 Vriscjiikasya {i.e.> A, and v Scor-

pionis), since we believe that the : F^^5r^ ^
have never been changed.

- The Siddhantas do not give the names of the individual

stars composing any Nakshatra. But from _the- Vedas^ we can

have the names of the two stars composing the old Nakshatra

Vichritau (f^rf!"). The Nakshatra is commonly called Mula

-(gpj), an abbreviation of the full name MuTa-Varhani (^R#ft).

*Vichrita
?

(f^n) means 'destroyer of"one's own race', {Vide
%

^1 «S5f f^rr^T fc^fef ?f*T HPItO* Mulavarhanr also means 'destroyer

of one's own race' (Vide, isi ^I^TFIkT ^Jjl^nft I Tait.

Br. 1, 4. 2. H)- The Nakshatra was Nhrili "(fa^fa) for its

presiding deity, (f^^q- q^itft Tait Br. 1.5.1.)

Now Nirriti moans either Tama (^ra) i.e., Death-God or

Rakshascsvara (n^RNO i^^Rdvana {TJ3"\) t
the king of the Rdkshasos

(u^TCT), the demons. Hence, the Atharva-Vcdas declare,

*The Vichritau of Yama,' Vide:

Av. VL 110,2.

And hence Vdtmiki puts to the mouth of Lakshamna, that
4Muld the patron Nakshatra of the demons is blackened and

crushed by the touch of the long-tailed Comet.* Vide :

Ram. VL 4. 51.
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In the Vedic period the Nakshatra had, as we said, two

stars. Vide: *

\ Tait. Ar* ii, 6, IV

These two stars are said in the Vedas to be the two dogs of

Tama
y
called Sabalau (^ft). Vide:

Rvv X. 14.10.

They guard the path to Tama's abode and look for the

dying man, Vide: -

?r *trt ^ !- ^%rfrd =*grgV qfeft «j^«V T

Rv. X. 14.11.

Note : Readers may verify the statement by actual observations of the

stars concerned, the path meant being a section of the Milky Way called

PUttyana* Vide:

fqfTR: s: % v&n %VRX q*n^ ^ '
V.P. II. 8.80.

Sabalau includes Shyam (^qro) and Sabala

(ck Pilaran. fqaxty. Vide""":

Quoted by Sayana.

Valmiki makes the-two dogs' the two spies ofRavana (u^r),

and names them Siika (^) and Sarana (ttkt)- Of the two

stars of the Nakshatra Vicftrilaun the eastern one is the Yogatara

{^Vmru) °r the head-star of the asterism. Vide:

S.S. Vllh 19.

The post~Ved?c astronomers have allotted seven or nine

more stars to the Nakshatra to give it the figure of a conch-

shell (Sk. flj), i.*., a blowing shell, kept in every Hindu house

for the purpose of raising a rava (^) or row, on festive occa-

sions. These seven stars are 3,6,12,13, 14, 16 and 17 of

Vrischika. And these stars, added to stars 2 and 7, form the

modern Nakshatra Mula. Vide:
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To draw a figure of a conch with the nine stars indicated^

would be quite a feat. We have drawn the shell of the conch
only with the five stars 7, 2, 6, 14 and 3 Vrischikasya

( v, A, *r
t $ 0, Scorpionis) .

~

"

The great Hindu Epic is no doubt capable of being inter-

preted in an astrological sense. The war between Rama and

_ Ravana is a repetition of the old war between Light and Dark-

ness : between Indra and Vritra, *.eM the Sun and the Cloud.

.. (Vide^Rv. 1.32).

In the great Epic, the combatants "are simply-reduplica-

ted inu heavenly bodies. The stellar conch, falls i^r the sign

_J)hanuh (qg:j, i.e., the Archer of the Hindu Solar Zodiac, and

astro logically the Archer is a dark or nocturnal sign. Vide

:

f%r m\t ^m: ^ qft ?ht3jf% telfr5^ :;ll

Manohara Daivagna.

The^stellar Conch-shell, presided over by the \Kiitg-~of the

demons, may be well named Ravana (u^r) from the" fact or

a conch _being chiefly used in making a rava or sound.

Cf. The Prince of demons is said to have been called

Havana for his- having raised a terrible rava (^) or noise after

his birth*

The story related in the Raniayana describes the over-

throw of the Sun by the Sagittarius-Darkness, The Sun-God

loses his wife Suryya (gj*n) (a) *the solar light/ in this contest,

Suryya (b) (*r*?rt) is reduplicated in the heavenly Gariga

Nir. N. XII I. 7.

wy^t vjpft fjft i

TrikiSnda-Sesha.

wwv. m w i

Nirukta. v.6.
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(WW ^t) or;thc Milky Way, called Sita (star) (a). The
Sun-God ultimately triumphs over the dark-king, and Mula-

Ravana (jJjT-u^t) true to his astrological characteristic causes

the wholesale destruction of his. race,Ni.*M the stars in the Asura*

bhdga or the southern celestial hemisphere.

The fact that a section of the Milky Way runs through

the asterism Mufd, gave rise to the amusing anecdote of Sitd's

sleeping on the picture of Ravana.

This section of the Heavenly Ganga is called Ravana-

Ganga >^t) -

The anecdote is not Jou-nd in the great epic Ramayana.
But the author of the Padma-Purana supplements the story

of Vdlmiki with good many anecdotes of similar nature. These

supplemental anecdotes throw a flood of light over the real

nature of the original narrative that forms the subject ol

the great epic.

Further light is thrown on - the, subject bj^thcrPerefan and
Babylonian astrological aspect, of the asterism Muld, as ex*

plained by Robert Brown ; and we reproduce it here.

THE BABYLONIAN ASTERISM

No, XXVI

I

Kakkah Gfrtab « The asterism of the Scorpion

Divinity Ilu-sar-ur. *=The God, leader of the dog

The asterism consists of stars 0, t, k, A and v Scorpionis*

The Euphratean Gir-tab is a symbolical reduplication of dark-

ness, where God Ner-gal (the great hero) the strong one of the

great city Hades, reigned enthroned in awful majesty (b).

It is the asterism XX Variant ( - the stinger) of the Persian

scheme of the lunar mansions. The asterism consists of stars

(a) Sita literally means Paddhati (t^ft) or furrow. The Heavenly

Sita was supposed by the ancients to Be the Sun's path, 'The Sky-furrow,

= the Ecliptic*. (R. Brown). Vide:

tf: e^qg; q^JT 6^3^ \ Tait Br. 17. 6.6.

, (b) Prof. Saycc regards Net or Jferra as the personification of Death*
(R. Brown).

Cf. Sfc. Nirriti= the Death-God,
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0, t,K,A and u Scorpionis, and it has given its name to the Milky

Way. Hence Variant means also the Milky Way in the-Zend-

Avesta. Vide, Variant YasL

The asterism -represents, we believe, Panchajana (q^R),

a mythical Asura, whose skeleton formed the blowing shell of

Srikrishna. We have accordingly named the star 14 Vrischikasya.

It also represents 'the conch-shell' sounded by Bhagiralha,

while leading the Heavenly Ganga from heaven down -to the

spot on the- earth, where lay the ashes of the sons (stars)-

ofKing SagardJwK) the Sky. ~ - —
Note -. Sk-Sagara-The Sky. Vide: Nir N. 1.3. 14.. —

.

-

~~ EXAMPLE X
- BUDHA

Brahma;^ says the Suryya-Siddhama (revealed at- the end. of

-

the Satya-yuga), divided himself into twelve equal parts called-

Rasis (*T%-), and secondly into twenty-seven equal parts called

Nakshatras (=T^0 -{<*) Vide

:

- - 3^: faW Uftr ^Hl •

^=pi^Prijf -eHf^tnW^ ^ n S.S. XII. 25.

The object of the former division is to fix the limits of the

Sun's monthly course in the Zodiac, and the object of the

latter division is to fix the limits of the Moon's daily course in

it. A Nakshatra is therefore metaphorically called Chandra

Griha O^FSFZ?) or the lunar mansion.

The Itihdsa {ifam) explains this simple astronomical thesis

in its own peculiar way.

In the beginning of the Treta-Yuga, says the Mahabharata,

Asvini, Bharani, Krittika and others, twenty seven daughters in

all, were born to Prajapati Daksha. And he duly married them

to the modern Tdrdpati (?TTCTTfa) or the Moon.

It is interesting to note, that this re-arrangement of the

Zodiac at the end of the Krita-Yuga presupposes an older divi-

sion of ,lfrc Zodiac, existing from the commencement of the

Krita-Yuga itself. This older or primitive division evidently

(a) Daksha is another name of the Creator Brahma.
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means, we bdicvc^.the twelve divisions of the Zodiac, marked
by 12 stars, for the purpose of computing the Bdrhaspatya
{m?m) thejupitorial year, (a), This "fact led to Brihaspati's
toeing c&lledj~arafi4ti in archaic days." *^

This change of husbands of the Tdras (m^r), alias Nakshatras
gave rise to the well-known popular story of the Moon's elope-
ment *mh Tara and the birth of Budha fa) or Mercury, as the
result of their illicit union. Even the invention of a second
birth could hardly save the reputation of the unsullied stars,
from the hands of satirists or - Aitihank'as (story-tellers).

The planet Budha is also supposed to be born of the Lunar
Asterism Sravisthd (*fo*T), and f^ therefore called Sravishtha
Bhava (ztfsim m)

.

EXAMPLE X
MANGALA -GRAHA ( ?r^T )

Sk. AngdraJca litera- 1 --Sum. Ak. Bir'(Vermilion)
lly, the red-hot charcoal

Sk. Lohitdnga
( *fn?tnw ) or

.

j
7

the red-bodied - j
Sk,

Sk

Tama
( ztjt

) (b) or the

Death- God

Virabhadra
( ) or

The Great Hero 4

Sk. Krura-Graha (iR^f ) or

the Evil Planet

"

Sk* Virochana (fafcrc) or

The Opaque one

Sk. Nava-didhiti (^ref^ftft)

or One of fresh lustre

Ak. Simut (The red-light)

Euph. Kakkab Batga (star of

Death)

Euph. The star of the Hades-
God Xergat

i
(The Great HcroX

Sum. Ak. Khu! (The Evil)

Per. Ker-wan Rush

(The Grave-digger of
the caravans)

Euph, Numia

(That which is not)

W The names of some of the 12 month*,M^l^
Such etc. of the Vedic age, are connected with these ] 2 divisions or their
presiding divinities.

(b) Like the waning Sun, the fading Mar,, when receding from the
Earth is called Tama fa).
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Sk. Kumara 1 ^^^ KijIg)
or The Prince J

Sk* Mangala (wgft) 1 Euph. Manma (No body)

or The Good One "

^

Sk. Afara (ttk) j Lat. Mars. Gr. ^4r«

Sk, Varsharchis (ggffet:) or One bright in the rainy season

Sk. Ashddhd-bhava sumew^- or The child of the Nakshatra- .

. .4 .

*

Ashddha -

Sk* Rddheya (^ptef) or The child of the Makshatra Radha - _

Sk. Ku?s (5^) or the child of the Earth

Sk. SamFafia (ohti) or The Messenger

The planet Mangala, says the Skanda Purana, is Yama_

fa*).. V^de: -"

srrr^: *w «4<>iihsk*: u ~ —
In the Euphratean Astro-theogony, the planet Mars is the

star of the Hades-God JVergat ( = thc Great Hero). Vider
-

R, Brown. I. 73.

The planet Mangala says the Padma Purana is a duplication

of Kdrttikeya—Orion (a). Vide:

The planet Mangala, says the Graha-ydga-tatva, has Kdrttikeya

for its presiding deity. Vide:

There is thus a particular connexion between the ill-omened

red planet Mars and Kdrttikeya, represented by the ill-omened

red star Visakha-Ardra (f^jn^ «rorf) {b).

Note. Visdkha is a name of Kdrttikeya. Vide

:

ftffisraT?^: 1
Amarakosha.

(a) In the West, Mars is said to have his reduplication in the red and

unlucky star a Scorpionis (=1 Vrischikasya) called (Gr.) Antares (the

equal-to-Ares).

(b) In fact M&Agala (Mars) is said to have emanated from the body

of Kdrttikeya. "Viae.
"

sf^r: wzbm Ommm jt^tjt? : i:

Maha. III. 19, 24.
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Mangala is als<^ called Virochan# (faO^) one without

glow) in India, and Numia (that which is not) in Babylon, from

the fact that the planet recedes frorrfthe earthj imtil it is almost

invisible. Cf. I'Marsds fhr God of the" blind." -(R. Brown).

For its red light, we call it Angaraka (aiffK*), *A» * red-hot

charcoal' and Lohitanga (srtfenff), 'red-bodied\ In the West,

they call it (Ak) Simut (red star) and Bir (vermilion)

.

As the war-god, we call it Vira-bhadra (tr^), literally the

<fhero-excellent'\

As the most ill-omened planet, by way of humouring it,

Ave -call it Mangala (*BJ5T)» i.e., "the good one 1
' and the Babylo-

nians knew it as Khul ( the evil), and out of fear he would

take no names of it, but would speak of it B^-'Manma ( No

body).

The planet shines in the rainy season, and is called Varshdr-

this (^tff^:)* Astrologically, Mangala. is the son of Prithvi (^),
i.e., the Earth and of her husband Vishnu (a). Vide:

3 *Tff*r: t^prRT! n

B". V. P. L 9/21.

It is also said to have owed its birth to a sweat-drop of

Vishnu, and to have been nursed by the mother earth (&)•

Vide, Sk. P. h 11.

S*t sirs: ft^rV: ^ twnr ? I

The Vamana Purana relates its birth to have taken place

when the great Asura Andhaka literally the darkness was killed

by Siva
t
the Sun-God. Vide:

rctT^^t spnipm ^rf^rftr c^t^pw ?t5k*h: i

Vam. P. 68.

(a) So the planet Rddheya-Mangala (jjkq-Tf^) was a son of Vishnu

— Adtiya, the Sun. Vide:—

-

<*rf<^: i
Nir. IV* 2*

(b) Mars Is five times brighter when nearest to the Earth.
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The Padma Purana betrays the secret of many a myth, in

which Mars plays an important part.

In ancient days, says the Purana, a sweat-drop fell from the

brow ( - the Moon) of the angry -Trisuti (ft^), literally the

Lanceator', for the destruction of Daksha. Passing through all

the Patalas («n*H), it burnt the seven seas. It had many heads

and many eyes, and it looked like a burning fire. It had 10,000

arms and 10,000riegs. It was called Vira-bhadra. Vira-bhadra

destroyed Daksha's fire sacrifice, [jn honour of Brihaspati

(^ft) Le, Jupiter]. Siva recalled him, and said, -Thou hast

well destroyedjDakshcts -Taj^j no need of burning the world

anv more. Allow the world, to enjoy peace, and be the fore-

most of the planets. Son of the Earth ! thou shalt bear the

title otAngSraka 'red-hot charcoal' and thoushalr

be translated to the licavem\ Hearing this, Vira-bhadra of.

variable brilliancy was pacified, and suddenly turned into a

planet. While receding from the earth, his brilliancy under-

goes a variety of changes, until -he., becomes almost invisible,

and he is therefore called Virochana (fofasj),
*the dark one

'

bv the Dcvas and Danavas. The planet is also called Kuja

i.e., son of the Earth, Lohitanga (a>ffw), red-bodied,

and 'of the five planets it is the middle one- Its brilliancy is

equal to that of Karitikcya ( - Visakha-Ardra) .
Vide

:

tar tmMMUtud* mvivi i

fji^ fMn^ ^ r«fH4ir<ti:

«
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*rg>: ?rt rora, ^ruwrpv J

* # * * * *

We therefore get the equation Vna-Bhadra - the Planet"

JW<Wfl - FowAa/w, the son oiPrahlad or the Moon («>-, which

adorns forehead. -

- We further find that Mangala alias Yama^Manma alias Xer-

gal. It is interesting to observe that the Vedic Devata Kama.

J&m) alias Mara has all the characteristics of the Babylonian

God Ner-gal, who is a variant of Tama Msngala. Vide: Vithi

I
F
Mara Tara.

CONCLUSION

These are, in short, a few of the examples which illustrate

our idea that the narratives found in Hindu Sastras are suscep-

tible of being interpreted in a secular and scientific aspect,

when supported by the testimony of the stars themselves. The

idea is the outcome of many yeaYs' study of the subject; But

we have succeeded in working it out only in a few instances.

Much more will be accomplished in the future by patient

workers in the field with better means and ampler opportuni-

ties at command.
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TAR4 MATpAfcAS AND NAKSHATHAS
*

;

'

' > VITHJ J («) *

Vithi I. rui^s from the North Pole Star, to the South Pole

Star emending §0° from west*to east along the celestial equa-

tor, he., irom ^tati6*h Xlf lto station I in both the sidereal

hemispheres. *Vide, Chart 5. - A *

It consists of-six constellations (b).

h Parsu Mandala (2S^c)_..

2. Trikona Mandala (fsrefrr jj^t) (4) „

3. Mes|ia. Mandala ($7 ir^f) (]8):-

4. ;
fimi Mandala" (ffffir Wtt) (22)

5. »Yagna-kimda Mandala fasrfre

6* _Yanii ^Mandala (qnfr W*r) (34). -

1. PARSU-MANDAIA"^qa-\fn^ )*[70](rf)

Scift. .Bar-Jdn (the son of hair)* Ph. Bar-sav. Gr. Perseus (the most

Tamduvof allien). " Lat^ Perseus.

— The constellation Perseus stands at the top of Vithi I, close

to Brahma Mandala (351 wass); Auriga^ According to the

Almagest, the constellation contains 29 -Stars visible to the

naked eye. The Sura-nadi (g^^ft) or the heavenly stream {i.e.,

the Milky Way) runs through the constellation. The stars

8, 3, 1, 6 and 17 Parsoh (77, y, a, S and p Persei) form a well-

marked Bow; while the stars 3, 1 1, 13 and 12 Parsoh (y,r,0 and t

Persei) form the -blade of a Kuthara (fw) the Pole-axe, the

stars 1 and 2 Parsoh (a and /J Persei, called Mirfak and Algol

respectively) constituting the Pole. Temporary stars looking

like burning fire-batls
l
blaze forth and then fade away in this

constellation and in Brahma Mandala, from time to time,
* ; ^ - — r—

A'. Vtthi is auction of th^ sta^-spherc. Here wc use the term

in thtf -sense of a lection running from the North Pole to the South Pole,

extendinjf 30*; from the west to the east, and forming a twelfth part of

the star sphere." .. \ , r , , . , r e

(i) ^ Thc.xontfellatiom are arranged m the Vtthts, with reference to

the Ltmgitude of the largest star in each of them. *

{<•) The figures.indicate the number-of naked-eye stars in the cons.

tellation according to MigaU SynlaxTs^T^Astronomias of Ptolemy, commonly

called by its Arabic title *The Alrnag-st
1

( i.e. the fjreatest ) .

-

(d) The figures in bracket3 [ ] indicate the number of stars in the

constellation accordiug to Prof Peck. t
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This fact very lil^ly gave rise to the Greek myth that ZtikW
the form of a shower of gold, .came down through the reof <>^

Jthe^rison-where Danae (=Dawn)^had been TonfinMSai^
became by her the father of Perseus. " ~ ~ T

According to the Greek legends, the Sun-God Perseus (the

Most famous of aU men) holds in his hand the head of Medusa*

(one of the three Gorgon sisters) which he himself had cut off.

-The constellation with all its legendary tales, reimnds^

-one of the Hindu legendary hero Parsu-Rama (*RKR), comiipnly j

^called Parasu-Rdma (<R^r), a son of ramadagni\mtfx); literallyvr

^the: burning fire', and of Renuka (^nsr) literally 'one made. of;.

tlUSLS
1

t^^'the Milky Way). He was bohi with Parsu * :

_ battle-axe in his hands (a), with which he cut off the header:
his mother Renuka ftwr), under the orders of his great

:fatl^r.
~

To expatiate his sins, the matricide hero had to bathe in

the sacred stream Brahma-putra («3T<jp)* a river,, he hirn^ET

-caused to flow by cutting its way through the dry lake - called

Brahma-kunda (sr^i^rs) lit. *tfie lake of Brahma5

(im)-

He alone is said to have extirpated the whole warrior^

class twenty-one times/ That makes him the most famous
'

of all men in India.

We know that Pauranic poets speak of the prototype of

Parsu-Rdma as a collection of stars. Vide :

tTct: tf<T ^mi: JTO: ^RTH ^ft: ^ 11 '^tt
~

P. P. I. 49|:-

{a) 4ji<H<iK*iqfcr ^nw: m 1 .4**

Cf. 7mfr» was also bom with the mura ( agj ) t the thunderbolt;^ VM«i|

\ "*Kv. I. 131. Sfi;

Note: Param is one of Hhe names Qt vajra. Therefore, Parasu-Rdma

a a phase of Indra.

5
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We have it then, without depending much on the phone-

tic affinity of the Gr. word Perseus with the Sk. Parsu, that

Gr. Perseus =Sk. Parsu-Rama. //

From the position, the star 1 (o Persei) occupies in the

constellation, we have named it Kuihara-pnshtha (^K^)-

.STAR MAYAVATI (*rnn*<ft)

Sum-Ak. Sibi ( = doyblc eye )

Sem, Alghul ( = the evil one )
-

Eng. Agol. " '

The star 2 of Parasu (=£ Persei) is a variable star and

we identify if with Mayavatl The star in general shines as

a star of the" 2nd magnitude. It is zKStnarup^twa {^m...

arrj) ot Vahurupa-tara i-'-, * variable star. Once

every 69 hours, it slowly decreases in brightness till in about

4f houre it has lost almost |th of its light, and appears as a

star of the fourth magnitude. It now shines as such for about

19 minutes and then in 3* hours' time regains- its maximum

brightness and retains it for 60h 41m -the remainm* part of

its short period of 69 hours. The star was therefore called Sibi

(-- double eye) by the Babylonians, and Alghul ( the demon

monster of the West) by the Semitics and Arabs.

Mayavati (irprprfr), literally 'the changeful', is the consort

otM&ra (jtk), the Hindu Cupid.

For further particulars, Vide, post, the star Mara.

We have said that Parasu-Rama= Indra, and the variable

nature of its principal star Mayavati (**"*<&), 'the changeful,*

made the Veda* declare :

'Maghaoan {Indra) weareth every shape at pleasure, effecting

magic changes in his body.' Vide :

^q^^rn jptct <\H4\$\ *rm: Iprw i

Rv. III. 53. 8.
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RENUKA MUNDA (^jt

STAR 7, PARSOH=p PERSEI

This 5t«v withIhc star Algol and some smaller stars adjoin-

ing it, form the 'Caput Meduci^ (the iirati of Medusa) of the

Western charts* But we have made the star 7 with some

smaller stars adjoining it, representative of the head of Renuka

and have named the group 'Renukd Munda\

_ ~
2. TRIKONA MANDALA [27] '

f
',

.._ Gr« Delioton Lat. Triangulum.

We have translated the constellation name.

~ MESHA RASI tt%)

This Rasi is the first of the twelve divisions of the Solar

Zodiac {a) ; and comprises 30° of it extending from a point

"lying 10 minutes east of the star 6 of Mina (*fcr) (£ Piseium),

We- may call the star Mula-kilaka ( Hst^H* ) lit- the starting

station. The other eleven Rdsis follow it one by one east-

ward* Vide:

" TO:W ^rfnl-WW^OT II

Munisvara.

The sun in its apparent annual journey through the heaven

passes successively into and out of the twelve Rdsis or signs of

the Zodiac. . Each of these Rdsis is popularly regarded as

occupied by a single Tara Mandala ( tiHm v*d ) f
from which it

derives its particular name. But a Rasi and its Zodiacal Man*

data do not correspond, and the 'Signs of the Zodiac* are not

the same as the 'constellations of the Zodiac* (more often

spoken of as the 'Zodiacal constellations*). In fact, there are

more than 12 Tara Mandalas in the Zodiac* Nor arc the twelve

Tara Mandalas, from which the 12 Rdsis derive their names,

confined within the limits of their respective Rdsis.

{a) 3*T: «HWl*i few XT%

S.S. XIL 25
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Thus Mesha Rasi consists of the Western portion of Mina

Mandala (jfr^r the eastern portion of Mcsha Mandala

fa *jvi5j), and the northern portion of Timi Mandala (ftft

and it comprises the whole of the Nakshatras Asvini and Bharani,

and the first quarter of the Nakshatra Krittika*
—< -

3. MESHA MANDALA [52].

(jfar )

Gr. Krios I*U. Aries

Eng. The Ram. Hindu Astrology Kriya (f^r) (a)

"""

Presiding deity MaAgala.

According to the Almagest the Tara Mandala contains 18

stars visible to the naked eye. It derives its name from the

Sim-God Indra, who is styled 'the Ram/ Vide :

sqn; $ ^p^jnTTr ^r: i

'~
~ Rv. I. 52. 1.

Within ihc-Mandala, there are the Nakshatras Asviniiwjrapft)

amd Apabharani («PHrc«ft), the last two divisions of the Lunar

Zodiac (i). The stars of the former form the tail andjthose of

-the latter the head of the stellar Ram.

• : NAKSHATRA ASVINI ( arfsrft TO* )

Euph. Kakkab Gam. (the astcrism of the sickle)

Ar. Al-Sheratan. Tait Br. Asva-yujau (sregsft)

Presiding deity. Asvinau

The Nakshatra (space) is the twenty-sixth division of the

modern Lunar Zodiac of 27 Lunar-Mansions (c), and the first

Lunar Mansion of the modern Luni-Solar Zodiac. The Nak-

(<*) 1^^^.^5^^-lw-^m-^-^-«n^rr:

. _ _"~"S.S. XII. 25.

(e) Lunar mansions are called Situ in China and Manzib in Central

Asia.
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shatra (Astcrisni) consists of the stars 1, 2, 4, Meshasya (a, ft y
Arietis)^ It looks like a horse-head. Vide:

— Kalidasa.

The star 1 ( = a Arietis) is the Yoga-tara (q^RTTCT) the

head star or the principal star of the asterism. The Surya-

Siddhanta defines the Yoga-tara to be the northern-most star of

the group (a)
t
and places it at Lat. 10°N and Long. 0-8°. Cole-

brooke identified^ the star indicated, with the star 1 of Mesha,

"railed Hatna^-tn the West. We have transliterated the name

inta :̂ r)Mla Ts^ra"). Astrology allots the Nakshatra to the

brothers Asvinau («rf^t") from whom it originally derived its

name' Asvini ; and the twenty-sixth division of the Lunar Zodiac

tj- caUed ^ It is from the Nakshatra Asvini

that the month of Asvina (errf^r) derives its name. For, the

full Moon oflhis~xnonth is generally observed to pass through

this division of the Lunar Zodiac,

In the Vedic.age the Nakshatra was called Asvayuk ( )

and it consisted, of two stars. Vide

:

T. Br, IIL 1. 5.

NAKSHATRA' APA-BHARANI

( w^^il to*)'

Lat. Mxisca. Ar. Al-botein

Black Yv. Ap-sarani (srj^ft)

Presiding deity : Tama

This Nakshatra (space) i$ the 27th division of the ancient

Lunar Zodiac and the second division of the Luni-Solar

Zodiac, The Nakshatra (asterism) consists of the stars

3, 6, 9 Meshasya (=-41, ft, 36 Arictis).Thc stars form nearly an

(a)

S.S. VIIL 16.
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equilateral triangle (a). The star 3 (« 41 Arietis) is the

Togatara. The Suryya-Siddhanta defines the Toga-tSra to be

the southern-most star of the group (£), and places it at Lat.

12°N, and Long 0-20°. Burgess identifies the star with the star

SofMesha. We have called it Apsarani («nr^«ft).

Astrologically, Tama {m) is the presiding deity of the

asterism, which is therefore also called YamyH far^r) or Yama-

daivata. (-qJKMd) . By astronomical abbreviation the Nakshatra

is coxnmonJy-callediBharani (sfflcft)-

Inthe Vedic age the Nakshatra was also called Ap-saranu

Apa-vararri-seevns to have had three stars. ~ Vide:

- _ T. Br. HI. 1. 5.

Ar. Al-botein consists of the s iars 7, 5, 8, Meshasya («, S, £
Arictis). :._

\
~

4. TIMI MAK1)ALA[108]

- Sum-Ak, Kumar (-datky. Sem. Kumaru

Gr. KeTos ( = the seaifeonster= a whale)

Lat. Cetus. Eng. |The seamonster

The constellation consists of twenty-two naked-eye stars.

We have translated the name. The star 1 of Timi (=o Geti),

called Mira in the West, deserves special notice.

STAR MARA ( mT am)
Ak. Akh-na (=worm-Heclipse)

Gr. Mira (wondrous) Lat. Mira

The star 1 of Timi is a KSmarupa-tara (qrPHFT <TTCT) («•'.,

one "changing at its pleasure")©* a variable star, which during

each interval of 331 d. 8 h. passes through the following phases.

During 15 days it attains and preserves its maximum brightness,

(a) <im> swlto flnfrtf; i rfcT tifeW I »~ -

S.S. VIIL 18.
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the brightness of at star of the second magnitude
5
its brightness

afterwards decreases during the next three months, until it be-

comes completely invisible. The star remains in this state for five

months after which it reappears, its
v
light increasing continu-

ously during three other months. Its cycle of variability

then comes to an end and it attains its maximum brightness.

The planet Mangala
( ) Mars, the son of Vishnu,

when nearest to the Earth in opposition, is five times brighter

than when it is farthest_away from her. This fact evidently

led to the reduplication ^ in the star Mara.

As patient and ,carefi3 observers of the heavens, the Hindus
could not butdetect theirolic^-^this KSmarupa-tara. And the

result was the following "narrative about Kama frm) the

Indian Cupid, found in the Puranas, but based on the

authority of the Vedas? Kama- is now generally regarded as

the God of wishjind <tesire_in general, including love. In the

Vedas, he is identified with Agni (erfe), the Fire-God ; Vide:

~ r
Av. IIL 21.4.

and he is said to have gone into the sea. Vide :

Av. III. 29. 7.

The Pauranik story runs t^ius : On the sixth day of the

birth of Pradyumna (ro^) alias Mangala (jfl^r) Mars,

the son of Vishnu*Krishna
9

the demon Sambara

darkness, cloud or the dark constellation Mina (a), stole the

boy away from the lying-in-room, to get rid of his future

destroyer and threw the boy into the sea, where a fish ate

him up. Mayavati (*n*TFRft)f Venus (A), the consort of

^qd^tmna (Cupid) who lived
. with Sajnbara% passing herself off

as the wife of the dembn Sambara> jgot her boy-husband from

the fisherman who had caught the fish* The boy grew up to a

(a) Pisces is a dark R&si and Venus becomes powerful in it.

(b) Venus has her phases like the Moon* She may therefore be called

Mayavati ( TFTT^ft ) * *the changeful*. The star Mfy&oeti therefore

well represents Venus in the sidereal heaven*
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man and came to know his own wife* He then slew the demon

Sambara and liberated his wife from the demon's bondage.

Vide::— - :z
- ••— •

per fMw ^ ^ ^ JTTf-^ SRWFT ? I

tfM ^ ^ ^ w: ^ra^rr ^mi? ^ratf i v

J3T5 <*FT -MHWW * cf Jpfffr 4 1 ?J(

V. P, v: 27. 2-1:0

We-believe that the stellar reduplications of Mqydvdtj>

Sambara and_ Kdmadeva are the star Mdydvati, the fibh in the.

Mina R|isi ..(Pisces), and the star Mara (o Ceti) respectively.

In the East" the invisible state of the star Mara represents the

temporary death of "Kama," supposed, to have been caused by the

superior lustre or fire of the star Lubdhaka (^vps) i.e. Sifius,

the stellar representative of the God Siva Bhulavat (Vide —Intro-

duction, Ex. Viy who predicted the reappearance of Kama.

Vide:

jp: «npr *w^M ^ro^jrftr.* ifowjfa i

P. P. I. 40.

Cf. Gk. Eros (tax. Amor or Cupido) the God of Love, is the

son of Venus and Mars. He is the usual companion of his

.mother Venus (W. Smith). <

In the West the temporary disappearnce of the star may
/

'
* ..."

have given rise to this idea of Cupid's blindness.
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Wc had thus tp draw Cctus swallowing the body of the boy

Cupid represented by the variable star Mira (a),

.It* is interesting to note that in. the Babylonian legends,

Cupid and Venus are said to have-thrown themselves into the

waters of the Euphrates, at the appearance of the giant Typhon~

(=The Indian Sambara) near the Southern Fish (= Pisces

Australis), the Dakshina Mina (^%<T jfar) of Hindu Charts;

while Hyginus connects Pisces with the Euphrates giving a

legend that Venus and Cupid took the form of fish in that

river (R. Brown)

.

According to a Greek roydvTPisces arc the fish which carried

on their backs Venus and Cupid-when—they fled from Typhon

(R. Brown).

5. YAJNA-KUNDA MANDALA [58]

Lat. Fotnax_ Eng. Furnace

The constellation was .inyehted by LaCaille in 1752. We
have simply translated the western name of the constellation.

6. YAMI MANDALA [143]

Ak. Pur-edin ( = River, strdng I Gr. Eridanos
"

one of the Plain, The Euphrates) I and Potamos

Lat. Eridanus, and Amnis

The stars in this constellation form the figure of a river with

a human skull on its bank. Wc have called the stellar river

Yami farft), the great daughter of the Sun-God. The heavenly

Yamuna (*i*£Tt) or Yami is supposed to take its rise from the

celestial Brahma-Putra (t^)
r

U., a portion of the Milky Way

adjoining Brahma Mandala, the Constellation Auriga, and to

fall to it again. Vide :

(fl) Mina-Ketan ( ) »>., one who has a fish for hi* 'Home',

is another of the names of Kama. Vide: J^^: jfr^T I
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snfa ft*r $ g?w t

_ K. P. 82. 90.

The star 1 of Tami is called Achernar in the West. We
have translated the name of the star Achernar (Sem. Mhir-al-

Nahr=end of the river) into Nadi-Mukha (*i<0&<<0-

VIPRA MUNDA .(Jisr ^)
The stars 4, 20, 8, 7,1 9,13,12^17 and 9 of the constella-

tion Tami X= a, tt, 8, .c^, i?, ts t* arid another, Eridani) are

in the shape of a humailiiead. The 'Stellar Head,' we beKeve,

represents the head- ef Ph«thon (the shining one), cut off by

Zeus on the hanks of the Eridanus.

Visva-rupa (fa*^), literally 'the most beautiful in the world'

the Indian analogue of the GreekPhaethon, was subdued by

*ndra and killed hy /lnia (Heavenly Light) ; and we have

accordingly calfeS ?tfce Stellar Head,' Yipra Munda.



TARA MANDALAS AND NAKSHATRAS

VITHI II

The sccond vithi consists of the following constellations

1. Chitra-kramela Mandala ( fa^sifo )

2. Brahma Mandala (to JF3*r) (14)

3. Vrisha Mandala (^r w^l) (44)

4. Ghatika Mandala (Wfcn W^s)

5. Suvarnasrama Mandala -temfanr JF5*r)

6. Arhaka Mandala _ ~

7 1. CHITOA-KRAMELA^MANDALA [117]

Lat. Cameloparddtis Eng. Giraffe

This Mandala stands at the top oFMi II. The constella-

tion was invented by Hevelius in 1690. We have simply

translated the constellation name of the West.

2. BRAHMA MANDALA (72)

( $153 jH«*H-)

Rv. Rathitama Puskan (vftm

lit. Pushan,. the best of-the charioteers

Ak. Margidda. Ph. £a*Ao» (charioteer)

Euph. Afar-ur&i "(chariot)

Gr. Heniochos (bridle-holder)

Lat. Auriga (waggoner). Eng. Charioteer.

To the south of Chitrakramela, lies the important Brahma

Mandala. In this Mandala there are 14 stars visible to the

naked eye.

The venerable bard of Vithoor speaks of Brahma Rasi

( HOTfr ) or the constellation Brahma in the following

terms:

—

"The planet Sukra fos) (=Venus of the West), a son of

Bhrigu, with serene Ught follow thee. Brahma RSsi and the

Rishit look cloudless and they move round the star Dhruva (m)

le., Polaris, displaying their full brilliancy." Vide:
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zrfWZFft: mBwn i

Ram. VI. 4-48.

So the great poet gives us the following facts : (1) Brahma
Rasi is a constellation

; (2) it does not lie far away from the
Rishis (*ftr) or the Great Bear ; and (3) it moves round
Polaris.

What constellation then is this Brahma, Rasi of Valmiki ?

Or in the language of Astrology, what is that constellation

which is presided over"by Prajapati Brahma ?

The Suryya-Siddhanta gives the latitudes and longitudes

of the two stars, Prajapati (sRiiffe) ancLBrahma-hridaya (?w?^r).
It places the star Prajapati 'at Lat; 38° N. andXong 1-27°, and
the star Brahma-hridaya at Lat, 30°_ N. and" Long - 1-22°. With
these scientific data, we can identify thenar Prajapati with 8

Aurigac, and the star Brahnw-Hridaya, also called Brahma-hrit

(*«R|J by astronomical abbreviation / with < Aurigae, We have

it then, that the two stars Prajapati and Brakma-hrit are in the

constellation Auriga. _ These two -stars exactly occupy the top

and middle of the constellation Auriga, representing the head

and heart of Brahma.

. Then again the course of the: Heavenly Gariga (srrcn^r t^t)

ue*
$
the Milky Way, described in the Puranas, helps us in fixing

the position of Brahma Rasi exactly in the same place in

the Heavens. Vide, Introduction. Ex I, We thus get the

equation

;

Brahma Rosins Auriga.

But the identification is not complete in all respects; for a

complete history, we have to look to the Vedas.

To the western savants, the origin and character of Auriga

do yet remain shrouded in mystery. They no doubt connect

it with 'the Goat' and 'the Kids', but can give no reason for

doing so* R. Brown has taken much pains to find out its

antecedents, but he does not feel on terra jirma. Vide, R* Brown.

II, 51-2-118. One may learn something from the Vedas in

which lies its background* When rightly understood, 'the
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rustic songs' will unfold to the star-gazer a vast treasure of

much valuable astrdnomical knowledge.

Of the
:
God Pushan, the Vedas declare:

Pushan I thou goest on an embassy to the Sun^ m thy

(stellar) golden boats that travel in the sky across the upper

ocean.

rnfirr qrf^r it

pushan is the world of Light. Vide:

He has fine rays. Vide

:

Rv. VI. 58. 3.

Rv. VI. 58. 4.

- He is yellowish like the Sun. Vide:

" Rv. VL 58. U
^Referring to the variations of his lustre, the Veda says:

His one form is bright, and the other is not of pronounced

cdteur. Vide:

Rv. VI. 58. 1.

As some. of the stars, if not all of them, in this Mandala are

called the Goats, Pushan is caHed Ajasva («rsrw) lit. one\vho

has goats for his steeds. Vide

:

Rv. VI. 55. 4.

err snrrcn <jwi ^ i

Rv. VI. 55. 6.

Pushan is the guardian of the cattle and horses. Vide:

<j<n m: <*3 5p ^rr r^rg i

Rv. VI. 54. 5.

He is the lord of the (Sun's) Path,. Vide

tpTS *** I

Rv. VI. 53. L
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The best charioteer has guided the (stellar) golden wheel
of the Sun*s car through the variegated (stellar) Bull*

^ «p?: *rfa gjc: fk&m; i /ft tf*Rw: h

Rv. VI. 56.3.

The car of the-£un is his orb. Vide:

: Rv. V. 63.7..

Cf. "Auriga is now known as *the charioteer5

,
although no

chariot is visible, and in Ptolemy's Star-list, as well as in our
modern representations, he is described in the attitude of a she-

pherd carrying a goat on his -shoulder and a pair of little kids

in his hand/* . ^

Maunder, p. 104-6.

The stellar isosceles triangle or the stellar arrow of the

Ramayana, is called Am («ttct), the saw. The glowing Puskan

holds the saw. Vide: - -

-

••• fk*ff% TOf I

W .„- Rv. VI. 53. 8.

Brandishing his lightly-moving goad, Pushmv goes-forth.

Vide:

Rv. VL 58. 2.

As the constellation lies side by side with Bhadrd, the

northern branch of the Milky Way (Vide, Introduction, Ex. I.)

like husband and wife they form a pair.

*Let BhadraJ says Bharadvaja, *be now a loving friend to

thee/

• T^T % <£Pt ^ nfin «T*9 II

Rv. VL 58. lc

As the constellations Brahma {Puskan) and Parasu-Rama

[Indra) arc situated side by side, they are hymned together in

the Vcdas. Vide:

Rv. VL 57.

"Goats are the team that draws the one, the other hath

(two) Bay-steeds at hand.

With both of these he slays the fiends {Le.y darkness)."

Pto£ Griffith.
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6rtj ,«f«nr wr: stf «ftft tot i
.

?n«n ^prcf* "font n

Hv. VI. 57. 3.

Note s The two horses of Indra~Parasu*Rama f
are the two star* in ihe

Nakshatra Asvqyujau the Twin Horses*

When Jatfrtf, wondrous strong, brought down the

(encircling) streams, the mighty water floods,

Puskan was standing by his side*—Prof, Griffith.

.. ._ %s%} fer *£t: *tq: ?^^ I

"

tPT <£TT «w^^t u _

Rv. VI. 57, 4.

STAR BRAHMA-HRIDAYA ( cHRT )

Lit. the Heart of Brahma yO*N

Sum. Ak, Askar (The Goat). Ph. Ait. (The Goat)

^ : " Sem. (The gate star)

Gr. Aix (The Goat), JLat. Gaptlla

Eng. The Goat Star

It is a star of the first magnitude and" of yellow colour. It

is the star 1 of Brahma (==< Aurigx).

The star 1 Brahmanah seems to be the battleaxe of Tushan.

Vide:
,

"So, Lord of all prosperity
t

best wielder of the golden

sword." -Prof, Griffith. t

Rv. I. 42-6.

Note : The stars, and especially the greatest stars are the important

weapons of-the Light-powers against Darkness. (R. Brown*)

, Ct St Sv3U » the SworcL

It is interesting to note that in Hindu astronomical myths,

Agni, the goat-headed fire-god, is represented in the starry

heaven by the star Agni ( ~2 Vrishasya-p Tauri^Nath^v

situated to the south of and in the same longitude with Brahma^

hridaya.

«rftr: sjpmg: I

Maha. III. 225. 28 6
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The star Agni is therefore connected witfci Pusharfs flock

of goats*

As regards the Semitic name of the^sta^ jwe will presently

show that Vdlmiki seems to have taken the heaven'* gate to be

near the star,
~~

Of the other important stars in this constellation^ star 2 of

Brahma (=J9 Aurigae) lies on the breast of Brahma and we call it

Urah (^:) or 'the breast star'. Cf. Ar. Menkalinan (=the

shoulder of the rein-holder)*

RAMA-VANA (

"

VlH»M )

ith the arrow of Rama

Gr. Eriphoi (The Kids). Lat. Haedt. (The Kids)-

(Eng. The Kids)

The stars 6, and 8 of Brahma {~iu £ Aurigae) arc called

'The Kids' in the West. Cleostratos (B,C. 548) placed them

beside Aix. The Kids with 5 Brahmdnah, form the figure of an

arrow-head, 5 Brahnanah marking the point of the arrow. The

position of the stellar arrow-head between the constellation

Parasu (<K3j) i Perseus of the West, and the star Iqu (—the

Gate star), leads us to identify it with the famous Rama-Vana

ue
9

'the arrow of Rama\ which was shot- by Sri-Rama

at Parasu-Rama to shut the latter out of the Heaven's gate.

"Parasu-Rama said to Rama, 'take this bo'WV* Vide:

Maha. III. 99. 50.

**And Rama took the celestial bow." Vide

:

" Maha. III. 99o 51*

< "Then Parasu-Rama gave unto Rama a celestial arrow

saying 'place this on the bow-string and draw* to thy ear
V*

Vide: S
aft w. zft fc^re ai*i*m: *w*»h: i

Maha. III. 99. 54.
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"By his superior refulgence Rama overpowered Parasu-Rama

who lost his glory." 1 Vide:

Ram. I. 77. 12.

Also,

Raghu. XI. 81.

''iSri-Hamtf'then shot the shaft." Vide:

Maha. III. 99. 61.

Arid it blocked his path to heaven.

Wl^FT gfrtflsft tftSfVQ H^HI-TfTeft 5^PT: I

Raghu. XI. 88

''And he found his future heavenly abode undone."

(a) Vide:

Ram. 76,. 22.

"And he exclaimed 'as I have no desire to satisfy, 1 do not -=••

feel for .the loss of heaven'."

Raghu. XI. 87.

"After Parasu-Rama had gone away, Rama put the bow in

the hands of the far-spreading ~%aruna (^<t), the god of» the

firmament'." Vide:

Ram. I. 77-1.

''Parasu-Rama afterwards regained his glory." Vide:

mm ^ gsr: <ft*r srfept m»s«K<* i

Maha. III. 99. 70.

The celestial 'Bow' could only be either the Rain-bow or

the stellar bow in Parsu. The celestial 'arrow', primarily the

rays of the Sun, is reduplicated in the asterism Rama-Vana. And

(a)- Note :

—

Indra as a Madhyasthana Devata had no right to enter

Heaven. Vide, the Nirukta.

6
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the 'gate of heaven' is the Vernal Equinox guarded by the star
Agni (2Vrishasya~fi Tauri) (a) which he reopens on the first

--day of every year. Gf. (Sem) Iqu (=Gate of Heaven), ue~the
star Brahmahrit (a. Aurigae).

~

We know that Sri-Rama is an incarnation of Vishnu ffawr}

Vide:

.....
Ram. I. 18. 10-11.

And we know that Vishnu is the Sun. Vide:

•II IMMIP*(V>

Nir. VI. 2. .37,

We also know that Parasu-Rama is no other than Indm
himself. (Vide, Vithi I, Parasu Mandala.)

"

— . Thus in this legendary tale, Ave get a satisfactory explana-
- tion as to why Indra-Dhanus fc^rg:), the rain-bow., isfpopularly

called Rama-Dhanus (^13:), and also a Pauraaiika explanation
of the variable nature of the star Maya-vati or -Algol. :

VRISHA RASI
( yuiftl )

Presiding deity : Sukra (^), Venus

-The 'Am- -forms the second division of the Solar Zodiac,
audit lies east of Mcsha Rasi (imrfy). It consists of a part
of Mcsha Mandala and a part of Vrisha Mandala and it com-
prises the last three quarters of the Nakshatra Kriitika, the
whole of Nakshatra Rohini and the first half of the Nakshatra
Mrigasira*

VRISHA MANDALA [127]

( *F *TT )

Ak. Gulama (-the Heavenly Bull). Ph. Aleph

Gr. Tauros lat. Taurus

Scm. Alap-same. Assy. Alpu-same

Eng. The Bull Hindu Astrology. Taburi (?fprft)

The constellation has 44 stars visible to the naked eye. In
this constellation we have the Nakshatras Krittika ($fWr) and

(<x) Vide, Agni tara, infra p. 88.
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y

Rohini Oftf^ftX *s well as some unformed stars. The razor

shaped -Krittikas form Kakiit (^f^), the hump and the letter-

V-shaped Rohini, the head of the stellar Bull. The Bull is

alluded to in Rv. IV. 1, and VI. 56. Vide, p. 75.

• KRITTIKA NAKSHATRA ($fo?rr

- Sk. Matri-Mandala Ak. Mula ( = the star)

r (TTT^F^f) ...

Euph. Te

- ( = The foundation)

Chin. Mao

(~ Sun-open door)

Sk. Bahuld faf^n") Sem, Aritum

( = The cluster)

He b , Kimah ( - famil y )

Or, Pleiades ( = numerous)

Lat VergiU = (The stars of the

branches)

Presiding deity : Agni, the Fire-god

Matri-Mandala is the well-known star-cluster of over 400

small stars, out of which a group of stars varying from 6 to 8

in number, may be visible to the naked eye according to the

strength of the observer's eyesight* But the group is so com-

pressed that the unaided eye can hardly discern the constituent

members of it-

It presents a hazy and blurred aspect to the observer with-

out a reflector, but in autumn
f
when the sky is clearer the

group presents a very charming sight, as it seems to emit waves

of electric light in dark but cloudless nights.

Krittika is the first Nakshatra of the Lunar Zodiac, The
Jfakshatra is said to ^consist of six stars in the shape of a fire-

flame. Vide

:

Kalidasa*
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The stars concerned are 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21 Vrishasya

(=20, 19, 16, 17, 23, 27 Tauri).

JEkc Suryya Siddhanta puts the Yoga^tdra at Lat. 5°N. and
Long. 1*3°. But as to the identification ~bf the star indicated;

Golebrooke, Burgess and Bentley are not unanimous.

But there is another means of identifying the star. Else-

where the Siddhanta says that the southern-most star of the

group is the Toga-tar

a

, Vide:

*
_ S.S. VXXL 18.

The Star 20 of Vrisha (= 23 Tauri) is the southern-most

star of the group and can therefore be safely accepted to be the

Yogotara of the asterism.

-As the first Nakshatra of the Lunar Zodiac, whiETthe Vernal

Equinox (a) was in it, it ushered in the new yearof the_

ancients, which was computed from the day of the full moon
in this Nakshatra, and which was from that fact called, the

Kdrttikddi (cblfri^lf^) year. For the same reason the Vedic

month Urjd (^?rf) was called Kdrttika (^rf%^))
t
and the Moon ~

was surnamed Krittikd-bhaba (sftffinra), lit', the child of the

Krittikds. -

It is no wonder therefore that theasterism would be. called

Mains in India, Te in Babylon, and Ma-o in China.

Bahula (?55rt) seems to have been the original popular name
for the asterism, and the names (Sem.) Aritum, (Heb,) Kimah,

(Gr„) Pleiades, testify to that fact. The well-known nursery-

tale about the seven champd (^TT) brothers and their sister

Karavi (*J^), relates to this fine group of stars. "Other

Jfakshdtras" says the Satapatha Brahmana, "have one, two,

(a) The Vernal Equinoctial point was in Krittiha for the period of a

thousand years from B.C. 2700 to RC. 1700. As the sun attained yasas

f ) or full strength and brilliancy on reaching the point in his

northing, when the gate of heaven was rc-opened for him to enter the

"Northern Hemisphere, he could be said, during the period, to be gifted

Avith yasas by the Krtitikds at his birthday, i.e. at the commencement of the
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three or four stars, but the Krittikas have numerous stars (i.e.,

six in number). It is therefore called Bahula {*&f\ Ht 'the'

numerous.' Vide:

S.Br. II. 1.8.2.

Also,

T.Br. III. 1.4.2.
_ V

The razor-like shape of the Nakshatra seems to have sugges-
ted the name Krittikd ($fw), lit._ a cutting instrument, for the
asterism.

In the Phenomena of the Greek astronomical Poet Aratos
(B.C. 270), the Pleiades formed a separate constellation distinct

from the stellar Bull. But in. .the Hipparcho-Ptolemy star-list

(B.C. 150-A.D. 150) the Pleiades are included in the stellar

Bull.

The above-mentioned historical facts give some clue to the
name Main Mandate (jrnjrpn^), lit. the constellation of the
mothers, which the Kriltikas bear even to the present day
Vide:

Sk. P. IV. 42. 12.

Aischylos (B.C. 525-456) alludes to the central position of
the Pleiad*- s in the Heavens ; and Euripides speaks of the
'Central Pleiades' in allusion to their position in the Heavens *

and they are regarded by Madlcr (A.D. 1846) as the central

original solar year. Thus Kritlika came to be regarded ujasoda ( )
literally one bcstowingjrcnv or brilliancy, the Pauranic mother of the Vedic
Sun-God-JTrwAna, Vide t

W^H fws *rcrf% d^VlH fan I

Also,

T. Sam. IV. 4.7.3.

Chh. Up. III. 3.3
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group of the system of the Milky Way. The German astrono-

mer also put forth an idea that there exists some central point

in the universe, around which the Sun with its bevy ofplanets^

arid comets,' revolves in the course of millions pf years ; and

he suggested that such centre is situated in the direction of the

star Alcyone (Sk. Deva-Stna) in the Pleiades.

Many are the legendary tales that exist about the Krittikas

both in the East and in the West. For further particulars^

Vide, supra, p. 26.

...r';'"" (2) NAKSHATRA ROHINI {f^t _
—

Or: ftrades (The rainy ones)

Lat. Phtviae (Pigs); Sucutac (The piglings)

Vedic Rohit (The female Jeer)

Pauranik Suravi ( ) (The celestial red row)

.

~ ^presiding deity : Prajapati (sjaTPTfo)

Rohiniis the second Nakshatra of the Lunar Zodiac* In the
~

- ^edic.age, the Nakshaira (asterism) had only a singler'star*

YHer "

^ 1

T.Br. I. 5* 1.

T.Br. III. M.2."

The stars 1,7,5,12,14 Vrishasya ( a,e,0,y
(
S Tauri) form the

Nakshatra (asterism). The asterism resembles a sakala fares?),

cart (a), or the letter V. We have seen that the Yoga-taraot

the Nakshaira is the srar 1 Vrishasya (--a. Tauri), which may

be called Rohit (^f^). From the deep yellow or the reddish

colour of the star, the Nakshatra is called Rohinu The Naksha-

tra is also called Suravi, the celestial red cow, in the Puranas.

For further particulars, Vide, p. 34*

(a) hjmkiIM i jreziftfa: dfitft I

Planet* attaining Lat. 2°S. at Long. L 17° arc said to accomplish

fSakat#-bhtda* ( ^ ) or the breaking of the cart. (S. S. VITI. 13).

This incident is utilised as the sakata-bhmjana-lila ( IRRf sftSTT )

cart-breaking labour of the Sun-God Srikkishna in the Puranas.
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Note:—Wc have shown that in the Vedic age the Naksha-
tra had only a single star, and the star was Rohit (^^) lit. the

red she-deer of the Ait. Br ; and as the name Rohini has been
transferred to the astcrism, the Toga-tard may be called Rohit.

The Nakshatra Rohini had its reduplication in the Southern
Hemisphere. It was reduplicated in the Nakshatra Rohini, now
called Jyeshtha. Yide:

T. Br. I.5.4.

T. Br. III. 1.2.1.

Rohini is the consort.of the Moon. Vide:

=sR^:-6,

f?*fV i

T. Ar. III. 9.

And as such, she became the mother of the planet Budha

(yr) Mercury, ealled Rauhineya. (^^) after her. Vide:

But the Puranas attribute the birth of Budha to the illicit

union of the Moon and Tdra, literally, the star, the abducted
wife of Vrihaspati, the planet Jupiter.

The Pauranik story is evidently founded on Rv. X. 109 and
Av. V. 13, where Taraka, the wife of Vrihaspati is related to

have been -abducted by a man of the Kshatriya caste, but no
mention is found of the birth ottBudha.

STAR ROHIT (xtf^f arm)

Sum. Ak, Bit. (the vermilion)

Scm. Aldebaran (The follower, of Pleiades)

Lat Oculus Tauri (The eye of the Bull)

Eng. Aldebaran

The star, as an astcrism, was Rohit Ofrf^), the 'red deer' of
the Ait. Br. and Suravi (gtfir) of the Puranas,

Av. V. 13. 4.

The Eng. name Aldebaran may be transliterated into

Haladdi-varna (csrffa*?).
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STAR AGNI (9TfiT5rnT)

Scm. Al-natih (the Butting)

Ai\ Rabdhi-l-ittan (thciieel of the rein holder)

Eng. Nath _ -

Of the remaining stars in Vrisha Mandala, the star 2

Vrishasya (=0 Tauri) deserves particular mention. It is a star

of the second magnitude, and it is called Nath (Sem, Al-natih -

the butting) Le.
n
one lying between the constellations Auriga

and Taurus.

The S7 ^ddhanta calls it Agni-tdraka (srf*MK*) and gives

its Latx and T.nrig,Jt
. 22°. Golebrooke identifies it with

Tauri._ -

Agni-tara is Famous for its nearness to the earliest known

Vernal Equinox; lyhicft -was to its South, and which the Fire-

God^ had to Jguard. For further particulars, vide, Kala-

purusha Mandala.

" STAR SVAHA ( 5TTTT )

STAR 3 VRISHASYA = £ TAURI

It is a star of the third magnitude and lies about 8 ft. S. E.

of Agni-tdraka. We suppose that the star represents Svdhd (^T?l)

the neglected wife of Agni (srfiO, lite the Fire-God.

Immediately to the N.W. of Svdhd, lies the Nebula M. 1,

called the Crab Nebula, and to the south of Svdhd lies the

Stellar Cock, both the objects being invisible to the naked eye.

The love-story of Svdhd and Agni and the birth of their

son Skanda (f^) is narrated in Book III. of the Mahabharata

and in other Puranas. (Vide, Introduction, Ex* II.) The

chief actors in this story are Agni, Svaha
y

the Krittikds, Kumara-

Skanda> Vinatd and Deva-scnd*

We have seen that the stellar reduplications of Agni, the

Krittikas, Vinatq, and Dtva-Send are the stars 2, 16-21, 22 and

4 Vrishasya respectively. It now remains to identify Kumara-

Skanda and Svdhd.
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Considering the positions respectively occupied by Agni, the

KrittikaS; Vinata and Deva-Send in the locality, it is but fair to

presume that the star 3 Vrishasya (— £ Tauri) would best

represent Svaha,
^

In Boiotia, the constellation Orion was* called Kandaon

(=the Prince). In Hindusthan Kdrttikeya (+.iFdifl) is called both

Skanda and Kumara (fWK) CT^e Prince). We therefore get the

equation

:

. Kumdra-Skarida^JCanda-ort, the Prince.

4. GHATIKA MANDALA [50]

( vfe+i imst

)

Lat. Horologium

This constellation was invented by La-Caille in 1752. We
have translated the constellation name into Ghatika Mandala.

5. SUVARNASRAMA MANDALA [55]

Lat, Dorado. Eng. the Sword-fish

This constellation was invented by Bayer in 1664 A,D. To
the east of the constellation Horologium, lies the Suvarna-

srama Mandala, so called from its gold-like yellow colour.

The star 4 Suvarnasya (
-R^ Doradus) is a very red star

and a variable one, its magnitude varying from 5 to 6*5,

M*, nearly to invisibility. This fact led us to call it Lopa-

Mudra (<dlHIH£0> literally, the vanishing one.

Lopa-Mudra was the daughter of Vidarvardja (Pk*Hm), and

the wife of Maharshi Agastya Lopa-Mudra (originally

the Moon) is said to have been translated to the South Heaven

by her Lord Agastya (The Sun-God) (a), and there lodged in a

palace adorned with golden pillars (6). Vide:

(<0 JTW^ft^: I A. P. 206.1.

fawfr: «ttMw I ~ Nir. IV. 2.38.

(b) The original couple was the Sun ( gizj ) and the Moon ( ChandrS

or Chandramd )* Vide: VithL III. Mithuna Mandala,
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Bam.-P.-48.

The Sun and the Moon arc reduplicated in the stars Agastya

(Lat. Ganopus) and Lopd-Mudrd (= the star R. Doradus)

respectively.

6. APHAKA MANDALA [26]

'
- T.at. Reticulum

This constellation was invented by La Caille in 1752.

We have simply translated the Constellation name.
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VITHI III

The third Vithi comprises the following Mandates or cons-

tellations.

1 # Mithuna (ftr^T) (25)

2. Kala-purusha faraj^) (38)

3. Sasa (12)

4. Kapota fafm) -

5* Mriga-vyadha (^hk) (29)

6- Arnavayana (stowr) (45)

7. Chitra-patu*(f^rqz)

8. Abhra (en?)

9. Chatvala
(^c^lgf) .

MITHUNA RASI

( "ftm^T TTf5T )

Presiding Divinity: Budka
( gvf ),

Mercury*

- This Rasi is the third division of the Solar Zodiac. It lies

to the east of Vrisha Rasi (frnftr), arid covers 50° of the Solar

Zodiac- It consists of the eastern portion of the Vrisha (f*r),

the northern portion of Kala-purusha (+w^), and the western

portion of Mithuna (fag*). The Rasi is called after the

Mithuna Mandala. It comprises altogether two and one-

fourth Nakshatras of the Lunar Zodiac, viz., the second half

of the Nakshatra Mriga-sira, the whole of the Nakshatra

Ardra and the first three quarters of the Nakshatra Punarvasu.

MITHUNA MANDALA [64]

( fiWT *TOST )

Sum.-Ak. Mastabba-galgal (The Great Twins).

Sem. Tuamt-Rabuti (The Great Twins)

Gn Didymou Lat. GtminL

Eng. The Twin*. Hindu Astrology, Jiiuma ( fsTjpf )•

The Mandala derives its name from the celestial pair, the

Sun (male) and the Moon (female), "^ho are reduplicated in

the stars 2 and 1 Mithunasya ( = a and /? Gcminorum)

.
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The pair is said to be of human shape, one holding a club

and the other a lyre. Vide:

SttK ^TW-?^rr: *?R*T: ^^ i 1 Manohara.

Prajdpaii, says the Frana-Upanishad, created a pair, male
and female. They, thought he, will multiply their race. The
male was Aditya (?nf^r) the Sun

;
and the female was

Chandramah (^spn:) or Chandra^ (^t) the Moon- Vide:

W- fc^ r^HK^ I
—

snf^r: f ^™ ^ ^?tt;_i - P. Up. L 4.5.

Vide also, S. Yv. IV. 2. L

'*The stars Castor and Pollux/* says Maunder, £<are shown
as man and woman on many Zodiacs;'

5

The pair was originally "connected, we believe, with the

birth of day and night, month and season, and a new year was

brought about by their movements.

There are two Nakshatras in this constellation
i

viz*. Invakd

(?^jrr) and Punarvasu (jp^g)*

THE OLD NAKSHATRA INVAKA

( v**>i )

Presiding Deity : Soma ( ^fV?T )f the Galaxy

Bab* Kckkab khUgall-a ( = the astcrism-of-the-canal-of water)

Per* Rakhcad (the watery way)

The Nakshatra Invakd or Ilvaia (b) is defined to be made
up of five stars lying above the Nakshatra Mriga-sirah

{*tnfy{ \)>

the head of the Mriga-kalapurusha. Vide:

(a) At the Asvins learnt Madku-vidya,
( jfg f^n ), the instrumental

music from Maharshi DadkkHi, they are represented with Vind ( g*Wr ) the
lyre in their hands. For further particulars, Vide: post; Vin5 Mandala.
Cf Lava-Kusa m

(b) Both the names seem to be connected with a flight of herons, the
Sk, words Vaka and Vala having cognate significations.
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"' ~ .^fir-^**: i

The stars of the Nakshatra arrange themselves in the form

of a flight of herons.

And no other five stars capable of forming the asterism in

question can be found in the locality, than the stars 7, 5> 3

and 6 Mithunasya and 3 Vrishasya (— y, ft, ^, £ Geminofum and

£Tauri)v
Ilvala was a division of the archaic Lunar Zodiac of thirty

"Naltshatras* The Nakshatra had" for its presiding deity Soma-

pdvamana ( =The Galaxy) . Vide

:

^TFT ^PfrT: fttTcTTfa I T.Br. I. 5. 1.

A. I. 59. 2.

... Ilvald was an auspicious Nakshatra for bridegrooms. Vide:

" Vdlmiki refers to the asterism as the bow of:Rudra, placed by

way of trust in the possession of King Devarata, and broken into

two pieces by Rama as a price for Sitdls hand. Vide:

Ram. I. 66.

Ram. I. 66.

In the Mahabharata, the asterism forms the golden

umbrella of Skanda^Ovion. Vide :

Maha. III. 228. 23.

And its five stars are 'the five fires', protecting king Vdna

( c(7*r ), literally, 'the Arrow* (' Ishu~Trikdnda') Vide-:

V, P. V. 33. 26.
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The 7th asterism of the Euphratean Scheme of the Lunar

Zodiac of thirty asterisms (a), is called Kakkab Khigall^a^thc

*asterism-of-the-canal-of-water* (The Galaxy); *The asterism%

says R. Brown, Consists of the stars 17, ft, v
> y, and £ Geminorum*

(the stars 7, 5, 14, 3 and 6 Mithunasya). But a similar enumera-

tion of the Nakshatras found in Book III of the T. Br., tends to

show that the asterism Mriga-sirah was the third, while Invokd

(b) the fourth asterism of the Hindu Lunar Zodiac* Vide:

_ ^ — _ T. Br. III. I. 4. 2.

NAKSHATRA PUNARVASU

~ Presiding Deit^r : Adiii (srfefcf) (c)

Euph. Kakkab Su-pa (the asWisnt of the lustrous one)

Euph* Kakkab Ankiamts ( = the asterism of Heaven and Earth)

Gr. Dioskourdi =~Kaslersind Polydeukes

Lat, C&stor and Pollux

The Vedic name of this Nakshatra is Punarvosu (gp«^0,

t.*M the dual of the word Punarvosu (j^lg)? which implies, that

the Nakshatra originally consisted of two stars'. Vide:

T. Br. L 5. 7.

T. Br. III. "l. 3.

The Toga-tdra
(qV lriK l) or the head-star of the Nakshatra

was the eastern one. Vide

:

ft«ft-*u^-^tt^r wft 1

S. S. VIII. 19.

(a) The 28 Nakshatras of the old Hindu Lunar Zodiac with the 2 old

Nakshatras Invokd, and Sdrduta might make up the thirty Nakshatras of the

archaic Hindu Lunar Zodiac alluded to in Rv. X. 189,3.

(i) The Invokd may well represent the Vaka-Asura (TO**V3£)i whom the

noctural Sun-God Srikrishna had to kill.

(c) We have shown that, Aditi ( = the undivided one) = Suryy&= the

northern half of the Milky Way ; while another phase of Aditi or Devaki is

the Goddess Earth herself. Vide : Nirukta.
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The S. Siddhanta gives the latitude and longitude of the

Taga-idray viz^ l^t. 6°. N. and Long. 111-3°; and Colebrooke

has found it to be the star 1 Mithunas)a (=^£ Gcminorum=^thc
star Pollux). The companion star is evidently the star 2

Mitfmnasya (=a Gemmorum the star Castor). Thus we
identify the stars 1 and 2 Mitkunasya with the two stars of the

Nakshatra, as originally constituted. Punarvasu
( ) means -

a reduplication of two of the eight Vasus (a), " viz., of the

Sim and the Moon, the Vedic Asvinau ( erf5^ ).

The stellar couple is either the Earth and Heaven ( strt-

Sfo^fV ), the Sun and Moon
( tifor^^V ), the Wind and Fire

( ^+sffrr ^^+3rfa ), or the day and night
( sr^r+^W )- "Each

of these four couples is known as 'Dual Devatas' in the Vedas
;

but of the four couples, the Nirukta enumerates the first,

second and the fourth and not the third one, as Asvinau. Vide:

Nir, N. V. 6. L

We know that the Sun and the Moon are regarded as the

two sons otAditL Vide ;

' Av. VIII. 2. 15.

We therefore hold that the two stars 2 and 1 Mithunasya

(--a and jS Geminorum), represent the brothers, the Sun and
the Moon in the Nakshatra Punarvasu

( ), while the same
two stars, as we have seen, represent the pair Sun (male) and
Moon (female) in Mithuna Rasi.

We have thus the equation:

Punarvasu -Asvinau the Sun and the Moon—Gn Dioskouroi

=Kastor zxi&Polydeukes Lat. Castor and Pollux.

(a) Dhara, Dhruva, the Moon, Sun, Wind, Fire, Night and Day. Vider^
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We have therefore named the yellow-coloured star 1 Mithu*

nasya> Soma ( *rfa ) i.*M the Moon and the bluish-white-coloured

(or the green-coloured) star 2 Mithunasya
% VishmJJgp^ ) i& %

the

Sun. For,

Ntr. N. IV. 2. 37.

In other words as an asterism 3 the two stars are regarded as

the brothers Asvinau or Punarvasu^ and as the makers of the

-Mithuna Mandala, as Aditya-chandrama the couple, male and

female.
-------

It is to be remembered that the^ Nakshatra—Asvinau alias

Punarvasu ofthe Dcva-bhaga (the Northern Celestial Hemisphere),

is again reduplicated in the Nakskatra Vkkritau ( fa^cft ), alias

Mala of the Asura-bhaga (the Southern Celestial JHemisphere).

It is also to be borne in mind that the Mithuna Rasi of the Deva-

bhdga is again reduplicated in the RastMinau ( ), Pisces of

of the Asura-bhaga* - —
~ For further particulars, vide: Nakshatra Mula and Rasi

Mina.

Modern astronomers have detached the star 2 Mithunasya

{^a Geminorum) from the Nakshatra as originally constituted,

and have added four stars to it ; thus, at present, the Nakshatra

consists of five stars, which have arranged themselves in the

shape of a bow. Vide :

Kalidasa.

So the Nakshatra consists of the stars 1, 8, 10 Mithunasya

and 1, 2 of Suni Mandala ( j3, A, 8 Geminorum and a, £ Canis

Minoris.)

In the west both the Nakshatra (astcrism) and Mandala

(constellation) are named after the same twin brothers.

<The original/Twins/ says R. Brown, 'were the Sun and the

Moon, who were reduplicated in the Zodiacal Gemini. In the

Homeric account of Kastor and Polydeukes, they are said to be
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alive alternately, U, when the one is in the Upper-World

of the living, the other, is in the Under-World of the dead, Day

and Night, the Sun and the Moon, as well as the Heaven

and die Earth. Here then, we have, the origin of the

-apparently singular expression 'asterisr^of Heaven and Earth

as applied to the stars a and ft Geminorum. They represent,

by virtue of the Law of Reduplication, two stars (Sun and

Moon) which considered together occupied at the same time

<the Heaven and the Earth.' R. Brown I. 59.

The above would read as a very fine exposition of a passage

in the Nirukta (Nighantu) already quoted. Viz.

«fa^-ff^*l Nir.N.V.6.K-

Of the unformed stars of Mithuna, 12 Mithunasya is an

opera-glass double. It lies 2 ft. S. W. of Anila (8 Mithunasya

Mithuna forms the.home of the important Meteor-radiant of

December 10 to 12. _

2. KALA-PURUSHA MANDALA

( *J^^W wn&( )

Presiding Deity: Prajapati Soma
Rv. Risya^ ) , the Deer ^^^ ^
Rv. Varaha ( ?m ),

Bo? r

f
Euph. Tart (Lord of the wild Boar)

Presiding Deity: RuA* > ^ (the son f

\ fih I
bank)

Ram. Gariga-suta ( n^T^T )
\™t

j Lat Aquosus

son of Ganga) *

Rv. Visva-rupa ( ft** )
(the \ ^Jj^Touzi

world's beauty) I Qr[ PhMlhon (the shining); and

Rv. Trisirah ( faPflTT. ) (the three-
j

Orion

headed) I
*>at. 0rton

Maha. Skanda ) "| Gr. Kandaon (the Prince)

Kumara {^K) Sem. Kehainjayan (the pnnce-

Karltihtya ( vrfft* )
*he Judge,)

WrfH. < )
Eg. 5«A or SoAu (a ^ld hunter)

BaK ( iftT ) (the strong) Ph. JEtaY (the strong)

, A r , Hcb. Kesil (the strong)

M.P. Kumari (W ) (the female « ^
warrior) J

Hindu Astrology . -
Kata-purjisha (

)
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The magnificent constellation of Kala-purusha is a very

beautiful assemblage of stars—mostly prominent—two ofwhich

are amongst the first 20 stars of heaven.

The Maridala is easily recognised by the three stars Arm-

ing 'Ishu Trikanda' ( ) the three-knotted arrow of

Mriga-vyadha ( ^isqra ), the Deer-hunter (vide, p. 31 ante).

We have shown (vide, pp. 31-33, ante) that the head of

Prajafiati-Mriga-Orion forms the Nakshatra Mriga-sirah:; the third

Nakshatra of the modern Luni-solar Zodiac. Prajapati felt a

passion fof Rohini
( ^f^t ) the Dawn, who is the wife of

Chandtamah (
5g^qt: ), the Moon. Vide:

"~

T. Ar. III. 9.-

It follows therefore that the Prajapati in question is a

variant of the Moon. ,

~

"'
Gf. The goodliest of men (Od. XL 310),_Orion::is beloved

by' (the Dawn) and slain by Artemis (the"Lunai- power).

Vide, Od. V. 121 (R. Brown). 7z,__

Orion has played the most important part m-the legendary

tales o£the East as well as of the West. We have shown (vide,

Introduction, Ex. III.) that in one of the Vedic narratives, the

constellation represents the Mriga-Mandala {-^t w^ ) called

Kala-purusha Mandala (a name of doubtful origin). Now let us

examine other tales connected with the constellation.

APAM-NAPAT

( dWI^-TTTcf )

The celestial stream with one of its offshoots nearly

surrounds the constellation. It is, therefore, called Apam-

napat (son of the waters). This offshoot is marked by a row

of little stars arranged in a curve. That part of the Galaxy is

also marked by a similar row of stars. Both the rows together

form a bad capital Greek Omega (£))• 'On every side,' says

—>4hc Rig Veda, 'the bright Floods have encompassed the bright

resplendent offspring of the Waters'—Prof. Griffith. Vide:
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j^ te :—This - stellar Omega resembles the peacock's tail

spread out.

About Apam-napat, the Rig Veda further declares :—

Golden-in form is he, like gold to look on, his colour is like

gold, the Son of Waters.

When he is seated fresh from golden birthplace, those who

(bestow lustre) 'present their gold,' give food to feed him.

Prof. Griffith.

. - Vide

:

Rv. II. 35. 10.

Note : ^P^H I.
Nir-

"He is the lord of might among the mighty."

Prof. Griffith.

Vide :

Rv. I. 95. 6.

'•The never sullen waters, youthful maidens carefully deck-

ing wait on him (the Prince) youthful.'*

Prof. Griffith.

Vide:

Rv. II. 35. 4,

Note :

He is tall like a mountain-

I make (the head of the mountain-like tall one) "his back'*

to shine.

Prof. Griffith.

. Vide:

Rv. II. 35. 12.

(a) The PaurSnic Yasoda ( S^T^T )
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He is very swift. 'The rapid son of waters.*

Prof. Griffith.

Vide-.

" * Rv.II.35. L

Agrdt
the son of the Waters, is borne by swift horses.

Vide:

~
.

~ Rv. I. 186.5.

The Zend Avesta puts the whole .matter into a nut-shell

and declares .....

''We sacrifice unto Apdm-napat, the swift-horsed* the tall, .the ,

shining lord, the lord of the females,we sacrifice unto the waters

made by Mazda and holy."
* Avesta Sirozah. II. 7.

"
IHs: interesting to observe that (the constellation oV)-Ap5m-

napdt (Gr. Aquosus) otherwise the Celestial fire, is taken as the

Sun by the commentators of the Vedas. -

—

:

'Brown traces the name Orion to the Akkadian Ur-anz, "the

Light of Heaven," a poetical and a most natural title for the

brightest of all the stellar groups. He further thinks that the-

name was given, because the constellation was taken as a stellar

.reduplication of the great Light of Heaven, the Sun'

(Maunder).

RUDRA ( *sr

)

Ak.. Sib-zianna As. Ri'ubutsame

(Shepherd of the life of heaven)

The constellation is also called Rudra ( ) literally *the

crying one/ i.e.> the roaring Tempest God.

Cf. In the West, Orion was doleful, (arvyvuv). Vide:

R. Brown 1. 142.

"Rudra excels all in glory (a) and is the oldest of the old

men.*

(a) 'Orion heads the whole orderly array ofheaven/
v Re Brown. I. 256.
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Vide:

Rv. II. 33. 3.

Note—From this fact might have originated the name
Kdla-purusha in India.

He was the Lord of heroes. Vide

:

... ^TC^^fftrq
-

|

Rv. I. 114. 1.

Cf. 'The mighty strength of Orion.'

(R. Brown I. 156).
'He shines in splendour, like the Sun-, refulgent as bright
gold is he.'

Prof. Griffith.

Vide:

Rv. I. 43. 5.

Of all the stars he is supremely brilliant. Vide:

Rv. I. 43. 5.

Note.— Rudra
( ^ ), the stellar giant, presents to us a

personification of Hari ( ^ft ), the Strn.

... eft: ?r: tflff: 1

Var. P.
Rudra is called "The Celestial Boar".

"Rudra is the heavenly boar."

"Him with the braided hair, we call with reverence down

,

the wild boar of the sky, the red, the dazzling shape."

Prof. Griffith.

Vide:

ft*: *u*jt «r^*rTf£pT

Rv. L 114. 5.

(a) As to, Dcva- Star, vide:

Av. XIII. L 40.
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"It is the Celestial Boar which gives chase to its immediate

neighbour, the Great Dog. Vide;

Rv, VIL55. 4

* Cf> TammuzrAdortis received his fatal wound when hunting

the boar. Here we have, in original, the myth of the death of

the Solar hunter stricken by the tusk of the Boar of Storm

and Darkness (R. Brovvn).

*The tawny adorns himself with bright gold decorations/"

Prof! Griffith;
'

Vide:

" "
Rv/II. 33; 9;:

From the three stars in his head, Rudra is called the three-

eyed. Vide: —

Rv.. VIL 59. 12.

Referring to the position of the star 16 Mrigasya {<P Orionis)

in his head, Rudra is called Susipra ( gftm g^HH ), the high-

cheeked. Vide:

Rv. II. 33. 5,

Alluding to the nebulous ring around the star 1 1 Mrigasya

(A Orionis) in the head of Orion, the Veda calls Rudra, Kapardi

( WPff )> the man with the braided hair. Vide:

Rv. I. 114. L

Alluding to the circle of little stars around the constellation
f

the Vedajjay^

Worthy, thy (beautiful) 'many hued' and (dim) honoured

necklace.

Prof. Griffith.
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Vide:

N
* ' Rv. II. 33- 10.

As the constellation portends a great wind, Rudra is called

the father of Maruts
( j^q; ), the storms c Vide :

sit er far: JT^R^i^^g i

Rv, II. 33. L

Referring to the bow-shaped asterism Ikoala, lying close to

Kala-Purusha, the Veda says:

Rudra ! firm is thy bow.

- Prof. Griffith.

And probably referring to the sharp Meteor showers of

November, called the Orionids, the Veda says :

'Rudra! with swiftly-flying shafts/

: . Prof: Griffith,

Vide :

Rv. VII. 46. 1.

Rudra is a houseless wanderer. Vide :

^km ^% k ^rf%^

Rvc I. 114. 4.

In the Constellation Rudra—Orion, we have the Nakshatra

*Bahu* ( «n?J, literally
fthe two arms.' Vide, post.

VISVARUPA (^ )

The most glorious constellation of the sky is naturally-

named Visvarupa ( fa*re?T ), *thc sum total of the world's beauty1
.

And from the three stars 11, 16, 17 Mrigasya (A <PX <P* Orionis)

marking his head, Apam-napdt derived one of his names Trisirah

( PlftKK )»
£one with three heads'.

The Heavenly priest Brihaspati ( fs^rfcf ) Jupiter, 5ays~the~

S* Bh., having been insulted by Indra, king of the Gods, vanished
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from heaven* The absence of the Leader of the divine host

from heaven emboldened the Asuras9 who under the guidance

of their priest Sukra ( $3; ) Venus, overpowered the Devas. The

Gods headed by Indra> elected Visvarupa, son of Tvashta ( e^nET )

tit the carpenter of the world, to the priestly office fallen vacant

thereby.* Visvarupa subdued the Asuras led by their priest Sukra,

Indra afterwards suspected the new priest's fidelity and cut off

his head (vide : S. Bh. VI 7-9).

The whole of this long story is based on the Hymns 9and
99,'.7 Book X of the Rig-Veda.

'Indra struck the roaring demon (Visvarupa Rudra), and to

subdue the six-eyed and three-headed one {Trisirah), lent his-

might to Trita who tore off the boar into pieces with his sharp-

nailed finger.' Vide:-

V
Rv. X. 99. 6.

'Indra, who raised a loud noise around the cattle of Visva-

rupa, son of tvashta, cut down the demon's head looking upward

and full of valour and glory. And his three heads hang

down (a). Vide:

Rv. X. 8 9..

Note :—Mark, how graphically the Rishi describes the

head of Orion, inclined to the right.

CL Phaethon (the shining), son of Helios (Sun) and

Clymene, was so„p££sumptuous as to request his father to drive

the chariot of the Sun across the heaven for one day. But he

(a) A complete story of Visvarupa-Trishah is given in the Sr. Bh. Vide:

Sr. Bh.
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being too weak to check the horses, they rushed out of their

track. Thereupon Zeust killed him and hurled him down into

"the river Eridanus. \

In the Mahabharata, the Vedic Apam-napat, Vtsvarupa,

Trisirdk-Rudra, all reappear in the single character of Skanda*

In the Euphratean sphere, according to Prof. Sayce, Tarn*

muz (Ak. Duwu-zi) represented Orion* Tam-muz is identical

with the Sun-Divinity Nin-gir-su (the Lord of the river bank).

Tam-rmLz—Nin-gir-su received his fatal ^wound just as Phaethon

perished in the Eridanus.

Brown I. 92-3.

SKANDA ( ?«BrC )

The Mandala further represents Skanda ( **fi^. ) alias Kaftii-

keya, the generaslissimo of the celestial army.

The birth of Kumara Skanda has been related in the Introduc-

tion (vide pp. 27-31, ante). The boy was named Karttikeya (a)

after the Kritiikas, his foster mothers. We now resume the

story given in the Mahabharata.

"Being surrounded by masses of red clouds flashing for the

lightning, the boy shone like the Sun rising in the midst of red

clouds/* 1

P. Roy's Maha. III. 224. 19.

(a) Vide/

Ram. I. 38. 23*

PP. I. 6.

Of. Mam (20 Tauri~I6 Vrishasya), daughter of Atlas (Sk. «ffj5p) *n&

Pleone, was the eldest of the Pleiades and the most beautiful of the severt

sisters. Areas (Sk, Arkah, thc son of Zeus by Kallisto was given to

her to be reared.

W. Smith.
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The boy discharged his arrow at the white mountain (The
Galaxy).

P. Roy's Maha. III. 224. 33.
Maharshi Visvamitra (The star Lubdhaka) performed his

natal and other ceremonies.

P. Roy's Maha. III. 225. 13.

The Mdtrigana ( m^PT ), literally the mothers (of the
Universe) (a), were sent to kill him. But when they approa-
ched the boy they, took pity on him, and offered themselves to

nurse and suckle him. They asked..him to become their son
and they said, cLo ! the milk oozes from our breast' (origina-

ting the Milky Way)*

P. Roy's Maha. III. 225. 21-23. (b)

The Vcdic God Agni {Pushan) came in. the guise of a goat
• with his kids and dallied with him.

P. Roy's Maha. III. 225. 24. (*)

Sakra
( ^ ) i.e., Indra hurled his thunderbolt at Skanda*

And there arose from Skanda's body a youth with a club in

hand {d) y who was named Visakha
( fe^TO )

P. Roy's Maha. III. 226. 14-17.

Honoured by the Maharshis, he looked^grand. The golden

umbrella held (over his head) looked like a halo of blazing

fire. That bright God, the conqueror of Tripura, himself

fastened the celestial wreath of gold of Visva-Karma's manufac-

ture round the child's neck.

P. Roy's Maha. III. 228. 22-25.

That boy was appointed the generalissimo of the celestial

army, and the red cock presented to him by Agni became his

ensign, and he married Deva-sena
( ^refrr ), the star Alcyone,

(a) They represent one of the phases of the Krittikas.

(b) Cf. MadlerV theory about the Milky Way.

Ia the Sk. Edition of the Mahabharata in our possession the text for the

last three lines does not occur. We therefore quote Valmiki on the point.

^° * ^ R§m.L 37. 28e

(c) Agni here stands for Pushan, the presiding deity of Brahma Mandala.
(rf) Orion of the Greeks has a club in hand.
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(Maha, III. 228. 32-47) lying at the central point of the

Universe and representing the whole stellar system*

Then a fiery and powerful being came out of the body of

Skanda* The great deity fell down' to devour the children of

men (a), Skanda-apasmara is the name by which the planet is

known to the best of the Brahmins (b).

P. Ray's Maha. III. 229* 24-25

The terrific star Sakuni is called Vinata. The monster called

Putand is the star Putana.

P. Roy's Maha. III. 229. 26.

Suravi, said to be the mother of the bovine kind, and
*— ~

_

K

Sardma
9
the mother of the canine species, with others of that

class, are the eighteen evil Heavenly bodies fond of meat and

wine*

Maha, III. 229. 33. 36.

They all followed him.

Skanda replied to Svdha, 'Excellent lady ! in this way Agni

shall always live with thee !*

Maha. III. 230. 6;

Then Brahma, the lord of creatures, said to the great general,

'Do thou go and visit thy father Mahadeva, the conqueror of

Tripura
9

.

Maha. III. 230. 8.

'Be it so' ; so saying, the high-souled great soldier with

fatherly love, honoured his father Mahadeva*

Maha. III. 230. 13.

(a) It is the planet AAgaraka (Sk. Mara = Lat. Mars). This star (Mars),

says Dr. Lacouperic, is named in Central Asia and Persia, Kir wan hush

(the grave-digger of the caravans), because as long as the caravans observe

its rising with Orion in the morning, robberies and death follow the stations*

R. Brown.

Qf. The birth of Virabhadra (vide ante, pp. 61-62).

(b) Skanda-Kandaon—Orion is therefore said to be the patron divinity of

the planet Afiff/fcfl/a-Mars. Vide.*
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The white mountain shone with blossoming trees of Santa-
naka and Karavira, as well as with celestial birds, when that
great son of the Fire-God was associated as the leader of the
celestial army.

Maha. III. 230.22-24.
Hara with his consort PSrvati in a chariot shining with sun-

like refulgence, repaired to the Tree called Bhadra-bata (a).

Maha. III. 230. 27.
With these words Maheswara received him (Skanda) in his

embrace and then dismissed him.

Maha, III._230. 57.

The firmament with stars was in a blaze, and the whole
universe in a state of utter confusionand darkness over-spread

the-whole world.

Maha. III. 230. 58-59.

Hard-pressed by the Danavas, the celestial troops turned
their back.

Maha. III. 230. 65.

__ Then Mahisha with the Danavas struck terror into the hearts

of the Gods^

/ Maha. III. 230. 84.

The mighty general, O King ! discharged a javelin ; the

missile cut off the head of Mahisha.

Maha. III. 230. 94-95.

Skanda has thousand arms (i).

Maha. III. 231. 13.

And he rides on a peacock.

Suvarna presented him a peacock.

Maha. XIII. 86. 21.

Cf. "He (Kdrtiikeya) is represented as riding on a peacock,

indicating thereby that he is the head and all the planets and
stars are in his train/'

J. Bentley.

(a) Or the Ahshnya-bata {fS^ppfZ ). For further particulars, sec Vithi.

VII. TulaRSsi.^w/.

(b) Hence we have Vana-rSja with thousand arms and King KatUamryya

with thousand arms. One was killed by Parasu-Rama ( Indra, the thunderer),

and the other by Srikrishna (the Solar God, Indra).
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Vide :

frpf %rt^ JTfigPr: i

cf,w^4i: «?F1 rPTT tfcf S^TT 3T: t

* * * *

"t^niwrer w ^Wtt$: ^ i ^r^i

tf: sTfaPffii: wrtt^ flf II 3R^R3,
jwzaj «lf^RT ^t: HFT ^3: «^T|rr: I 3RV=I33,

m+i-*: ¥ Trfrf wrftft 1 3R^-iyo

Jrtonj itstt: sr.* ^Ijtth ftWTTcf I 3JW-RY

H>KHWH*ft enj: ?f fosisw: If

f*RcTT g ^tTT yhCT^ ^ 1 jif^ili : I

*rt to g ?jt snifr : ?r«i% grfo: syr J ?rvi^
g^n^R ^runrTT sFri^afr shifts 1

^ srfhr : c^r mz' ^wfri ttW^T i 3R3*k
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^ 3^T I 3R=°IX5

mfrtf wv?^ | 3R3.*II;£

: «rf^ ^HT f^4^ i sp^nu

... grfcf tffo' <l3k£ JTipRfo: HfT^r: r

m g^RT si^if^^ Jrfror far- to n ^.°kx^jc

^^T5: I 3R3/?I?3

: «r^r 5^ fwtf 1 » 3 1- ir ?

The stellar warrior is double-phased as (1) Kumara, the God

ofWar and (2) Kumari, the Goddess of War. The Markan-

deya Purana gives a fine graphic description ofKumari.

f
I bow down to Kumari encompassed by the Cock and the

Peacock/ Vide

:

The Chandi.

Gf. The star 4 Mrigasya (y Orion is) is called Bellatrix (the

female warrior) in the West (a).

One who carefully observes the Constellation Orion, and

takes note of the fact that in its vicinity shine the star Agniy

the stellar cock (*), and the star Svaha ( ?<mrf ) as well as

(a) As the divinity of the constellation appears to have combined both

the male and female potentialities, it may well illustrate the androgynous

concept of the Moon as Hara-Gauri (^ft^t), which in modern times is

interpreted as 'half male—half female,' in the Puranas, and that of Venus as

Sri and Sukra, the Goddess of Love and the God of war.

(6) In classical times Orion was popularly called 'Cock's foot.* Vide,

R. Brown 1.82.
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Somadhara
( ) the Galaxy, surnamed Putana

( ^ERrr) in

the Puranas, and that the cluster of400 little stars called the

MatriMandala
( WR»35r) i.e., the Pleiades including the-stan

Beva~Sena ~(%mi ~), Vinata ( f^TT ) Wd the six_ wives of the

Saptarshis (gHfV ), blaze to its west, and that the stellar cow
Suravi

( g^fo ) represented by the asterism Rohini glitters to its

N.-W., and also that the star Sarama ( ^n?TT ) Procyon sparkles

to its west, and the star Lubdkaka
( ) alias Visvamitra

(fNrfel burns to its S. E., and that it lies close to the Galaxy,

which with one of its offshoots encompassess die constellation,

cannot" but be struck at the close and vivid resemblance, the

3.surroundm^_2Cthe Mandala bear to the elaborate description

of the army of Karttikeya, marching upon Mahishasura, the

Darkness, as given in the Great Mahdbharata.

One cannot- pass over the broad hint given to him by
Valmiki about the stellar embodiment of Skanda, when the poet

States that 'those who have faith in that God shall hereafter

-enjoy his company.' Vide :

Ram. I. 37. 32.

And when he notes the fact tfiat the five stars of IlvalS may
well represent the umbrella, and the balloon-shaped row of

stars round the constellation, the golden wreath of Kanta ( sjttrt )

{lit. the beautiful) (a), and when he further notes the

similarity of the death met with both by Phjethon-Orion and
Visvarupa-Karttikeya (*), and that Kumara rises with the seven

mothers (the Galaxy) (vide, Rv. VIII. 96. 1), he cannot but

conclude that the original of Karttikeya is surely to be found in

the sidereal heavens.

This is a curious instance of how easily legendary history

may turn astronomical myths to its greatest advantage.

(«) Kanta
(
qjj^r ) is one of the names of Karttikeya.

(b) The Poet narrates Skanda's death rather in mysterious language.
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VANA-RAjA

We may add that the constellation seems to represent also

Vai&Raja ( 4mw ) literally 'the Arrow-king* (a), of the Vishnu
Punina, Srimat Bhagavat and Hari-vamsa. King Vdna, says

the Vishnu Parana, was a protege of the Deva Rudra (b)t His
daughter Usha (m) had Chitra-lekhd

( fa^grr) for her com-
panion:and Anirudha

( erft^; ) for her beloved. Vdna-Raja was
destined not to succumb to his enemy, till his ensign the Pea-
cock-tail, and his vanguard, 'the five, fires/ vanished away.
Sri-Krishna, the Sun-God, cut off the ensign ofKing Vena, and
pufouf 'the five fires', 'TrisirahJ the three-headed general of# ( - Orion), bravely fought to protect Vdna. Vdna hurled
the weapon Brahmasirah at Sri-Krishna. Both Jbidra

( ^ ) and
Kdrttikeya gave battle to Sri-Krishna, who threw his Sudarsana
Chakra

( g^f^ ^fi ) ^at King Vdna. The Chakra cut off his

thousand amis, and was about to kill him, when at the inter-

cession of Rudra, Sri-Krishna pardoned him.

_ ;.:
^

„ V.P. V. 32-33.
' - In this narrative:

- ?Vana-Raja= the arrow of Deva Bhutavat of the Aitareya
Brafimana {i.e.9 'the belt of Orion", of the Western charts).

-Rudra Orion

.

'Peacock tail' -~ the Q shaped starry environment surrounding
the Constellation Orion.

'Five fires' - the five stars of the Nakshatra Ilvald.

f
Trisirah'= the three-headed Orion.

Brahmasirah
) = the head of Brahma-Prajapati the

asterism Mrigasira.

'R&rttikeya' - Orion.

'$ri-Krishna'=^thc Presiding deity of the nocturnal Sun.

'Sudarsana Chakra' the Solar Orb.

(a) Ishu-Trikanda
( ^ f*rcn*¥: ) of the Ait. Br. otherwise Pasupata Vdna

( HlfiHM TW: ) of the Puranas. seems to be impersonated raPVana-Raja.

(b) In fact (he arrow was his own.
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KARTTA-VIRYYA.

Another legendary hero Kdrtta-viryya, who kept Havana, the
king of the demons, in.confinement and who was killed by
Parasu Rama in revenge for his father's death, seems to be
represented by this, constellation. In commemoration of all

these legendary tales we call :

The star 1 (£ Orionis), Vdna-Rdja,

The star 2 (a Orionis), Visdkha ( %M ),

The star 3 {e Orionis), Aniruddha,

The star" 4 (y Orionis), Kdrltikeya,

and the nebulous star 18 (01 Orionis), Skanddpasmdra (a).

VALI (<rf*T)

Lit: The strong, the mighty man.

-Orion also represents Vali, once the king of heaven (b),

\vho$e™Hberality is~proverbial.

That Vali is a heavenly luminary, appears pretty clear from
various passages in the Mahabharata* Vali says to Indra,

'Your three worlds I do light'. Vide:

. rf^srfq- ^ffaro f^fcrTfa ^ I

Maha. XIV, 224. 83.

Vali abdicated his heavenly throne out of his own free-will

and now clad in an asinine skin lived in the sky
^ vide:

Maha. XIV. 223. 12

(a) The planet Angdraka
( «T?fn3T ) i* represented in the Sidereal

Heavens by this Nebulous star*

(b) Like SkanHa, Vali, the king of the heaven, is said to be adorned with

the umbrella and necklace. Vide :

*T ^ Wfa 1WKH T 3**H^ ^ ^ I

Maha. XIV. 223. 23.

R
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and in the midst of a cave, vide

q^T «rfts: ^ fa^l I

Maha. XIV. 22 3. 17.

where he hoarded up all his treasures.

StPTW fa Hid i fa m ^nfa 755% i

Maha. XIV. 223. 25.

Fa/i was adorned with a necklace. Vide

:

»J^JT W iTT^q ?T Wfa ST^Tf^T I «.
...

* Maha. XIV. 223. 23.

- The celestial pea-hen was with him.

e^cT: f^trTT U%i<i <t^TFTT ^rRHT I

.

Maha. XIV. 225. 3,

Note :—This pea-hen is a reduplication of "the northern

^pea-hen -{Ursa major).

Vali { %f$ ), lit 'the mighty/ King of the Asuras and son of

Virochana ( 1^0-^-4 ) the planet Marigala—Mars, was a familiar

figure m the West. The great Boeotian poetess Korinna (B.C.

500), conqueror of Pindar, hymned the mighty hero Orion 'as

a noble and pious man',

R.Brown. I. 144.

' In the Kcndalion of Sophokles of Colonus (B.C. 495)
(

Orion appeared with the Dwarf on his shoulders (R. Brown).

But the seientific explanation of all the myths about the Dwarf,

Sun-God, and the mountain-like tall and mighty hero Vali-

Orion is found in the sacred books of the East.

We have said that Svarga-dvara (WHSTC), the door of heaven

(the Vernal Equinox), was between the stars Svaha (£ Tauri)

and Agni {p Tauri) about B.C. 3725.

Agniy the Fire-God ( Orion) guarded the door. €Agni P
says the Rig-Veda, 'throw open the door of heaven/ Vide:

Rv. I. 13. 6.
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Cf. "The southern gate Orion holds". (Claudian
Smyth). '« •

And again, 'the mountain-like tall Agni/ says the Maha-
bharata, 'stood in the wayof the Pdndavas, while ascending the-
heavens\ Vkk

:

•fein grira Ewf^t

«

Maha. XVIII. 1. 35.

The Sun at the Winter Solstice cannot stretch his feet
(rays) (a) to the TCdrth Polar region. This fact makes him a
dwarf. _

-

When the Dwarf, Sun-God,- reached the Heaven's door in
his northerly course, he became powerful enough to give light
to both the Poles of the Earth-simultaneously; in other words,
while at the Vernal Equinox, his left foot is stretched to the
North Pole and his right foot to the South Pole of the Earth,
while a third foot (?) on the head of Vali- Orion. This plain
astronomical phenomenon gave rise to the famous story of" the
pious Vali's making a free gift of the three worlds to the
Dwarf Vishnu,., the Solar God, who appeared at his gate as a
beggar.

The Vedic Svarga-dvdra, the Vernal Kranli-pata
( ^rf^WcT

)

or the Equinox of the astronomers, was surnamcd Vali-dvdra

( ) or Orion's Gate.

The last mention of Vali-dvdra is found in connection with
the liberation of Kali ( *>fo ), the regent of Kali-yuga (

the Iron Age, who in the disguise ofa Mesha, had been tied in

the abode of Vali, at his gate and was let loose by him on the
advent of Kali.

Note—The stellar Mesha 'was to the South of the Celes-

tial Equator, or in other words, in the Southern Celestial

Hemisphere, called the Asurabhdga (Vali's abode) about B.C.

1700.

(<*) tnrr: ^tt-st'^ ^Urn 1 wfk
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In the Kala-purusha Mandala we have two Nakshatras

Mriga-sird and Ardrd. The old Nakshatra Baku was also situated

in this constellation.

THE OLD NAKSHATRA BAHU

( M'mIh *T$| )

Lit The two arms Presiding deity: Rudra Mricfha.

Euph. Kakkab Lugal Ilu Meruduku

(The asterism of the (The_ God Merodukh)

mighty man) 1

Thre- Nakshatra consisted of the stars 2 and 4 Mrigasya

(a, y Ononis) forming the two shoulder-jaints of Rudra—Orion.

Vide: -
"

I T, Br. I. 5.1.

If Baku be taken as the third asterism of the Lunarr Zodiac

instead 'of Mriga-sirsha, then the asterism Iivald must consist of

the stars 7, 5, 14, 3, 9 Mithunasya (q> /ll, y, k Geminorum).

v„ The modern Ardrd has been formed by detaching the star~4

Mrigasya from tile asterism Baku. The asterism (Lugal), says

Brown/ will be a Ononis alone or with some other portion of

Orion.

- /I HE NAKSHATRA MRIGASIRA

( *J*lfio<T )

Literally, The- head of the Drcr (Prajapati)

Patron divinity : Soma (^pff)
?

Thr Moon

lilack* Yv.: Mriga-sirska (ajT^ft^)

Euph. Kakkab Adas-tab-ba-tur-tttr
|

lla~Nin-sur

(The asterism of the
| [ The Goddess lady of

little twins)
J

rising (Venus)]

The Nakshatra forms the leg of a cat (a); and it

consists of the stars 11, 16 and 17 Mrigasya (y, <f>
and

<f>

x

Ononis). We call the star 11 Mrigasya, Risya ( ^pr ) ;

16 Mrigasya, Rudra (^) and 17 Mrigasya, Trisirdh (fMwO*

{a) Vide :

Kalidasa.
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The month Marga-sirsha derives its name from the full moon

near this Nakshatra.

In the Vedic age, it had only a single star. Vide:

T. Br. III. 1.5.

NAKSHATRA ARDRA

( 3tT3f *TWT )

Lit. The sweat-making one

Presiding divinity: Rudra, ..the roaring Tempest-god also called Mridha

Euph. Kakkeb-Lugal ; Hu Maruduku
(The asterism of the i (The God*Merodukh)
mighty man) \

From the time when the solstitial colure moved backwards
from the Nakshatra Ardra Lubdhaka ( arnrfosro ), the sweat-
making star Lubdhaka (1 Sunah = a Canis Majoris;, the star

Visakkc alone or with some other stars of Kalapurusha assum-
ed the title of the Nakshatra Ardra.

The Yoga-tarn of Ardra, says the Siddhanta, is the most
prominent star of the group. Vide:

,
S. S. VII K 19.

The Siddhanta puts the star at Lat. 9° S. and Long. II.

7°-2(f and Messrs. Colebrooke and others identify the star

with a Orionis.

Modern Hindu astronomers would have the Nakshatra
consist of a single star by way of analogy with the old Ardra.

Vide:

• Kalidasa.

Cf.

^ ^TfT, «Mld^ ^T5T !

T. Br. III. L 3.
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Of the minor stars in this constellation, the stars 8, and

18 Mrigasya in the Nebula M. 42, as well as the row of

little stars arranged in the shape of a Capital Greek

^Omega ( Q ) surrounding the constellation, deserve special

notice.

(1) MAYURA-TUNDA

( TOT 5^ )

Lit„ The neck and head of the Peacock .

Afo Saiph (The sword) Eng. The Sword

Lat; Ensts Orionis (The sword of Orion)

The stellar Prince" Skanda rides on the Peacock, whose neck

is marked by a short row of stars below the three-knotted

arrow, -they beimr the stars 19, 20, 8, 18 and 21 Mrigasya.

headed by the star 13 Mrigasya ( v
7

d, i, #\ c and

a Orionis). The tail of the Peacock is represented by the

famous Omega (^-shaped stars around the constellation Kdia-

purusha, lying m the Galaxy and its offshoot, and probably

forming "the bands of Orion" (job XXXVII). (a).

; (2). GUHA
(W )

Lit. The cave

The soft offshoot of the Heavenly Stream surrounding the

western borders of the constellation Kala-purusha
(

has again

to act a very solid part. When the galaxy is looked upon as

the Vcdic God Parvata ( q4?T ), the Holy Hill of Heaven, its

offshoot then forms with it the famous Guha
( 35T ) or the cave

of Vala, in which he imprisons the floods, and which Indra

breaks open. Vide

:

Rv« L Ih 5.

(a) CL The 'bands of Orion' in the famous passage 'Or loose the"

bands of Orion.'

Job, XXXVIII 31,
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Vide also, >

Rv. I. 6. 5.

Rv. I. 32, II,

Note : Later on, Vala had-to act the part of Vali ( <r% ) s

who was imprisoned in this cavern. Vide:

*rt «rtrrg: ^fer jfl^i—

-

Maha. XIV. 223. 17.

After this GuM, Skanda is called

The famous GuAa also represents Kanyd-pura, the capital of
King Vana, where he imprisoned Aniruddha ( «<rf^^ ), the

Sun-God (S.S. XII. 14}^ who had been carried off to his love-

sick daughter Usha ( ^rr ), the Morning, by her friend Chitra-

lekha
( p^wr) the planet Venus.

The imprisonment of Auriuddha led to the war between the

King and Sri-Krishna grandfather of Aniruddha. See Supra,

p. 1 12. Vide :

V. P. v. 30 Harivamsa 1 75- 1 84.

Gf. Orion was carried off by Eos (Aurora), who had
fallen in love .with him. But as this was displeasing to the

Gods, Artemis killed him with an arrow (W. Smith).

(3). PANIS ( <rfrr

)

The little stars forming the 'bands of Orion', may also

well represent the Panis ( «rfa ), the agents of Vritra, guarding

the clouds imprisoned in the cave. Vide : v

ftft:^ <*ft[<F7:.. I

Rv. X. 108. 7.
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3e SASA MANDALA [31]

— Lil* The Hare

Maha/ Kapoti Gr* Logos (Hare)

(Lit, The She-dove) Lat. Upus (Hare)

Eng. The Hare

To the west of Mriga-vyadha are situated two small con*

Stellations Kapvti and Kapota ( s&tfar ) -

In the Western-charts, the Constellation Kapota is -named

Lepus (the Hare) , and Kapoti, Columba (the Dove).

The stars 6T.5;1, 2, 3, 9, 8 and 7 of Sasa
(

tj, a JS, and

another, S and y Lepi) form the she-dove. The stellar con-

figuration in the Mandala is exactly the same as in Kapota.

Kapota consists (chiefly) of eight stars situated in a manner

similar to those: of -Kapoti.

The stellar Dove is"hymned :n .Rv. X. 155. and Av. VL
26-29.

The Mahabharata evidently in explanation of the Vedic

hymns, relates the story of the translation of the hunter with

the Dove and its mate, to heaven. The story runs thus:

A Vyadha ( oqyq ) or a~ fowler bagged a shc-dovc and put it

in a cage and went- on in pursuit of his game, but could get

nothing more. Night overtook him and he took shelter under

a tree, shivering with cold and hunger. Out of hospitable

feelings, the shc-dove asked her consort sitting in their nest on

the tree, to make fire for their guest. The fowler warmed

himself and wanted some food. As nothing else was

available, the she-dove asked her consort to burn himself in

the fire, who did so, and the she-dove followed her lord,

not liking to survive him* The Vyadha followed them

repenting his past life. All the three were rewarded with

a place in heaven. The Vyadha shines like Indra among the

stars, and the Doves shine in heaven.

We give above only the substance of chapters 146-49 of Bk,

XIII of the Mahabharata, and to those chapters we would
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refer the reader, merely quoting the following passages from

them.

qterr gsT^VH^ §cn?T^ i ^y-i*

^pi ttct: q^fr f^n^^i srrfacT i

Tf^Tcr: rR" ^ ^: flW^TT I

3T^PTRrT qnW^ <jpT^: ?T^T I

«'KflH «ITcHTHK [ ?Y<U?^

Maha. XIII. 149.

There cannot exist any manner of doubt as-to the identity

of the Vyadfta and the Kapota
%
_.jwith the constellations Mriga-

vyddha (the Indian hunter, "Canis Major) and Kapota (Columba

or the Dove), And as the three live together in heaven, the

Kapoli being by the side of the Kapota and looking at its mate,

we can safely locate her in the small and pale constellation

lying immediately to the north of the Kapota <xr\d contiguous to

and west of the Indian Hunter, the configuration of its stars

being extremely suggestive.

But probability is not prbof. Whether this constellation is

the exact locality, which was in the minds of the ancient

Aitihasikas ( ^ Ri^ f fo* ) lit. story-tellers, we should not venture

to assert positively. The Hare (Lcpus) may lie hidden in the

bulky mass of Indian Mythology. But till it turns up, Kapoti

may be allowed to occupy the place.

4. KAPOTA MANDALA

( 15*ft?r )

Lit. The Dove

Lat. Columba or Columba Noachi (The Dove or Noah's Dove)

The stars 5, 6, I, 3, 7, 8, 4, 2 Kapoiasya {a9 \i, a, another,

and another, y, j8, Golumbae) form the celestial Kapota, whose
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translation to heaven is mentioned in the Mahabharata> as re-

ferred to in the foregoing Mandala,

Royer, in the West, invented the constellation in A.D.

1679. _ -

5. MRIGA-VYADHA MANDALA

( ymm toi )

Lit. The Dear-hunter or the hunter

Vcdic. Svan
( ), the Dog

Euph. Lik-udu s
: The dog- of the Sun)

Gr. Cyon (fCtim) ( = The Dog)

Sem. Kalab-Sainsi (ThcTDog of the Sun)

Lat, Cants Major (The Great dog)

Eng. The Great Dog

The Mandala lies to the S.Erof Mriga (Orion). We read

in A. Br. IIL 33:

"The Rishya (^ }, Ht% 'the Deer' (into which Prajapali,

father of Rudra transformed himself) who; struck by the arrow,

jumped up to heaven," says the A. Br.
s
"is popularly called the

constellation of Mriga ; the well-known constellation of Mriga-

vyadha is the Hunter (a)
y
the familiar astcrism of Rohini is the

Rohit (She-Deer) and the famous hhu-Trikdnda is the three-knot-

ted arrow of this story." Vide:

A. Br. III. 33.

(a) The great hunter repented and wept for having killed his father

PrqjSpati with an arrow, and was called Rudra
( ^Jf ) p

the weeper.

Vide :
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We have also seen that the constellation represents the dog

of Indra ( ).

'Thou dog of Indra V says the Rig-Veda, £
at Indra's singers

Darkest thou?\ Vide:

p^^?^FrtTT%f^n ... ... ... n

* Rv. VII . 55. 3.

We have further seen that the Constellation Svan was also

called Arjuna (
sr^ )

lit., the white one. Vide_:

! muft '• fan* T^.I
"
N

Rv. VII. 55. 2.

As Indra is a variant of the Sun.it is not at all surprising

that the Mandala would be called Kakkab Lik-udu and Kalab-

Samsi in the West.

Now, Bhutavat-Pasumdn of the A. Br. (
Bhulanath Pasupali

of the Puranas) is the Mriga~vydJha--Svan of the Vedas. As

both Pasupati-Vyadha and Svan occupy the same- Mandala, by a

very natural process Pasupati-Vyadha bcc^t, in course of time,

the presiding deity of the dog Svan. It is for this reason that

we find Dhairava (V), -literally 'the vociferator/ a-

variant or the hunter (P^orfAfl), has a dog for his horse and is

called Svasva ( *n* ) one who rides on a dog.

But a dog alone would not make a huntsman's equipment

complete. To piece out the picture o fa hunter, nature must

provide Pasupati-Kirata with a sringa or a hunting horn,

and it is satisfactory to find that the five principal stars of

the constellation viz., 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Sunah (a, 3, and t,

Canis Majoris) form a buffalo's horn or rather a hunting

bugle. This is a rather singular circumstance.

We have said that both the Vedic Visva-rupa (Gr. Ph*thon)

and Rudram called the Boar in the Vedas (vidc„ante. p. 101).

Now we find that the Boar is close to Pasupati-Kirata, the

Indian Hunter (Mriga-vyddha). The two heavenly bodies may

bring back to the recollection of the readers of Bharavi (A.D.

78), the whole plot of his famous poem the Kirdta-Arjumya.
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THE STAR LUBDHAKA

( H«W> rfRT )

1 Sxinah ~ a Canis Majoris

(The burning or the

bright one)

f

Rv.
(
^tj

)

Zend. Tistrya

Gr. Seirios (scorcher)

Lat t &W«j

Eg. &>/></i7

Bab. Kdk-ban (the bow-star)

Euph, KxL-lik-ka (the tongue .

oHhe dog)

SecQr - ^san-kalbej^thc tongue

of the dog)

Lat. Canis and Canicu'tn

Bngi The Do>>-star

Rv. AWa
( ) :; lit. *hc Jackal -

Pur. Siva
( ) ] lit. the She-Jackal

Ram. Visvamitra
( f^rjfijsf )

The volume of Lubdhaka is supposed to be 500 times larger

than that of the Solar orb. Lubdhaka is known to be about 26

times, and its faint companion about 9 times heavier than the

Sun. It is 625,000 times more distant from the Earth than

the Sun, and its actual velocity is 32 miles per hour.

In the Vedas the star is said to be of Pisanga
( f^JT ),

reddish-yellow colour* Vide :

Rv. VII. 55.2.

But at present the star is one of the intensely white stars in

the heavens. The redness of Sirius, says Seneca (B.C. 67), is

so strong as to exceed that of Mars {MaAgata) ; and Claudius

Ptolemy (A.D. 150) says, it was the same colour as Cor. Scorpii

(Parijata) (R. Brown II. 124). These statements of colour

make the identity of Lubdhaka and Sirius complete in all

respects.
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The S. Siddhanta gives the Lat. and Long* of the star
;

viz. Lat. 40°S and Long. IL 20°. Golebrooke identifies the

star with Sirius.

We have shown (vide, ante p N 36) that Lubdhakay~)X\z

brightest -star of heaven, is described as the tooth of the

heavenly Svan both in India and in Greece. The star is the

tongue of the great dog in Western Asia.

Lubdhaka is also called Tishya ( frf^r ), the 'burning' or the

"bright one/ and is said to be an archer (a). -

We- invoke to our gathering place, says the RigrVeda, the

arch ers , Krisdnu
( Brihaspati ) , Tishya (b ) and -Rudra ( ^ )

strong amid all the Rudras ( Prof. Griffith ). Vide :

t^rr^ ^^ft^^^ 3n^^3 sfs^rn II

Rv. X. 64. 8*

The Star-king is called Tistrya and the first star in x\\t

Avesta.

(a) Vide; Rv. X. 64. 3 ; V. 54. 13.

Tishya* says Sayana, is a star
( [d^^^fqH^ )- Tiskyta. as an archer,

may be connected with the Bab, Kak-ban (the bow-star). A glance at

that part of heaven, shows that the Ishu~Tri-Kdnda
f the three-knotted

arrow, must hare been shot by the Vcdic Hunter at the He-dccr and

the She-deer from the point * the star Lubdhaka occupies.

( b ) The Nakshatra which is nearest to the Summer Solstice becomes

Ardra
( «rT^f ) f

literally the swrat-making or the Sudorific one. And

when the Sun is just on the point of the Ecliptic, Hindu holidays of Arnbu*

vuchi ( eflF3RTf^ ) lit. the rain-indicator, end. Hindus have to observe

the .1 mbu-vachi by fasting for three days. It is curious to find that Brah-

marsi Vasishihefs famous fast for three days is connected with the Heavenly

Dog, Vide

;

*fyg: gfm: 3fWtff fiwvtfSF^^: \

Rv. VII. 55. 2. note*

On the authority of the lexicographer Halayudha, Sir Raja R, Dcva in

_jn$Tatm>u$ Sk. Lexicon puts Keiu-Graha as a synonym of Ardra-Lubdhaka-

We leave the judicious reader to make his choice between Kttu Graha, the

Descending Node, and the star Lubdhaka.
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Vide :

Wc sacrifice unto Tistrya

* * * *

We sacrifice-Tinto the first star

Tin "Vast. VI.

Tistrya^ in the form of a horse, jumps into the sea of
Vourokasa [ -Sk. Vamna-Kasa (<m-^r) -the celestial water, the

Milky Way], and waters overflow from the Heavenly sea.

On the Iranian side Haptoiringa (St. Saptarshis)A$ the leader

of the stars in the north. Vanant (Sk. Mula) is the leader of

the stars in the South (Bund. II. 7)- But Tistrja~h the leader

of the stars in general (Bund. IL 5). On the Indiait- side the

star is also called Visvdmiira ( ft^ifipT ). According to the

Mahabharata and the Ramayana, Visvamitra (the star Lnbdhaka)

is the creator of the southern stars*

<+Mad with anger,

He created a second set of the Saptarshis in the south and

another host of stars there.'*

Vide :

^

,
Ram. I. 60. 21.

Vide also :

Maha. I. 1 1 34.

Gf Of the Heavenly bodies, Angra-Matnyu^ says the Avesta,

created the planets and Ahuratnuzda created the stars*

For further particulars, vide, Vithi VI Trisamku Mandala*

The star Lnbdhaka is connected by play of words (a) with

Koshtd ( vhrr), thejackaL Alluding to the fact of Lnbdhaka

(Sirius) following up the Boar (Orion) in his rise on the Eastern

horizon in the autumn and winter, the Rig-Veda declares in

a pun :

(a) Lubdhaka means both the hunter and thejackaL
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The fox steals up to the approaching Hon, the jackal drives

the wild boar from the brushwood* ProL Griffith,

Vide :

Rv. X.-28.4.

SvanSiva (=the Constellation Canis Major) assumes the

guise of Siva ( %3n=^the feminine form of Siva ( %sr ) ?
the she-

jackal, in the Puranas ; and as such she becomes the guide of

Vasu-Deva carrying the new-born Sun-God Srikrishimm his arms

to the vernal equinox near the Krittikds (a)
s
to begin the new

year. Compare ;
™-

'Ye {i.t^ Visva-Devas) raised the Sun to heaven by ever-fast-

;4ng Law, and spread broad Earth, the mother, out on

every side Prof Griffith.

Vide ;

^ ^\^ZM^ fk$ TO^l ^T^H ^TTrTC^T fk i

Rv: X. 62. 3r

THE OLD NAKSHATRA ARDRA-LUBDHAKA -

Lit. Thr star Lubdhaka forming the Nakshairs Ardra

Euph. Kakkab Kak-Si-Sa \ Asar-rab-sami (station great

(The Star, the leader)
j

of the Heavens)

t

Before A.D. 1150 the star Lubdhaka seems to have formed

the old Nakshatra Ardra (sn^f ), lit- 'the sweat-making one\ of

the Hindu Lunar Zodiac.

Because ,

—

fl) The star bears the double name Ardra-Lubdhaka. The

commonsense view of the meaning of the double name is plain

enough.

(2) As the Nakshatra Ardra is mentioned after Ib#la,

the 5th Nakshatra, the archaic Ardra must have followed

Ilvald, and no star other than Lubdhaka can fill thp position

better, and possibly answer the name Ardra-Lubdhaka.

... ,;—^rr^ .—- , =

(a) The vernal equinox was near the Krittikds (Pleiades), about

2225 B.C.
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Vide :

x
G. -F.L— (3) No

. other theory can account for the existence of
the large gap of about 26" (m the Lunar Zodiac of the
Brahmana period which has come down to us), between the
6th asterism Visdkha-Ardra and the 7th asterism Punarvasu, than
what we suggest

; viz.
t
that the abandonment of the Nakshatra

Ilvala and the transfer of the title of Ardrd from Lubdhaka to
Visakha, were the real causes of the gap.

The scorching heat felt by the Vedic Rishis at the cosmical
Rising of the sfar is proverbial and in modern times it-seems

to h§ve been connected with Am 'u-vochi
( en^T&r ), lit. JJhe

rain-indicating days'—three in number. The" Dog's heliacal
*c"^g '

cosmical nsing. and heliacal rising gave to the Romans
—their Dies Cankulares or the Dog-days.

^

'About the identity of the asterism Kak-si-sa a great deal
of controversy has taken place in Europe. Prof. Sayce, M. Halevy
and Geo. Bertin identify the star with Sirius. Dr. Oppert, at
one time thought it was the Little Bear, while Jensen identifies

it with Antares. Prof. Hommel regards it as Procyon.
'"

Of course, such a title as the Leader naturally rerninds us
of Sirius, brightest and chief of the fixed stars.* -

(R. Brown)

6. ARNAVAYANA MANDALA [363]

( a^JT^nT w& )

Lit. The ship

Euph. Maganda-anna (the ship

of the canal of heaven)

Gr. Argo(\he bright)

Lat. Argo-navit (the bright ship)

Eng. Axgo

The Sun is the original Nau ( ^ ), the ship (a), always
plying in the Upper Deep, and the Mandate is a reduplication

(a) vpsf fa*: <Kfa*iUTOR 1

Av. XIII. 2. 36.

Rv. Nau
)

(The ship)
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of it. This Mandala is the largest of all the constellations*

The stars 9, 20,-12, 7 and 24 of Nau (^?r, a
3 y 9

A, tp Argns)„

form the keel of the stellar ship ; the stars 8 and Al Navoh

( » £, 6 Argus) represent the main-ma^t, and the star 16 Navah

(£ Argus), and others represent the sail. The star 1 Navah

is either the rudder or the anchor of the ship and is called Mana

( TR"), literally, pole or weight, Mana (Canopus) is attached

to the ship by a stellar chain.

The heavenly ship is spoken of twice in the Atharva Veda.

4. There moved through heaven a golden ship
$
a ship-

with cordage wrought of gold.

There the Gods won the Kushtha plant, the blossom of

eternal life.

5. They sailed in pathway paved with gold, the oars

they plied were wrought of gold-

All golden were the ship where-in they carried Kushtha

down to Earth,

Prof. Griffith.

Vide :

fswft: ®m\ *nfa: fa: *m%\ w *

Av. V. 4. 4-5.

Again

7. There moved through heaven a golden ship, a ship

with cordage wrought of gold*

There is Amrita incarnate, and thence was Kushtha

born.

8. Where is the sinking of the ship and where * is the

summit a>f the Hill of Snow,

There is Amrita incarnate and thence was Kushtha born*

Prof. Griffith.
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Vide :

Av. XIX. 39-7-8.

'Proctor
5

, say R, Brown, 'connected Argo with Noah's ark,

and it is not improbable that it represented the huge ship of
the Euphratean Deluge story'. But this ship cannot well

—represent Manu's ship of the Hindu Deluge story (a), towed by
~~

ffie primeval fish

.

Mamts ( ) ship was towed by the primeval Fish. T3\e^
Great FishJn the Constellation Mina, still drags the ship-like

Nebula M. 31 , on which Manu (the Sun) with all the"animals
^ nn^t be borne, from the dark southern Deep to beyond the

f-^^ijttWthe Vernal Equinox. *

~Z~ ForJurtheFparticuIars, Vide Mina Rasu

This bright Nau (Argo Navis) stands in the midst of the

^^^y^Wax^ and it seems to be referred to in the following

passage of the Rig-Veda.

The~King of Rivers (Soma-pavamana, the Milky Way) wears

a sheet of cloth and flows over the bright Ship of Heaven (Argo _

Navis —the bright ship)* Vide:

Rv. IX. 89.2.

Note : Sayana derives the word Rajishthd (^fasT ) from the

word Riju ( f^), i.e.
9

straight ; but we prefer to derive the

word as used here, from the word Rajah
( ), i.e. brightness.

Cf. Sravishtha (-STfagr) from Sravah ( ) and Bhuyishtha ( ^f5jBT )

from Bhuyah ( *j*r: )f
&c.

No constellation either in the North or in the South can

produce a more brilliant record of supplying the polar circle

with so many and so excellent Pole-stars, than Nau (Argo),

Mandala*

'(«) Vide Taut* Sam. VII. 1. 5. ; T. Br. I. 1. 35 ; Sat. Br. XIV. L 2 ;

Av. XIX 39.8.
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The stars 22, 17, 6, 25, 5, 12, 20, 18 and 1 Mvah f>, v, «, k,

h, y, a, v and a Argus) with some others cover about a third of

the Southern Polar circle- Of these, the stars 22, 17, 6, 5 and

IK Mdvak are excellent Pole-stars, while the rest are fairly near

the celestial South Polar circle. The brightest star of this Polar

circle is Agastya,. which was near this Pole about B.C. 12,000.

This explains why our venerable bard of Vithoor with truly

scientific instinct, makes his Visvdmitra, the Indian Angra

Mainyu, propose to the discomfited Devas, the following term

as a sine~qua-non of compromise.

'Let all the Nakshatras and my own JPole-stars, created by~

me remain for ever'. Vide :

jrn^srftn: wf^rt^r fm^ w^y- i

H^^TTf^T .... ... ••- ••• 11 ^
Ram. 1.60.

THE STAR AGASTYA

( WltcM 5TRT }

The star 1 Namh = a Argus

Rv. Agastya (sTT^l)

(The prcsscr of the

Ocean)

Gi\ Merigeios (The ground

star)

Ar. Suhail (The ground star)

Lat- Terrestris (The ground star)

Rv, Agastya (

(The prcsscr of the

Mount)

Mana ( *TH ) (The rud-

der or weight)

MSnya ( VR&f ) (Polaris)

Manddrya ( )

(Polaris)

Gr. JTanofro* (The rudder)

Eg. Kdrbana

Lat> Canopus

The star ^orfja is'afio called Mana, Manya* and Manddrya

( ttft. *TFq\ *U<l4 )* The Suryya-Siddhanta places the star at Late
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80°S and Long. Ill 0°, and Colebrooke did identify it with the
star Canopus. Agastya is the seventh in magnitude and the
second in splendour of the starry host ; it being inferior only
to iMbdhaka^nm in brilliancy. The star twinkles the most
rapxdly. It appears to flicker like a can~dTe~in the wind and
flashes out in rapid succession. So the star does not look as a-

round body like other stars, but as a narrow radiant piece of
silver ending off in two points. Hence the flower Vaka bears
the name of Agastya.

-AW^a I2/XX) Agastya was the South Pole-star; Agastya^
as-a-^ble-star, is a variant of the Solar God Vishnu. Vide :

- " - A. P. 206.
And-as such, he is the husband of Lopdmudrd

{ ifrvm ), i.e.,

on^vh°JOSCs hcr
.
phase, the Moon (vide, Rv. I. 179).

The two Pole-stars, both the northern and the southern,
-says the §. Siddhanta, are situated directly over the two
projected ends (=Poles) of Mount Mem which passes thf?J%h
^|«tef the Earth, and forms its axis. Vide:

-
" S.S. XII. 34.

S.S. XII. 43.
The two Pole-stars may, therefore, be said to press down

the two Poles of the Earth's axis.

As the star Canpous was the South Pole-star about B.C.
12,000, it was called Agastya

( (a), a title appropriate
enough for its place.

Kalidasa alludes to the Polar throne of Agastya in—

-
- Raghu. XVI. 44.

(«). At* (m ) mean* a Mount, a tree or the sea ; and the root word
Sti

( 1^ ) meant 'to press down.'
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From its relation to Maria ( jtr.) the axis, the star was also

called Manya {^r) 4 the child of Maria (a)
9
and Manddrya

( ) 3 the child of Mandara (6) r both titles appropriate

enough to its place then occupied. Vide :

Rv. I. 165. 15.

For the same reason^ Agastyawzs figuratively called Mana
( 5fR ) s the axis. - Vide~l

Rv. VII. 33.13.

We have it then that the word Agastya originally meant the

Pole-star. There were always two Agastyas or Pole-stars (vide,

p. 132). And we believe, the pair held, so to speak, the

north and the south respectively. The earliest known north

Pole-star Abhijit ( ^\kf^) (Vega) seems to-have been first called

Agastya (the Pole-star) (B.C. 12,500).

'So the north was his original home/ Vide :

B. P.

But when Canopus, the first Pole-star in the south, was
found out (B.C 12,000), it also claimed its natural title

Agastya. And the star received it. In the aIlrs;orica] language

of the Puranas, Agastya therefore had to go to the south. Vide:

?fcT *M ^Ff^T JPRTT^ ^THT I t

B P.

(a) The word Mana means a rod, a weight or measure, and probably

in a secondary sense the axis. Manya, therefore, means one measured by
Mana (the axis). Vide :

nf«TcT: wn<r cT^rm wwq: ?f?r i

Br. Sam*

(b) Mandara
( l{r^{ ) is a peak of Mr. Mtru (the axis of the Earth).

Mount Mandara is said to have been ca-ricd by the Devas and the Asuras

to the Upper Ocean for the purpose of churning it ; in other words, to

ascertain the two pole-stars and to^ fix* the positions (by latitudes and
longitudes) of heavenly bodies, the axis of the Earth was projected to the

heavens by the astronomers of the North {Deta-bhaga) and of the South

(Asura-bhaga).
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Abhijit (Vega) (a), the earliest known Pole-star, consequent-

ly lost its original title and had to be called by another name.^

The, new natnerrsirats- Vasishtha ( irfyg ) or 'one pre-eminently

immovable or lustrous'.

It may therefore be rightly said that Agasiya and Vasishtha

were something like twin-brothers.

It is therefore declared in the Vedas :

'Born at_the sacrifice, urged by adoration, both with a

_ - common flow,bedewed the pitcher.

_The»jiroin the midst thereof, there rose up Mdna, and

- ^ ^encc,
they say; was born the sage Vasishtha*

Prof. Griffith.
.

Vide__r -

Z _ ~ - Rv VII. 33. 13,

^

.„ ^e^r^der. is doubtless aware that the Pole-star is that-

-"prominent star which-from time to time is nearest to the Pole

of the Celestial Equator ; and that after a certain season it has

to move on. So When Agastya had to lose the southern Polar

throne, he returned to the north again to occupy the North

Polar throne.

But it is difficult to say what was the star meant. The star

11 or 15 Takshakasya may well represent the throne in

question.

Agastya is said to have drunk the whole Samudra (^ ).

the celestial ocean. Vide :

N. P. (*)

This is nrerljr the* Pauranic way of telling a simple astrono-

mical fact, namely, that on the heliacal rising of the star

(a) The slaris no longer the Pole-star. It is now the chief star of the

modern Nakshatra Abhijit (Lyra).

(b) Compare what an Egyptian poet says of Karbana:

'Which pours his light in a glaze of fire,

When he disperses the morning dews,*
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Agastya, the rainy* season ceases (a). The cult of Agaslya takes

place in Bengal for three days before the Sun enters Kenya

Rasi, i.e., for the last three days of the solar month of Bhddra

( m% ), (August-September). Vide :

N

6T5TO W\h3fp$'- f^-' 1

" * G. P. 1. 119 1.

About the heliacal rising of Agaslya, we cull the following

_from J. Bentley's Hindu Astronomy.

Jr Parasara says ; —
The star Agastya rises hejiacally, when the Sun enters

Hasta ( %zm ), and disappears when theJSun is in RoHnu

Note : The Sun enters Hasta_ about the 11th day of the

Solar month of Asvina { snf*R ) ; and the Sun is in Rohini about

the 11th. day of Jaishtha. For four months, therefore, Agastya

remains invisible.

- II. The B.V.P. and Bh. P. state that the heliacal rising

of Agastya takes place when the Sun is 3° short of Virgo, i.e.,

..jvhen the Sun's longitude is IV. 27°.

Note : The time indicated is about the 28th day of the

solar month of Bfmdra ( *TT^ ).

III. Varaha tells us that Agastya rose heliacally at Ujjain,

when he would be in 23° of Simha.

Note : The time indicated is about the 23rd day of

Bhddra (
)•

At the time of Pandit Raghunandana, the heliacal rising of

Agastya took place about the 1 7th day of Bhddra Vide,

Sir Raja R. Deva.

(a) Agastya is one of our season-stars. On its heliacal setting the rainy

season comes in, and on its heliacal rising it ceases, or in other words,

the Upper Deep gets dry. This fact gave rise to the popular belief about

Agastya"s drinking off the Upper Deep. Hence his other name Samudro*

5«AaJt« ( ), Ac DrinVer of the ocean.

Cf. "We know the nature of thy mind,

Verily thou wilt give us naught." _ Prof. Griffith.

Vide :
~—

Rv. I. 170-3
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Agasiya is one of those mythic personages who are found in

the ancient traditions of many a nation. One of his peculiar

functions was to keep the Ecliptic- clear for the Sun to travel

unmolested. Thus when the Viqdhya Parvatas ( f^ynrsl^ f-*—

the clouds of the mid-region (a) rose too high to allow the Sun

to travel freely, Agastya (Ganopus)
t

put them down, his presence

(heliacal rising in September) being sufficient for the purpose.

Cf* The peculiar office of the asterism Vanant (Nakshatra

Mula), says the Mino-Khired, is to keep the passes and gate of

mount Albura roxmd which the Sun, the Moon and the stars

revolve, and. to-prevent ftztm'and Daevos from cutting off and

breaking theToad of die S un, Vide, Mino-Khired XL; 9rl 2.

Note ;—Zend. Daivas - Hindu Asuras.

_ ^-KAPILA TARA

— '

~"~— "~
( <Trrr

)

2. Namh^ y} Argus

The star 2 NdvM- is a star of the first magnitude and is a

variable star* It varies in magnitude from TO to 7.0 in a

period of 67 years. In April 1838, the star was in the declin-

ing state of its light, but bright enough to be compared with

Rohit. About March 1843 a new outburst took place, the star

surpassed Agastya in brilliance and almost rivalled Lubdhaka.

It is now on its way towards another maximum which may be

expected in the course of the next ten years to come.

It is a star ofKapila (s&for ) or reddish yellow colour, subject

to sudden outbursts of lustre. The star lies nearly at the

southern end of the western branch of the heavenly Gangd (the

Milky Way), which is said to have been allowed to come down

from heaven at th^ joint prayer of Prince Bhagiratha and

Mohorshi Kapila, to save from eternal perdition, the souls of the

former's ancestors burnt to ashes by the fire that flashed all of

a sudden from the lattcr's angry eyes.

Ram. 1. 41.

(a) Parvata
( qsfrT ) *» one of the names of the Cloud* Vide, Nir.

1,10.
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Kapila is said \ to have attained a place in heaven and to

shine there like a lamp-light,, which burns only at intervals*

Videc

5^ tffig- ^f*R I

The Sun is the original Kapila. Vide
P.P. V. 18

Rv. X. 27. 16,

For he is of Kapila colour.

«fra: I

And the Sun (Vishnu) .was reduplicated in this star of the

South* Vide :

^qj: ^ ^Tg^R tMkHH 11 -

Ram, 1. 40. 25.

For all these reasons, wc find that 2 Ndvah~~{rj Argus)

=Kapila (a).

_ AfterKapila
f
the western branch of the Akdsa-Gangd is called

Kapila-dhdrd ( ^PTSPTTU )
literally, 'the stream n.£..Kapila*.

7. CHITRA-PAT.U MANDALA

Lat. Pirfor

This constellation was invented by La-Caille in A„D< 1752
ft

We have translated the constellation name.

8. ABHRA MANDALA

( 3T^5T )

Lat. Ncheeula Major

This constellation was invented by Rover in A.D. 1 679.

Wc have translated the constellation name,

9. CHATVALA MANDALA

( ^(cfllM *TTOH )

Lat. Mensa

This constellation was invented by Flamestccd, the first

Royal Astronomer of England
l

in A.D. 1725. Wc have

translated the constellation name.

(a) The star Kapila is "Marietta" of the Atlas of Hindu Astronomy.
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The fourth vUhi has. six comtellationrT

1 o Vana-marjara Mandala ( whmI^'W )

2. Karkata Mandala ( ^feiF35r ) (13)

3. Suni Mandala (. %w)M «id ) (2)

4. Eka-sriiigi Mandala. ( q^fejj'^td )

~

5. Krikalasa Mandala ( f^fRFP^ )

6. Patatri-mina Mandala ( qtr^ufl^tr^r )

1. VANaSS^[ARA- MANDALA [46]

.... ( <<^i«iUtiHt< )

Lat. Lynx

This constellation was invented by Hevelius in 1690. A.D.

We have translated the Western name of the constellation.

SrZ KARKATA RASI

Karkala is the fourth division of the Solar Zodiac. It lies

east of the Mithima Rast and extends 30° in length. It

comprises parts of the Mithima Mandala, Karkata Mandala

and Hrada-sarpa Mandala. And it consists of the last pada

( ) or quarter of the Nakshatra (space) Punarvasu and the

whole of the Nakshatras Pushya and Aslesha.

KARKATA MANDALA [62]

(vfc fS?fT )

Ak. Jfagar Asurra Gr. Karkinos

Ph. Sertan Lat. Conor

Sem. Nam Garu Eng. The crab

Chin, (the Hare) |
Hindu Astrology. Kulira

( j^fa )

Karkata is the smallest and the least conspicuous of all the

Mandalas of the Zodiac.

Of the thirteen naked-eye stars of this Mandala, the stars

2, 3, and 4 Karkatasya \l=a* $s Y Gancri) form the asterism

Tishya ( fan ).
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Besides thesp stars, there is the round-shaped Nebula M, 44,

It is a very remarkable Tdrd-stavaka ( dKIW4* ) lit. star«*cluster

visible to the naked eye,
:Wc call it Madhu-chakra

TThis Nebula forms the trunk or body of the Cra£, and the

stars 3 and 4 Karkatasya (8 and y Gancri) form its two forelegs.

The stellar crab stands facing the East.

Of the unformed stars, the star 5 Karkatasya
(
-

£ Gancri)

called Kaiheyi ( ^^ft is a triple star and a wonderful binary

system (a)*

NAKSHATRA TISHYA

( f^r ^rere

)

Sk. Pushya ( nxq: )_(£)

— :— Euph. Kakkab Gu-sir-kes-da

( = Asterism of the yoke of the enclosure)

Ak, Mastcbba—Tur-tur (The Little Twins)

Presiding deity ; Brihaspati
( fcf )

Jupiter, the Bow-star

The asterism consists of the stars 2, 3 S and 4 of Karkata

( ~af a, and y Cancri) and is in the shape of an arrow. The

$i Siddhanta puts the yogatdra at Lat. 0° and Long* IIL 16°,

and_ at the middle of the arrow (c) ; Messrs. Colebrooke and

others identify the star with the star ^Karkatasya [~S Gancri,

called (Lat.) Aseltus Australis, the Southern Ass], In the Vedic

age the asterism had only a single star. That star was very

likely the star 3 Karkatasya^ because the head-star must be

supposed to have remained unchanged* Vide :

Rmw I

T. Br. IIL L 3.

The star 4 Karkatasya
( ~y Cancri) called AsetlusBoreatis, the

Northern Ass lies to the N. W. of the Togatara and it marks the

point of the arrow. The star 2 Karkatasya (=a Gancri) lies to

the S. E> of the Togatara and it marks the wing of the arrow,

(a) The asterism Tishya, surnamed Pushyd impersonates Kaiksyi in

VSlmikrs Ramayana ; but wc have transferred the name W5 KarhitasyiL

(b) The name Pushyd is connected with the annual festival of the Pushya-

ratha ( yq^if ), lit the ceremonial car, held at the timgTiffhen the Moon is

in the Nakshatra Tishya alias Pushya.
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THE STAR LOPASA

( sftaTST ?TRT )

Lit. The Fox. ,.
—

-

Ak. Lulla (the Fox)

The Vedic name of 2 Karkaiasya is Lopasa, the Fox. Referr-

ing to its position in heaven in front of Simha, the Lion, the

Veda states in a riddle :

''The fox steals up to the approaching Lion."

..
" Prof. Griffith.

Vide :

'"

v T: -^^_
;"

^Wttt- fro v^.*t^»nr-;- u
"

~ RyTX. 28. 4.

THE TWIN STARS RASABHAU

Lat, The Twin Asses

f Ak: Mnstabba Tur-rur (The lit tie

Rv. Rdsabhau ( m& ) j

~ " ~
/

, , -i Gr. Ono/ (The twin assrs)
(the twin a<s)

^

I
Lat. vifri/^The twin asses)

^
Eng, The twin asses

The stars 3 and 4 Karkaiasya (S and y Cahcri) are called in

Latin Aseltus Australis and Asellus Boreatis, the southern and the

northern asses. They lie very close to the stars 1 and 2 Mithunasya

called Asvinau (Dioskouroi)
( /? and a Geminorum), who had

the Rdsabhau
( K&vfit ) for drawing their Ratha ( j$ ), chariot.

Astronomically, Asvinau Punarvasu ( - the stars 1 and 2

Mithunasya— the stars Vishnu and Soma); Rdsabhau^ Maslabba

Tur-tur= Onoi^Aselli— 3 and 4 Karkaiasya (8 and y Cancri) ; and

( ) , lit. the car Madhu-chakra Praesepe ; the two

(a) In the Rig-Veda, Rdscbha (singular) is used* Vide .*

qflk*iiHt<UWH <^ - . ... I

Rv. VIII. 74. 7.

But the Nirukta understands as Rdsabhau.(^^ppft ) (dual)- Vide

Nh\ N. I. 15. 4.
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stars 3 and 4 Karkatasya drawings dragging or pushing the car,

being called Pushya ( tpr ), lit- the supports of Pushya ratha
(

V% ); the ceremonial car.

MATRIKA madhu-ghakra

Lit, the Bee-hive

V.edic. Ratha ( ^ )
Gn

^
The Man^er>

(the Car)
Lat. Pjaesepe (The Bee-hive)—
Eng. the Bee-hive

To the east of the bow-shaped Nakshatra - Pnnarvasu, and at

a distance "of about. 12 feet from it lies the Tdra-stavaka ( rjn>

) ?
the star-cluster Madhwchakra* It is in the shape of.

a

full moon (a), with a nine~inch diameter. It is a collection of

very_small stars, so thickly crowded that their dim 'lights mingle

together. Even the strongest eye-sight cannot single out any

star cut of them. It is therefore generally described as a mass

of f
star dust\ It looks like a piece of cloud of reddish colour.

This nebula lies S. E. of the star 1 Mithunasya (jS Geminorum)

and N. E. of the star 1 of Suni (a Canis minoris). It is to be

noted that in Southern India Madhu-chakra is identified with

the Nakshatra Pushya.

The nebula is called Phatne in Greek, Pracsepe in Latin and

the Bee-hive in English.

The first telescope, turned upon the Tdrastavaka, revealed to

Galileo its real nature and he counted 30 stars within its

borders.

We know that when the sun enters the Nebula, we have the

copious rains of Srdvana ( *tc*T ), or July-August, The Raiha (or)

or car of the Asvinau, represented by Madhu-chakra, is said in the

Vcdas to be drawn by a couple of asses (b) . The car is described

Rv. vnrFFr.
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as "looking like a piece of autumnal cloud dropping honey as

it moves/' Vide :

*r ^*nc3TT^«pw: 5? <js<ff; ^ ^cfer *p^r; ¥*t\ i

RvJ. 181. .6.

We have shown that the twins Castor and Pollux are the

Asvinau of the Vedas,, and that the stars 3 and 4 Karkatasya are

their two asses ; and it follows as a matter of course that the

nebula M. 44 giving the downpour in the" month of Sravana, is

their Ratha ( ^ ) or car dropping^ nectar.

The nectar or honey is said to be supplied to the Bees by
the Asvins, the masters of the celestia^Bep-hive. Vide .: .

Thus in an astronomical aspect we get Ptisyha-raiha ( gczj^T )

the ceremonial car of the Asvins, complete in every refpect.

The origin ofthe Hindu-annual festival Ratha-yatrd
( T$qm ),

is evidently^connected with the commenCttnent of the tropical

year trilled Varsha ( ^? ) (a) computejf from the ascension of

the Sun-God to the high temple of the Summer Solstice*

The equation, Pushya-ratka-~tlie--Gi^ some-

thing to do with the Crab's being popularly called Dasa-ratha

(^WT) in most parts of India (b).
'

When the Summer Solstice was in Karkata for 2250 years

(from B. C, 1850 to A, D. 400) , the Sun-God appearing in the

Sign Crab or Karkata on the advent of a new tropical year,

might fairly be called 'the son of the stellar Crab* (Dasaratha).

From the reddish colour of the Nebula M* 44 the stellar

Crab, Le. the fourth Sign or Rasi is said to be of Pdtala ( trre^ )

or reddish colour* Vide :

«T^T f?RT ffi^T W^T <n*S fafc*T: I

Jyotishatattva.

Notc—MStrika Madhu-chakra or rather the Crab itself, may
well represent MantharS ( jt**tct ) (/:/. 'the slow-moving one*) of

Valmiku

la) £ tfffcPl *

V. P. IL 8. 65,

(b) Cf* The popular derivation of the word Dasaratha ( ^PPT ) the crab,

u connected with its ten legs.
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3. SUNI MANDALA [25]

( *g*ft *?mr

)

.Lat. Canis Miner

Eng. The Uttle.pog

In the Hipparcho-Ptolemy star-list the star Procyon (a Ganis

Minoris) was raised to the rank of a constellation^ which had
two stars assigned to it, viz

y
a and jS Canis Minoris. 'TVe . have

identified Sunt with Ganis Minor and SaramiT with Procyon

(vide Introduction, Ex. V.).

STAR SARAMA (hw )

Euph Palura or Patiika ( = the crossing-of-thc water-dog)

Kcleb Maim ( = the dog of the waters)

_ Gr, Prokyon (one who rises before the star Kyon)
'

_ Maira (* the sparkler)

Lat, Mtra (the Dog of Icarius)

. .-r.— Procyon (one who rises before the star Cyon)

Eng. The Little Dog

It is a star of the first magnitude and of yellowish colour.

™Wc have said that the star Sarama - Procyon (vide Intro*

duction Ex. V) and the star Pratyusha^ Gomeisa (/? Canis

Minoris).

As the two Vasus, the two stars represent the twins Asvwau

as Pratyusha and Pravasha, the Day and Night.

It is highly instructive to read the remarkable observation

made by Prof. Max Miiller about Sarama : "Sarama *in the

Veda is spoken of as a dog—a swift dog running along the sky

—that was supposed to find out the cows that had been carried

off by the Partis and hid in a cave* What is said of Ushds is

said of Sarama"

THE OLD NAKSHATRA BAHU

Lit. The Astcrbm, The Two Arms*

Presiding Deity ; Rudra ( ), The Tempest God

Euph, Kakkab Pal-ur~a

(The astcrism *the crossing*of*the~wmter-dog*) _

The two arms of Rudra> we have said (vide: p. H6), formed
the old Nakshatra Baku

( ^ )

»
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It would therefore seem that the stars 4 and 2 Mrigaya
representing the two arm-pits of constituted the Naksha-
tra Baku ; and that when the northern Solstice moved on to this

division of the Lunar Zodiac, the Nakshatra waTlfyled ^Irrfr^
3nd the star 4 Mrigasya had to be detached from the asterism.
This hypothesis at first sight seems to clear up matters ; but
unfortunately for this identification there are certain grave
difficulties in its way.

In the list of Nakshatras, given in the T. Biy, Bdhu is placed
between the two Nakshatras Invokes and Punarvasu, Vide :

^fc^.SF^l ^ — ~~

_ T. Br. I. 5.1.

, Now the question is which two stars form the asterism Baku

( ), lit. the two arms presided oyer by RudrdL.. _
"~~

Our reply is" a tentative one and. we have -to speak .here

subject to correction.

In the locality indicated, i.e,, between- the Nakshatras

(asterisms) Invakd and Punarvasu, we have only two stars Lub-

dhaka and Sarama suitable for the purpose of forming a lunar

asterism, and no others. We have additional reasons to believe

that Lubdhaka was surely one of the two stars, because the star

.still bears the name Ardrd-Lubdhaka (srt^f $15^ ), Hi. the rainy

Lubdhaka.

Sarama also, we have shown, has all the characteristics of

Ardrd (vide, Introduction Ex. V).

We know that owing to the precession of the Equinoxes,

the northern Solstice moved backward from Sarama to Lubdhaka

between A. D. 25 and A. D. 1525.

As to their presiding deity, the rainy Ardrd-Lubdhaka, and
the 'Weeping* Sarama-Procyon could have no god better suited

for them than the Weeping God Rtidra ( ^ ) tit. the crying

one. Vide :

A. P. L 59, 2.
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Vide also,

T. Br* IIL 1. 5.

~ Note—It is pretty clear from the foregoing, that at one time

Lubdkaka alone formed the Nakshatra Ardra. It is further to

be noted that the abandonment of the Nakshatras (asterisms

Invakds and Vdhu accounts for the unusually large gap between
the modern Nakshatra Visakka-Ardrd and the famous Naksha-
tra Punamasu.

4v EKA-SRIMGI MANDALA [46]

( tr^jf^imH )

Lat. Monoceros

This constellation was invented by Hevelius in 1 690 A,D.
We have transIatedHrhe constellation name.

— *

6. KRIKALASA MANDALA [36]

( #+tfitr *ni^r

)

Lat Chamaeleon. Eng. Chameleon

This constellation was invented by Bayer in 1604 A.D.

It is a lizard-like reptile whose colour changes with its tempers.

We have translated it into Krikaldsa.

6. PATATRI MINA MANDALA [28]

( Mclfa *frr thrt )

Lat, Piscis Volans Eng. The flying fish

This constellation was invented by Bayer in 1604 A.D.

We have translated the constellation name.

10
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The fifth Vkhi comprises the following constellations;

1 % Simha-savaka Mandala
( f^^n^ )

2. Simha Mandala ( jj*^ ) (35)

3. Hrada-sarpa Mandala ( ) (27)

4. Shashthamsa Mandala ( tot?t )

5. Vayu-yantra Mandala
( )

:~ - - 1. SIMHA-SAVAKA MANDALA ~[32]

Lat. Lto Minor Eng. Lesser Lion
:—

—

This constellation was invented by Hevelius in 1690 A.D.
There are no important stars in. this constellation. We

have translated the constellation name^. —
2. SIMHA RASI "

Presiding Divinity .* Suryya
(
gsq )- The Sun

Simha Rasi is the fifth division of the Solar Zodiac. It

lies to the cast of Karkata Rasi. Strictly speaking, this Rasi

comprises parts of Simha, Shashthamsa and Kanya Mandalas,
The Rasi consists of the Nakshatras (space) Magka, P. Phalguni

and the first pada or quarter of the Nakshatra C/
fl
Phalguni.

SIMHA MANDALA [94]

( fir$-*ravr

)

Ale. Urgula (the Big dog)

Ph. Lavish

Sem. Am
Euphu Lik-gula

Hcb. Atyth

The Rig-Veda has a well-known reference to the Stellar

Lion in a fine riddle.

Gr. Leon

Lat. Leo

Per* Shir

Eng. the Lion

Hindu astrology : Leya (^) (a)

(a) f^qm^ft fag* ^rfeqr: |

VarShamihinu
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J47
i

"The fox steals- up to the approaching lion."

Prof. Griffith.

Vide: ,

Rv. X. 28.4.
Note :—The fox is the star 2 Karkatasya, which seems -to

run in front of the Lion. The star is Lulla (the Fox) of the

Euphratean Star-list (a).

Leo is a very fine .constellation. The brilliant stars of this

constellation are mostly otpdndu ( tfs) i. e. y yellowish-white or

bluish-white colour (6), and its presiding deity the autumn Sun,
is also otpandu or yellowish-white colour (c).

The Sign is therefore said to be ofpdndu colour. Vide :

Jyotishatattva*

The constellation- Leo has "three Nakshatras (asterisms) in it;

viz*, Magka ( ^qf\ Purva^ha!guni{^ ^rfa ), and Uiiara-Phal-

guni( StK <R^]fV). But technically, the Rasi Sirnha comprises

only the first two of them^GT, Phalgui falling in the Rasi Kanya.
The asterism Magha forms the fore-part of the Lion, and

P. Phalguni its middle part ; while the star 2 Simhasya (=
Leonis), the Togatdrd of U. Phatgunis lies in the tuft of its tail

In its feminine character, the constellation is called Simhikd

( ftrf^tfT ), and as such she is the mother of Rahu
( TT§ )> who is

called Saimhikeya ( ?rf^T ) lit. the child of the Lioness, after his

mother* Rahu is the legendary serpent which is supposed to

cause the eclipse of the Sun and the Moon. Rahu seems to be

the constellation HradaSarpa ( ), Hydra which lies below

the lioness.

The stars 1, 2, 3^ 4 and 6 Simhasya (a, /?, y S and 9 Leonis),

the five conspicuous stars of the constellation, forming the body

of the Lion which is of Pandu colour, and of which the presiding

deity is also of the same colour, very likely suggested the idea

fci} R. Brown. 1. 360.

(A) Vide ; Sk. Lexicon by Sir Raja R. Deva,

(0 tn*^C* TKfk W&* II
Kurma Purina XVIII.
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of the five Pdndavas ( qp5PTFl^r ) of the legendary history of the

Mahabharata.

* THE NAKSHATRA MAGHA

( TTETT )

Rv. Agkak ( qrj: )

Bab. Kakkab-Gis-har (Wood of light) ; and

Kakhab. Gub-bara-mts-su-tu-t-kur (= <Firc-flamc ruler of the teinple

of the host of Earth') "

•- - - Ar. Al-Guba Eng. The Sickle 7 " :

The Nakshatra consists of the stars 1, 3, 5,. 8, and 12 Sim*

hasya ( -a, ys 8, Lconis) which form the figure of a plough

(a), the ploughshare being just^on the Ecliptic. The Star 1
;

Simhasyd ' which represents the ploughshare, Ts~ the TogaJtara oV

the asterism Magha* The S. Siddhanta puts thcT ¥ogatara at

Lat.
a and Long IV. 9°

; and Messrs* GolebrOoke and

others identify it with the star 1 Simhasya (—<x Leonis, the- star

Regulus); In tbc Vedic age the Nakshatra was called Aghah

( «rt: ), and consisted of more than two stars (6). Vide :

Rv. X. 85. 13.

Now, creTg " - I Sayana*

Therefore, Aghdsu —in the Nakshatra Magha of many stars*

The presiding deities of the, Nakshatra are Pitarah(i^i) i.e.,

'the Fathers/ otherwise, the well-known Saptarshis ( efff$ ) or

00 Hlffdl^fofa ! Kalidasa.

(4) The reader will observe that^ in the Vcdas, no express mention is

found about the number of stars included in any one of the Nakshatra*. But

we can have an idea of the number of stars in a particular Nakshatra, from

the forms, singular, dual or plural, as the cas^may be, in which its nanie is

used by the Vedic Rishis. We have seen that the singular forms, Rohini

(^tf^ft)and Tishyah (fcF*n), the dual forms Asva-ytijau ( sW^sft),

Vihu
X> t$t ) and Punar*asu

( J^ls )> an<* thc plural forms Krittika

( $fat)T: ) t
Invakah ), AsleshSh ( «R^TT: ), and Maghah ( qUTI )

occur in chapter 5, Book I of the T. Br. These forms clearly indicate the

number of stars in each of the Nakshatras concerned.
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'the seven sages
5

ii\ the constellation Saptarshh (a) These Pitris

have, in their tturn, Yamaraja the heavenly Judge for

their chief(b).
\

The N^kstiaTra Magha h therefore closely connected with

Tama, the Divine king of the pious dead and the patron

divinity of the North Pole-star (a Draconis in B.C, 3000). And

this connection led to its yogatara being called Yama-raja-putra

( q*HMjjpr ) the son of Yama-raja (c).

Cf. The presiding deities of the Euphratean Kakkab Gub-ba-

ra (a Leonis) are Ilu sin and Ilu Nergal [
- The God, the Moon,

and the God, the Great Hero <Dc^.th-God)] (</).

The name of the month-of MaghaJ^ mw) is derived from the

full moon at or near this Nakshatra Magha, At the advent of

the Kaliyuga (e)
( <sf^r L_on the day of the full moon at Magha

(mi), there was the famous concourse of three lunar days

(Tithis), three Nakshatras and three planetary fights in one

day, known as the 'Kurnkshetra yoga' qto ) (f), lit. 'the

concourse in the High Field\

(a) Vidr :

4
Av. xr. 6. 11.

vfwJtl*- : fe^ffi: ... ... * .
I

Amar-Simha.

(c) Astronomically, the connection between the Pole-star 7 Takshakasya

(<. Draconis) and the star 1 Simhasya, i* » very simple one ; because the Pole-

star occupied the highest point of the line called Rishi~rekh<l and the star a

point below it.

(J) R. Brown II. 73 and 81.

Br. R
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The root word Magha9
means to adorn, or to play with

dice* Magha is also one of the names of the Kunda ( )

flower* We are at present unable to explain with certainty

the derivation of the name of this Nakshatra.

From Magha, the Planet Sukra ( ^» ) Venus (male), the son

of Bhrigu, received one of its names Maghabhu lit. the

ehild of Magha, while Sri ( «ft ), i.e., Venus (female) is said to

be born of Bhrigu ( ) and his consort Khyati ( <»4ifa ).

V. P. L 8. 16

The androgynous character of Sukra (Venus), fully appears -

in one of its names Lakshmi-Sahaja { g^rY-g^ ) iA^.^
along with Lakshmi' alias Sri. As the morning star it h Sukra,

(Lucifer=Satan) \a) the leader of the Asura party, and as the

^

evening star it is'Sri or-Rati, the Goddess of Love. In the -

ruins of Kanaraka in Orissa, there is a statue of the planet in

the -female form.

Cf. In the cuneiform inscriptions of Western Asia, - Istar-

Venus is described as a 'female at Sun-set' and a 'male at Sun-

rise*. R. Brown II. 159.

On the authority of the astronomical Rishi Gargas Varaha

the well-known Indian Astronomer states that the Munis ( gfa ),

(a) The planet Sukra
( 5^ ) Venus, was known to the Vcdic Rishis

as Vsana ( 3*RT ). The name Sukra is not found in the Rig-Veda. We

read (Rv. I. 121. 12. ; VI. 20. 11) that Usana is the especial friend and

fevourite of l**ta. Indra even goes so far as to identify himself with

him (Rv. IV. 26. 1) . He is never connected by the Vedic Rishis with the

Asura-party. It is only the Paurimic poets who place him at their head.

Cf. 'How art thou fallen from Heaven, Lucifer, son of the morning ?'

Isaish XIV. 12,^ .

Note r^Gregory the great", says Kitto, "understands this passage of

Isaiah in reference to the fall of Satan, in consequence of which the name

(Lucifer) has been applied to Satan."

y
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Le B , Rishi-rekha (sfff^TT) the solstitial colure, passed through

Maghd, when king X^dhiskthira reigned (a). This would place

his reign in B.C. 2525, .

The Babylonian name for the Na^shatra is very suggestive^

as it seems to put the asterism at the top of Ziqqurat (the

Tower of Babel = Fire-Alter Rauhina)*

STAR YAMA-RAJA-PUTRA

Ph. Metekh (The king) Gr, Basiliskos (The little

Sem. Sar-ru (The king) ~ king)

Ak. Lugal (The king) Lat Rex or Regains "(The

. little king)

Cor Leoms (The Lion's

Heart)

x Eng. Regains

Rishi-rckha, the solstitial colure, which proceeds from the

Pole-star for the time being, once passed through the star 1

Simhasya (a Leonis) which lies on the Ecliptic. At the time,

the star occupied, as a matter of course, the highest point of the

Ecliptic and was naturally regarded as 'King of the stars'.

The close connection which then subsisted between thf star

lying on the solstitial colure and the Polar star Tama lying at

the root of the line, gave„rise to a right royal pedigree, and the

star received the title Yama-raja-putra ( 4pHM*3* ) s lit. son of

Yama-raja presiding over the North Pole-star, the star 7 Taksha-

kasya (a Draconis).

As Dharma ( ) lit. the immutable Divine Law of the

xmiverse, is- impersonated in Yama(m ) f the primitive Sun pf

the Hindu theogony, Yama-raja h called Dharma-raja, and
:
te

raja-putra, alias Dharma-raj&-putras the star 1. Simhasya, was

(a) «rw^ WI? JpTCT* S^jftrf^S^ I
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naturally called Tudhishthira
( gfMk=gfa+ftqt ), lit- 'one

always steady in -war*

TheyogatariLof Magha (from Magha> to play with dice) could

not but be addicted.to dice-playing.

NAKSHATRA PURVA-PHALGUNI

Presiding deity :BhagaJ^\ the blind Solar God (b)

Rv, Arjuni f s^fr )

Ak. ^Kakkab Ri-ku-a (The asterism of Marudukh, the Oracle God)

Ar;^AfcHgabra

The Nakshatra consists of the stars 4 and 6 Simhasya (5 ancL

Leonis) situated in a line running from north to south (£}.___.

The S. Siddftanta -puts the Yogatara of P. Phalguni at Late

12° N* and Long. IV.—24°, and Messrs. Colebrooke and~

Burgess identify the star with the star 4 Stmhasya ( S Leonis).

IntheVedic period also^ the Nakshatra consisted oftwo

stars. Vide : -sT^g: *R**pft I
T. Br. L 5. K 4/

In the Rig-Veda the Nakshatra is called Arjuni
( srs^ft

and it consists of two stars. Vide :

ererg tf^ft: trf^^TT i Rv* X. 85. 13.

(a) The Mahabharata relates the fall of the planets, Saturn (Duryo*>

dfutnd)> the Sun {Bhishma), and Mars (Kama), before the immutable Law of

the Universe, impersonated in the star Dharma-rdja-putra, in the famous

planetary fight which ushered in the Iron age {Kali-yugd).

(b) But according to the T* Er. the deity is Aryaman
(
sppj^) the

patron divinity of twilight* Vide ;

erafcr;
<J<^ <K?yfr ! T. Bn I. 1. 4. 2.

(0 tf^frtTC^ Rdl<A I Kalidasa.

But the Nakshatras Pttrzw and Cfttara Phalgunis, as well as the two Bhadras,

are said in astrological works to be like a Khatvd (WZT ) or bed-stcad in

shape. The correct reading is, we believe, Khanta ( 73*2 )^ a post, and not

Khatoa, as two starsxaa-Jiardly make the figure of a bed-stead. As both the

asterisms are called Arjuni ( ) t
we have to draw them in the shape

of two Arjuna trees ( ^i=r ) i.e., Tcrminalia Arjuna.
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Arjunyoh - Pk^lgunyoh - In the Nakshatra Arjuni of two
stars. *

'

From this single passage, wc carrfairly presume that even

in the pre-historic days^ the-system of Nakshatras of the Hindu
Lunar Zodiac was brought to a perfection. We should not

pass over the interpretation which Sayana puts on this valuable

passage, highly important from an astronomical point of view.

According to him == Jraig ~- ifflM^3j ~ In the Magha Naksha-

tra of many stars, and <*{4wiY: ~ ^3^t:^^ft : ^rg^rt:~Tn the

Phalguni, alias Arjuni Nakshatra of two stars.

We have two Nakshatras that bear the ~name Phalguni, and

from a Grammatical point of view, therefore, one may say that

the word Arjunyoh means "of the two Arjunis". T5ut there is

only one Nakshatra which is called Magha. How can the

name be used in the plural form, Aghasu
(
s^p^ ) , Le %

in the

AghaSy unless it means fin the Nakshatra Agha of many stars' ?

If Aghasu means 'in the Nakshatra Magha of many stars/ surely

the context would show that.

Arjunyoh In the Nakshatra Arjuni of two stars.

Prof. Weber seems to have overlooked this important

passage, when he says that 'the Taittiriya Samhita and Sata-

patha Brahmana do contain the first allusion to the

system of Nakshatras or Lunar t Mansions marking the <daily

stations, occupied by the Moon during his circuit round the

heavens/

—The Indian Nakshatras II. 278.

The word Arjuna primarily means white. In a secondary

sense it means the white Arjuna or Phalguna tree [a). The

Nakshatra was named Arjuni, either because of the white

colour of its two stars, or because of its being erect like an

Arjuna tree (Terminalia Arjuna). From the Nakshatra Purva

Phalguni the planet Brihaspati (Jupiter) derived one of its

(a) It ii really very curious to 6nd that the Hero of the Mahabh&rata

bears the names Arjuna and Phalguni derived from both the names of lhi$

Nakshatra.
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names Purva Phalgun>bhaoa ( <js|q^g£m ) lite the child oiPuwa-

Phalgunu Grammatically ~Phalguni-bhaua Phdlguna.

NAKSHATRA UTTARA-PHALGUNI—

•

Presiding deity Aryaman,* ( spnfq^ )

The Black. Yv. Arjuni (a)

Euph. Kakkab-Lamas-sti- (=Th«sterism of the flaming one)

Ar. Al serpha (The Lion's tail) ...

The Nakshatra- consistT6T"two stars, 2 Simhasya (j3 Leonis)

and 12 Kanyayah (v Virgims) situated in a line running from

north to south (b). The S. Siddhanta gives the latitude and

longitude of the yogatara^mz*, 13° TI. and V. 5°
; and Messrs.

Colebrooke, Burgess, and -Bentley identify the star with ft

Leonis.

The star 2 Simhasya is named in_ the Mahabharata, Uttara

( )
(the son of King Virdla ( fau? ), who is said to have a

lion on his banner {c). Vide :

Maha. IV. 66. 13.

And the star 12 Kanyayah is named Drupada ( ).

The star 2 Simhasya is named Denebola (Sem. Dzcncb-al-

Asad^Ax. Zanab-aUasad)
t
or the tail of the Lion {Simha-ldngula

ft* ) in the West.

From U. Phalguni, the month of Phalguna ( <ftc?j* ) derives

its name.

* Bkaga the Sun God. The Black Yv.
^

<*) The two Arjunis may well represent the Yamolarjtmau ( )

i.e. t
the Twin Arjuna trees, which the Sun-God Srikrishna had to break off

(b) Vide; tf^PT-^-'faf^ dK%UW< I

KiHdasa

(c) Cf. In the BabylonTanscheme this asterism has the Lion for its

patron divinity.

R Brown II. 82,
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3. HRADA-SARPA MANDALA {118]
V—
*

*

tow)

r** - Ak. Tsir-gal (« the Gteat snake)

Ph. tfakhasch maim (the snake of the -water)

Gr. Hydra ( = the water-snake) Lat. Hydra

Eng. The water-snake

The constellation stretches from the confines of Mithuna

to those of Vrischika. In Greek mythology, Hydra is said to

be a water-snake living in the marsh of Lerne. The Baby-

lonian Merodach, the Sun-God, attacked.the serpent and the

' Greek hero Hirakles (Lat. Hercules), also a Sun-God, well-nigh

"Tolted it with the help of his attendant Iolaus (a). The snake

had originally seven heads. The heads grew rapidly from 7 to

9, and from 9 to 100 (Aratos and Virgil). In India Stikriskna,

- tie Sun-God, found in the Hrada ( ^ )., the -deep pool of the

Tamum, Kdliya ( *rf*K ) the dark snake with manyjieads. He

trampled its head under his feet and was about to kill it, but

took compassion at the intercession of his wife and" granted it

itslife, on condition of its leaving the Tamund waters. He

.ordered him to go to the Upper Deep, and not to fear Garuda

\*m) t
the snake-killer bird, who, he said, was sure not to

molest one marked with ehakra ) the disc, an emblem of

his foot stamp, on its head. Vide :

it* ^fcffl^ ^TCTJT fix I

* # * *

^ni ^if f^n set
1? ! wf^^TT^ i

• V. P. V. 7.

The constellation has now its upper portion in the Dtvd-

bhaga, and the lower portion in the Asura-bhdga.

(a) Vide, R. Brown I. 104 and W. Smith's Glass Dictionary.
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In the disguise of a Deva, the serpent Rahu drank Soma in

the company of the Devas. The head of the serpent was
severed from his body by Vishnu ( f^r ), the Sun-God, with his

chakra (^ ). the solar disc. The head went heavenward and
is called Rahu ( ?cif ), and the tail which fell down earthward
is called Keiu

( ^jg ). XWtr -gave birth to comets and fiery

meteors. Vide : Bh. PrVIII. 9. 24-26.

AstrologicaUy, the great snake Rahu ( uf ) presides over the

two chandro-patas
( ^T^^TRT ) (a) the Nodes of the Lunar orbit,

ascending and descending. Vide :

S. S. II. 6.

The water-serpent is said to be a child of the Lioness (Sk.

f*fff and after its mother, Rahu is called Saimkikcya ( ^ff^r).

" During the solar eclipses, the Sun was~supposed by the

Hindus of the prehistoric period to be darkened by Svar-bhanu

( ), lit. the celestial Sun (vide : Rv.~ V. 40„ 5 ; S. Br. V.

3.-22 and IV. 3. 4. 23).

Rv. V, 40. 5.

The darkness, which eclipsed the Sun was naturally thought

to be an unseen monster Ahi ( arfif ), the serpent, called Rahu

( X literally 'the hidden one' (- solitary) (b). Vide, Av-

XIX. 9. 10. And Rahu was reduplicated in the stellar water-

snake.

(a) The two Lunar Nodes arc the two points where the Ecliptic cuts

the Lunar orbit. And as the two points are not stationary hut moving,

their presiding deity Rahu is called a Graha or % planet. Sk. XV/tt = the tail,

and Lat. Nodus = the tail.
°~

(b) The word Rahu is connected with the root Rahah := solitude).

Of. The star Alphard ( ~ the solitary) = the star 1 of Hrada-Sarpa.
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Hence in Astrological phraseology, Svarbhdnu^Rahu =Dark>

ness. Vide :

About 2900 years ago, the Highest point of the Ecliptic,

otherwise called the summer solstice, lay over Hydra's head ;

and as in his southing, the Sun-God begins to fade, or to speak

astrologically, to sleep after having reached this point, people

naturally attributed the loss of the solar fire to the Sun's

contact with Hrada-Sarpa. This Hrada-Sarpa, called Kaliya

("^T%T ), 'the Dark one% in the Puranas, became associated"
~*

.... _ , - *

with Rdhu. the eclipse-maker Dragon v :^

Thus was Rahu redupliacted in the Hrada-Sarpa, and this
_

was the origin of the fight between the Sun-God and the stellar

snake (Hydra) Hrada-Sarpa. Accordingly we have called

dthe sfar 1 Hrada-Sarpasya (a Hydrae) Kaliya ( ^jfm ) lit.

Darkness •

The Hrada-Sarpa with its coadjutors Karkata and-Vrischik

a

is

-collectively called Vasuki ( ^raf% ), who covers more than five

consecutive Rasis, namely from Karkata (Gancer) to "Dhanuh

RasL(the Sign Archer), on which the Sun-God takes his rest

during his southing. The Sun-God is therefore astrologically

said to sleep for over five months on the back of the snake

Vasuki ( srHfr ), otherwise called Atlanta ( srfcT ) lit. the endless

snake, and Scsha ( ^ )
(a), lit. the last thing in the lower Abyss.

This fact made the serpent Vasuki, a creature, a Mitra ( fip*
)

lit* a friend, riay a brother of the Sun (b). We have accordingly

called the star 2 Hrada-Sarpasya ( £ Hydrae), Vasuki ( ^rofe );

and the star 9 Hrada-Sarpasya (j3 Hydrae), Sesha ( ifa ).

(a) It is interesting to observe that the plough-shaped Magha stands

oa the shoulder of the serpent Anania whose incarnation, the plough-holder

Valamma was. Vide,

V, P. V. 35 3

(b) The characteristic of both the Moon and Hrada-sarpa arc combined

in Lakshmana the incarnation of Anania .
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Ilu Danu- (The God, the

Divine Judge) (a)

It should be observed here that owing to the retrograde

motion of the Summer Solstice, the Sayana of the Sun*

God has receded backwards, and we now observe the Sayana in

the middle of Ashdrha {June-July) when the Sun travels through

Mithuna (Gemini), instead of in the beginning of Sravana

(July-August) when the Sun travels through Karkata, the Crab.

A straight line dropped from 3 Simkasya through 1 Sim*

hasyay leads straight to the star Kaliya*

In this Mandala, lies the Nakshatra Ashsk&- m ) and

the important star Kdliya ( ±\$Aq )•

THE NAKSHATRA ASLESHA
"

~
( )

Euph- Kattsir-ninake ( = the mouth-of-the-snake-drinks)

Bab. Kakkab Tur-us-mal-makh

( = the asterism, son of

_; :^ the supreme Temple)

-— Lat. Caput Hydrae (The head of Hydra) " —

-

The separation of Rahu's head from the body made the

head A-sleshS ( 3H$ ), literally, one which has lost its connec-

tion with the body. And the cluster of five, or more properly,

six' stars forming the disc on the hood of Hydra, is called the

Nakshatra Aslesha ( sr£ <rr ) ; while Ketu ( ), the tail cut off,

being a continuation of the Nakshatra Asltsha. is called Asiesha-

bhava\ WsifTPTT), lit* the issue of Asleshd.

The asterism consists of the stars 2
# 6, 10, 11, 13 Hrada-

Sarpasya ( c, tj, S, a Hydrae). The stars form the figure of

chakra (us), the disc on the hood of a snake (b)
f

generally

confounded with a wheel. Kalidasa (A. D. 1242) would assign

seven stars to the asterism, that is to say, he would add the

stars 5 and 1 to the group and make the asterism resemble a

dog's tail in shape. Vide :

iftftft 2P*m ny^i ^i*fcifa *hmkV.i ,—^ Kalidasa

(a) Vide, Maghd.

(b) ^*h l${clfr M*dl<^> I Jyotisha,
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Compare* Gk* Kynosoura (
« 'dog's taiP) ^The little Bear.

~

The easternmost star of the cluster, representing the disc of
Hydra's hood, is the Togatdrd of the Nakshatra Aslesha (a): -The -

star 2 Hrada-Sarpasya Hydras) i^ the easternmost star of

the group and is therefore the Togatdra. The Siddhanta puts

the Togatdrd at Lat. 7 9 S- and Long III. 19°
; and Mr. Burgess

identifies it with the star 6 Hrada-Sarpasya (c Hydrae). Astrolo-

gicaUy^Iuzkshmana was born under the Nakshatra Aslesha. We
have accordingly named the star 6 Hrada-Sarpasya (c Hydrae),

-
, THE STAR KALIYA

( +iRi<wki )

Euph. Atte (the snakf ) Scnu Al-Ferd ( = the solitary

)

™ Ak. Tut Eng. Alphard

T'ChiT TWt

""IVIItJs a red-coloured star of the second magnitude and looks

very fine* -

4. SHASHTHAMSA MANDALA [30]

( ^fft^J TTH )

Lat. Sextans
*

This constellation was invented by Hevelius in A.D. 1690

and we have translated the constellation's name.

5. VAYU-YANTRA MANDALA [28]

Latu Anilia Pneumatica

This constellation was invented by La Caille in A.D, 1 752*

and we have translated the name,

{^VickT
- ~

S. S. VIIL 19.



VITHI VI

This Vithi comprises the following constellations.

1.- Saptanhi ( mtf ) (35)

2. Saramcya-Yugala ( tm*}^l<ri )

3. Kari-munda ( «f^l )

4. Kanya ( ) (32)

5. Suparna
( ^q^r ) (7)

6. Kamsya ( qjrpr ) (7)

Trisanku
( )

&. Makshilta1( 4pql+l )

1. SAPTARSHI MANDALX [1223

( hfT^t^t )

Lit. 'The constellation of the seven sages*

f Zend. Ameska SperiTas

\

Rv. Pilarah
( ft^: )

(The fathers)

r

Rv, Saptarshis
( ^fflflf )

(The sc\'cn sages)

Rv. Siipte Mayuryyah

( «H^5»5:.)

The sevn Pea-hens)

Maha. Chilra-Sikhandi

( f?n tw^t

)

(The Pea-cock)

Rv. Rikshch ( ; )

(The Bear)

Ram; J&mbuvan

(STT^-F* )

(The Prince of the Bears)

As. Bilu~zakki~matL

( =The lord of the ghost^world)

Zend. Haploiring (a)" (The

goers by seven)

Lat. Septen-trioncs.

(The seven ploughing Bulls)

J

Ph

Gr.

Lat

Dub-kabir

(The Great Bear)

Arctos MegaU

(The Great Bear)

Ursa Major

(The Great Bear)

(a) Haptoiring is the leader of the stars in the north (Bund H- 7), and

i* entrusted with the charge of the gate and passage: ofBSll to keep back

demons and demonesses fairies and sorcerers (Minokhired 49- 15),
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Rv. Vrihat-Rntha

(The Long chariot)

Pauranic. Sakata
(

)

(The cart) .._

Pauranic*:... Swrttchi,

(The beautiful)

Ak. Margidda (The Long

Chariot)

Lat. Plaustrum Major

N
(The Great Waggon}

'

Chin- Ti-cheh (The. .chaist of

-

the supreme)

Eng. Churl's (Charle's)

Wain

The Great Wain

The Waggon

The Plough

The Butcher's cleaver

Gn KaUisio (The beautiful)

Gn HeKke (The twister)

Of-the stars-of this Mandala :

ThMtar 1 = AngvT:

-^ «f ) ; Ar. Alioth ( = the Jot)

*i 2f
= Kratn (-^g ) ;

At . Dubhe ( = the Bear)

„ 3 ^Marichi
( ) ; An Behttnasch ( = Procession of

7" — mourners) or Alkaid

~, t^Vdsishiha (cjftrg) ;
Ar. Mizar ( = the Test)

„ 5 = Pulaha
( jp|r ) ;

Ar. Afira* ( = the Loin)

„ „ 6 = Pulastya
( g^q- ) ;

Ar. Pfucda ( = the thigh)

„ „ H =Atri
( grf^f) ;

Ar. Megrez (the root of the tail)

The star 20

«

Arundhati "| Ar ^tor ( = The bird)

( ST^Rft ) Y Saidak (the confident)

(The evening) j Zend, Ashi

The seven solar rays, says the Rishi Yaska^ are the Sapia-

Rishayah ( titWH O* Vide :

Nir. L 1. 5.

Each of them "had a local habitation, and a name". And

the seven shining stars of the northern sky represent them.

They were deified and collectively called Pitarah ( %rc ), the

Fathers (a). The Brahma Siddhanta edited by Rishi Sakala,
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gives the positions occupied by each of the seven Rishis and

ArundhatL We have accordingly designated the eight stars

coricerned^as described above.

They are the seven Gods (rays) born of Aditt. Vide :

%t: srrf^TU 2f I Rv. IX. 1 14. 3:

And Aditi placed them in heaven and cast ^way Mdrtanda

( m4*$ ), the Sun. Vide : —

*tit «rf^: q ^n: a~r; <rfti

%T^T-3i ^gflfo: w hwWh i - _
" ^ " " Rv. X. 72. 8.

"

Iri^lhe Avesta, the seven Rishis re-appear as ..the -seven

^A^sJ^spe^as
f
one of whom

—

Ahura-Mazda afterwards became

the leader, and AUtkra (a) (Sk. Mitra Sk. Mdrtanda ^-the Sun),,

the Light of Heaven, was associated with them a* a["chief goch""

"As Mazdaism struggled on towards unity," Ahurtttnazda

^caine the supreme creator, and other six gods became his

- subjects and:creatures,
' But Mitfira i4At£ra^nvoked as an indivisible unity, reminds ,

one that the creator was formerly a brother to his creatures^

(Darmestet^r).

They.are the sages with thousand eyes, and born of fervour,

and living in fervour, they protect the Sun. Vide :

: Hfi?: 3* 'ftwfer I {b)

Rv. X. 154. 5.

"And in recognition of their patronage, the setting Sun

lowers his flag at their rising and looks up to them with a

reverential bow/' Vide.

Kumar* Vie 7.

(a) Pers, Miker - the Sun<

(*) On this dictum of the Veda, Vdlmiki made King jTimtiuvart (The

Great Bear) the Prime Minister of Rama the nocturnal Sun-God.
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"Like a dark steed adorned with pearl, the Fathers decorated

heaven with constellations ;

They set the light in day and in night the Darkness."

.

—
x

Prof. Griffith.

Vide;

<w\\ <wt-«r^| : «rtf?f : . . . ... n

Rv. X. 68. 1L
They created -thejive elements. Vide :

• ^1
s, Av. VI. 108. 4.

They form-one body. Vide :

"

1_ ^ "I _ " Rv. X. 82. 2.

As a constellation they form a collective body. Vide :

* "r—; Nir. X. 3. 2.

And the seven stars are known as the 'Ckitra Sikhandi'. Vide>

Maha. XII. 336.

*m fast fttfr: f^%^t^?r: l

ff Jim- 3TT: TPT^rr: Tfaftf^TT: H— t

They had one v/ife—Arundhati ( st^vrtV ), 'the Evening'.

Vide :

Tail. Ar. Ill, 9 (a).

They are the seven bright sparks of fire. Vide :

ft: *ra fo™f^ff*>r • !

Rv. I. 191. 12.

They are the seven Pea-hens (Sk. Mayurt). Vide:

ft: fFf&i'- I

Rv. I. 191. 14.

(«) The Puranas give them seven wives (vide Introduction, p. 34).
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They arc the seven pea-cocks. Vide:

- — Amara.

In interpreting" the famous passage about the Rikshah

{ )»

srrfr 5f fafeditt *
i

Rv. I. 24. 10.

the Niruktakars understand Rikshah to mean the stars; Vide :

- - Nir. N. III. 29.

But the. Bajasaneytnah would understand Rikshah 'to mean

the Bears.

Vijle^ GayanaVGomraentary Rv. I. 24. 10,

The Sat. Br. accepts this view. Vide:

Sat. Br. IT. 1. I. 4.

The Mandala forms the Brxhat Ratha ( ), the Long

Chariot of Indra. Vide. :

*pr ^TFT IftT : f^TI^ ...... 1

1

-
. Rv. III. 53. 6.

On this car Indra and king Nahusha ride together. Vide :

Rv. VIII. 46. 27.

It is made of gold (stars). Vide :

JC*T. P*<"^ : ii Rv- VIII. 33. 4.

And its yoke is uplifted. Vide :

to.*: f«r: ^TCT It

Rv. VIII. 33. 18,

And this simple astronomical dictum is adopted by the,

great poet Magna, who thought that these seven stars resem«

bled a cart. Vide :
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Canto. XL 3.

Cf. "Where yon gaunt Bear disports a tail."

Aratos.

Compare also, "the threestars £, and -7)... ....... ..suggest

just the curve of a plough-Handle,"

Maunder, p. 30.

Note : Astronomically, th.e-yoke.oj' the car=the tail of the

Bear=the plough-handle.

Ziva
( zfa )

Zeus-Jupiter, as the child of the Peacock', is

called Chitra-Sikh'andijah { fa *fitjw P>*»t : ). Vide :

• ^»^ Hi}_ f^rim • 1

Amara.

And Srutarvan (js^^}pk-^one versed in Sruti or the Vedas,

i.e., Jupiter, as' the" child of Riksha (~^r ) the Bear, is called

Arksha ( srrgf: ). Vide :

Rv. VIII. 63. 4.

Cf. Arktos (The Great Bear) was pursued by her son

Arkas (The Little Bear) in the chase.

W. Smith.

Cf. When Rhea was about to give birth to Zeus, she

retired to Kretan-tyktos and hid the infant in a cave (Hesiod

Theog 477-84), where young Zeus (=Lat. Jupiter=Sk. Dyaus-

pitar) was nurtured by two Bears, viz. the Great Bear and the

Little Bear.

Cf. "Aige" (the star Brahma-hridaya) "was assisted in nur-

turing Zeus by her sister Hclike (the Twister=the Rishis);

(Hyginus). Aige was changed into the Goat star Aiz. Helikc

into the Bear which twists, around the Pole/'

R. Brown I. 22L
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BrahmS and the Rishis guard the Pole-star and twist around

him in token thereof* Vide i

— r V; P. I. 12- 95.

Ram. VI. ^4. 48.

Cf. And the Bear which they likewise call the Wain, which

turns round without moving away (Homer. Od. V.)*

Cf. The tails of the Bears guard *thc Atlanteian Pole'

(Euripides).
~

^ R, Brown. I: "264.

The Rishis worshipped Skanda- Vide :

- Maha. III. 228. 23.

Cf. "The Bear 4eep£.a watch on Orion/'

Jr . ^ Homer. Od. V*

Everywhere the seven stars of- Ursa are connected with

Orion. Vide 7
* cSeek him that maketh the seven stars and

Orion."
- Amos. V. 8*

The stellar Pea-cock represents one of the phases of Indra-

SatakratU) king of the Heavens. Vide :

Ram. VIL 18. 5.

And the pearhen represents Radha. Vide : Brahmanda

Purana—Chapter Rddha-hrxdaya*

As the constellation is situated a little way off the point

called Dhruvabindu ( W*fa=5 ), the celestial Pole, Indrasrikrishna y

the champion of the blue sky* who represents the starry heaven,

very slightly inclines his head to the left,-so as to touch the

plumes of the pea-hen with it* Srikrishna is, therefore, represent-

ed as wearing a crest-like head-gear made of pea-fowl's feathers*

Vide : ibid.

We read in the Rv. X. 109. 4. that the Saptarshis are the

'Gods y>( old/' and they arc called the "Fathers" ( ft^: ) in
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Rv. X. 131. 6. Thdy live in Tama's home (Rv. X. 135. 7),

where they rejofce in his company (Rv- X. 14. 10), and in fact

T&mas
the divine judge is their regent.

5r*r: fqawt arftrofci; « .

,

Av. V. 24. 14.

The dead go to them (Rv. X 16. 1 ; 154. 4.) and they punish

men for their sins (Rv. X. 15. 6), as councillors of king Tama.

Gf. "It" (the Great Bear), says Brown, "was particularly

connected with Mul-il
t
Lord of the Under-world and Night-

world, and in this respect was called Wul-mo-sarru (the Lord-

of-the-voice-of-the-firmament}^ In W.A. I. II. XLVIII. 56,

Margidda itself is described . as ''Lord of the Ghost-World"

(Ar. Belu-Zakki-mati),^wrnch r^ettea%-HKiakes it a nocturnal

manifestation of Mul-il."__

R. Brown I. 267.

Compare also, "Haptoiringis -entrusted with the charge of

the gate and passage of hell." _-

- Minokhired.

Compare again : - •—

"And he had iir'his rightharid seven stars."

"And he laid his right hand upon me, saying

«I have the keys of hell and of death'."

Revelations I. 16-18.

As to the female aspect of the constellation, Brown says:

"Kallisto the mother of Arkas is turned into a Bear and then

made into the stars called the Great Bear (Paus. VIII. iii. 2).

Kallisto is only Artemis Kalliste, the Scmetic Reine. Mere. The

beautiful (Kalliste) Phoenician goddess is at once Virgin and

mother. Kalltsto-Kalliste, the beautiful mother goddess is like

Rhea connected with the Bear and also with the Semetic East s

and Ursa Major - Kallisto (the beautiful constellation).

The same idea of Ursa Matronalis and the same connection

between the Bear and the Semetic goddess, appears in the well-

known ritual of Artemis Braunonia. The Bear then is the

nurturing fostering creature remarkable in itself."

The reader knows that below the nurturing fostering Bear,

lies the stellar Lion, and above her the snake Takshaka (Draco)
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And the great divine foster-mother Jagat-Dhatri ( ^^mafl ) lit.>

the Nurse of the Universe, sits in her serene majesty upon a

Lion, with a snakeaipon her left shoulder, called the Nagopavita

( HHftmlcl ) lit* the sacred thread made of a serpent.

~TFis a great mistake to suppose that such an incongruous

symbolism can be the result of any free-thinking.

Note:—The reader will note that the little divine foster-mother,

who is worshipped on the sixth lunar day after the new moon

by every householder, is not to be confounded with the great

divine foster-mother. Because "the former is Shashthi ( 3gt ) alias

Devc-sata, a variant of the Sfiat-KriUikds (a) of the Mdtrimandala>

and she rideron a cat and trot on a lion.

_ ; Br. V. P. II.

As to its Stars, Atri has diminished in lustre during the last

century* :

The stars 1 1, 6^ 5, 2, of Saptarshi (S, y, ft a Ursae Majoris)

are said to have been less brilliant formerly. The stars 5 and

2 of Saptarshi are called 'thepqintcrs', because they very nearly

point towards the star Dhruva ( :9jO ^c Pole-star of the

present age.

' Of the minor stars of this" constellation :

(a) The stars ,10, 14, 9, 19, 15 and 12 of Saptarshi (t, /c, 6y

v, 23 and o Ursae Majoris) form the figure of a serpent falling

downwards. .The figure represents the fall of the serpent-king

Nakusha from the high-hcaven. Vide :

Maha. III. IflK 38.

The star 10 in the mouth of the serpent, is the radiant point

of the meteoric shower of November 30.

(b) The star 17 of Saptarshi (f Ursa Majoris) s
a double

star and a binary system with a period of 60 years, situated

(a) The Shat-Krittikas themselves are referred to as the foster-mothers.

Ram. I. 38. 23.
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just over Phalguni alias Arjuni Nakkatra, represents the famous

Ckakra (^ ), literally the wheel, through which the Lakshya

( ) the target, the Fish's eye, had to be shot. The hero of

the JVfahabharata had to pierce this target as^ajpricc set down
by Drupada ( % ^ ) lit, the world tree, for the marriage of his

9

daughter Draupadi ( £)n<(l ).

(c) The star 20 of Saptarshi (80 in Flamesteed's enumera-

tion) is a very little star. But it deserves special notice. The
star is called Arundhati

( s^^ft.),, literally, the red evening
;

and in fact the star is a reduplication of the evening. Arundhati

forms with VasishtHa a double to_the„eye._ And the star is there-

fore called (Ar.) Alcart the attendant- ^

She lies very close to Vasishtha (£ Ursa^^TC^bris) whose

devoted "little wife" she is. In._Jffindu . marriages, the bride-

- groom has to point out to his bride_ the star Arundhati as' the

prototype of conjugal devotion* Vide : -

---Govila II. 3. 3-9.

Vasishtha is in every way the first of the double stars. Arun-

dhati forms with it a double to the~eye, but it has also a much
closer bright companion.

The reader knows how Sandhyd ( ) 3 lit, the evening,

the daughter of Brahma and the sifter of the Saptarshis
y had to

abandon her body, the exquisite charms of which, had captivat-

ed her father and brothers ; and how she afterwards assumed a

new form under the title of Arundhati ( eivM<fl )> lit* the evening

and married Vasishtha. Vide: K. P. IL-IXL

In consideration of the legendary tales handed down to us

from the archaic period, it is very necessary to bear in mind

the simple astronomical facts which underlie them*

The Pole-star is the lord of the starry host and he is also the

lord of the evening. Brahma as the presiding deity of Abhijit,

the earliest known Pole-star, was necessarily the lover of the

evening. When Vasishtha, one of the seven sages occupied the

polar throne, she had to become his consort.
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The seven sages, the creators of the world as the progenitors

of all living beings, are x^led Faffiers ; while their father

Brahma is titled Pitamaha the grandfather* Vide :

* m^pj} ^^it farms': i

Amara.

They figure as the seven ArrushaSpentas (a) in the Avesta,

and Arundhati, their sister, as Ashi Vanguhiy the fairest. Vide :

1. We sacriGce to Ashi Vanguku

2. The daughter io£Ahufj£M5zda~ the sister of the Amesha

Spentas m „,;i„„
"

3. Asti b.toSt^&thi is radiant:with joy - ; she is far-piercing

with her rays ^

Ashi Yast.

The name Haptoiring has occasioned a great deal of contro-

versy in the West. Darmesteter does not translate the name.

Prof. Haug {Haptoiring—The: seven Bears) and Dr. Steingass

(Hqftaurang—The seven ^Heavens) disagree, and R* Brown

favours the tetter's view. The Sanskrit analogue of Haptoiring,

would very likely be Sapiairinga ( w-fo{==^: +T$ ) *the goers

by seven*.

This meaning of the word accords well with the famous

Vedic passage :
-

"Whither by day depart ,the stars (Rikshas) that shine at

night, set high in heaven above us/5

Rv. L 24. 10.

Cf. Jyotiringa ( sftftfttf ) (*),
lthe goer with light' (the

glow-worm).

The Saptarshi Mandala is known as Satpqyase-khatU among

the Mahratta peasantry.

Brihath Hatha the Great Chariot seems to have been regard-

ed by the Pauraniks as the elephant Airavata of Indra* -

Cf. **Somc tribes have regarded them as being like a bear,

whilst others have thought them like an elephant/*

Lect* Science of Lang* II* 397.

(a) The undying and the well-doing ones.

(A) ( +W ) = Light + Goer.
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2. SARAMEYA-YUGALA MANDALA [4QJ
p i

Lat Gmn Venaiici ~
. •

"

—

*

Eng. The Grey hounds or the hunting dogs

Underneath the tail of the Peacock lies a little group.

This constellation was invented by Hevelius in A.D. 1690;

But the stars had long been known to the Vedic Rishis as the

Jhsavenly Twin dogs, called the two Kdlakanjas* —
Vide : Introduction Ex. VI,

The star 1 =Jyeshtha Kalakanja m*ff^ ) Z
'

- Cor-Caroli.
—

The star 2 = Kanishtha Kalakanja (^.fog ^T5F^?)

The star 1 (a Ganum Venaticorum) is known as Cor~Carolt y

jot "Charle's Heart/' so called because Sir._H7-S^rb'6rough

declared that it shone with a peculiar- brightness the night

before Charles II. made his entry into London on his restoration

(Et. Maunder), _

—

3. KARIMUNDA MANDALA [50]

Lit. The head of the Elephant

Rv. Urna-nabhi-Mandala
( ^ifTfiTJP^ ) lit - the constellation of the

spiders

Gr. Plokamos (The Tress)

Lat. Coma Berenices ( = The Tress of Berenice)

Eng. The Tress

Below the twin Kalakanja dogs there lies a fine cluster of

very small stars.

We have fully dealt with the story of the construction and

demolition of the Rauhina-TowcT (vide, Introduction, Ex. VI).

The reader remembers that its two chief masons -went up and

became the twin dogs, and the rest tumbled down and became

spiders. Wc shall only add here that the spiders originally

formed the constellation, into which, later an, was located the

huge elephant of Bhagadatta king of Prak-Jyotisha (Assam).
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Cf. what the astronomer Serviss wrote of the constellation :

"You will perceive a curious twinkling as if gossamer
t
spank-

led with dew-drops, was entangled here. One might think the

old woman of nursery rhyme, who went to sweep the cobwebs

out of the sky, had skipped this corner or else that its delicate

beauty had preserved it from her house-wifely instincts'*

(Maunder p. 46)*

It is noticeable that the actual configuration of the„ stars in

this constellation suggests the~figure of an elephant's head (a) m

The Hindu star-gazers of old also evidently perceived the same

figure in the constellation/ Otherwise Hindu Astro-theogony

would not have represented the presiding goddess of the 6th

Sign of the Solar Zodiac as riding on an elephant.

We have drawn the figure of the constellation accordingly.

The stellar-head of the Elephant in question, situated as it

is to the right of the^Virgin Mother, reminds one of Ganesa the

lord of a multitude* _
"

This constellation, says Prof. Peck^ . was invented by Tycho

Brahe in A.D. 1603.

"But the tress (Plokamas) ofBerenike, queen of Ptolemaias

Energetes", says Brown,
4

'was by the united efforts of Konon,

the astronomer of Samos, and Kallima'chos the Alexandrian

Grammarian poet, raised to the sties, B.C. 243."

The story of its naming, says Maunder, is that Berenice, the

queen and sister of Ptolemy Energetes vowed her beautiful hair

to Aphrodite, should her consort return safely from an expedi-

tion on which he had set out. The consecrated tress was stolen

from the temple soon after its dedication. And Gonon, the

royal astronomer of Alexandria, declared that the goddess had

caught the tress up to heaven, in proof whereof he pointed out

the constellation to the king and queen.

(a) The numerous stars of this cluster may have been called Gana-Devas

(*roi^T:), an<* their presiding deity Gcnesa ( iwyi ), on whose rising in the

east, Parasurama in Parasu Mandala sets in. This phenomenon gave rise

to the statement in the Brahma Vaivarta Purana, that Ganesa caused Para-

surdma to revolve round the heavens. Vide : Br. V. P. III. 43.
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KANYA RASI

t

Pres. Divinity : Budha
( ^) Mercury —

This Rdsi is the sixth division of the solar zodiac. It lies to~

the east of the Simha Rdsi and comprises the eastern portion, of

Simha Mandala, the whole of Suparna Mandala and the

western portion of Kanya Mandala* But the Rdsi consists "of

the last three pddas or quarters of the Nakshatra (space) U.

Phalguni^ihc whole of the Nakshatra Svdti and the first halfof

the JSfakshatru Chitrd. ' ™ ~

KANYA MANDALA [139]

( ^TTT )
"

Lit. the (Heaven) daughter

Sum. Ak; Abnam

Rv. Apdh

Pur, Kumari
( )

(the heaven daughter)

Sat. Br. Sukanyd (" ^>*^r )

(the beautiful girl)

Maha. Sauitri
( yjfcfifl )

(the consort of the Sun)

Ram, Savari
( ^pft )

(The huntress)

Maha, Pritha
(

<prT
)

(The Great Lady)

Pur. Salt
( ^fr )

(the chaste one)

Pur. Sukesi
( Q^fr )

(one having beautiful

tresses)

*Pun Mohini
( Jftf^ft )

(the enchantress)

4

(the proclalrher of rain)

Sum. Ak* Istar —
(Heaven daughter) -

—

Sem. Ashloreih -•-

Gr. Asiatic

Gr. Artemis

(the huntress)

Gr* Parthenos

(the Virgin)

Lat* Virgo (the Virgin)

Eng. the Virgin

Scm. Ariadne

(the very chaste one)

Gr« KalH-plokamos

(one having beautiful

tresses)

Ph. Erek-h&yim

(the Virgin)

Him Astrology. Pdtheya
( qpfcr

)
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"The chief stars of the Virgin, six in number* make an

irregular capital Y, lying on its side, the stem and the lower

branch of the Y, very nearly marking the^^liptic'' (Maunder).

The star 1 (a Virginis) called^Tara ( mu ) is of Bluish-white

colour, and the stars 3 "and b (c and /J Virginis) are of yellow

colour ; while the star 6 (8 Virginis) is of red and the rest of

white colour. The Mandala is therefore said to be Vichitrd

( faf^n ) or variegated in colour. Vide :

*m fm rftcT qpi faftpn: i

The star 1 is in the forehead, the star 2 called 'Ndbhitdrd

( ^rrUfflKl )p a binary system with a period of 170 years, is in „

^thc navel, the stars 6 and 3. form the left leg, arid -the -stars 9

„jand 5, the right leg of the stellar Kanyd. —

Close below Virgo are the constellations Kdmsya («f^r")7

_**the Gup" of ambrosia, and Suparna ( ), the Eagle, the Gup

being underneath the Virgin's feet.

The presiding goddess of the sixth ^vision^T the solar—

zodiac is the Virgin and mother, called ^i^a ( ^qr ) (a),

In India she represents the female divine power, represent-

ing the Sun, the Moon and Venus and holding in her left hand

the star Apdmvalsa a variant ofAparn Napdt ( spjf ^TTt^) the Fire-

God—Orion, and a ear of corn (emblem of the Moon) in the

" other. She rides on the solar Nau ( ^ ) the boat. Vide:

Manohara*

w&i f^: rKf^f *M^MH *

Av. XIII. 2. 36.

Note :

On the banks of the Euphrates, she is the reduplication of

Istar-Vcnus, holding a ear of corn in her hand and Duzi (Orion

~Sk. Skanda) on her knees (Robert Brown IL 44).

(«) SivB ( ) #
-the wife of Siva

( ), appeared In the form of a

Virgin before the gods. Vide :

V* D, P* I. 19; 62.
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4iThc representations of the Greek Artemis show her either

as a huntress or aS the goddess of the Moon* As a huntress

her attributes are the bow, quiver and arrows or a spear, stags

and dogs. As the goddess of the Modn, she wears a long robe

which reaches down to her feet, a veil covers her head and
atK>vc her forehead rises the crescent of the moon. In her

Jtiand she often appears holding a torch*"

W. Smithr

r Note. The fire or torch may well be the symbol of OrionK
and the crescent moon represents the third eye of the great_

goddeSs mother* " _ T
- -Amongst other Hindu names for Kanya are Apah ( ) the-

waters ; and Savari (^F^ft ), the Huntress, The first name is

preserved in the name Apa ( srFT ) for the star 6 Kanydydh and

the second name, we believe, in the name for 3 Kanydydh. In

Babylon the ^igh was called Abnam'thz watering channel. In~-

India the autumnal equinox at the easteYn extremity of the Sign

^

is called the Jata-Vishuva-Samkrdnti
y ( ^ fc^^jf^j ) lit. the „

watery Equinox*

Savari has a tale of her own to tell.

On the western shore of the Pampd^ says the Ramayana, the

fine hermitage of Matanga lies deep in the woods, and there lives

the immortal votaress named Savari ( ) who served the

vanished anchorites, the disciples of Matanga. {a) Vide :

Jffifff^rn cT^r^'g^r: gwrf^rn: ir3

Ram. III. 73. .

On the approach of the brothcrSj Siddha rose to her feet

with hands joined, and touched their feet. Vide :

- -v

(«) As ftueMhe Rishis may well be called Maiangas A punning etymo-
logy connected their name with the elephant AirSvata. In the Rig-Veda ri<T

mention of the famous Airdvata of Indra is found.
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«TT*V ^Rn? *WPT 5f^T ^ *fatT : I

U

.jtam.TIL 75, 6.

—r,> 'QjTyourarrival to Chitra-Kuta' said she to Rama, *my Gurus

(the seven Rishis) flew to their heavenly mansions (stars in the

constellation Chitra Sikhandi Mandala) in dazzling chariots, enjoin-

ing me to stay here till your arrival and to offer you hospitality/

Vide :

*a:?tft^«n^:*n^^'wreri*^ii*Y :. ..... ;

*r: ?t jrfWtftM : ^fafasfeftsftifai iu ". _
Ram. III. 74! 14-16.

" 'Their mandate induced me to collect (a) all the fruits that

"gTaw on the banks of the Pampd, and I offerTlhem to you/

"Vide r™
^

~

Ram.III..74.17.

_- She tasted the fruits to test their sweetness, and then gave

{them to her guests. Vide :

*M snwi«j *ng?*r' vffcn qfcr^ ^ 1 .

:

d
P. P. V. 98.

Therefore, Savari =»the Gleaning Maid.

Then /Mma said to the votaress whose holy vows were per-

fected, "I have been duly honoured ; Go where you be pleased

to live." Vide:

Urn

ecrfWcftsir mi *fif^ 3TT^ 113 *

Ram. III. 74. 31.

With the permission ofRama, she resigned her body to the

flames and like burning fire, she rose to heaven. And like a

(<t) Cf. The star 3 Kanyayah ( = « Virginis) is (Gr.) Protrygeltr ( = th«

fruit-plucking-heiald), (Lat.) Vindemiatrix ( = the Vintage-herald), and (Eng.)

the Gleaning Maid ; and we propose to call it Savari.
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~Hame of lightning, she illuminates that part of the heavens

where she rests neat the seven Rishis. Vide :

^ra^TF^s-tHijii wv^ ? 1133

Ram. III. 74, 32-35.

The Immortal Savari, called Siddkd ( %gj ), living in the

neighbourhood of the Rishis, cannot but be the consort of the_

divine Savdra, commonlyj^atled Kirdta ( (*'<;w ) the hunter, i.e.,
* .

,
-

.

Siva-Bhutesa
( ffl<^fl )> and&UKxn is known as the constellation

Kanyd
( ) i'* heaven. It is interesting to note that Savari is_

associatedwith fruit
( ^p^) and fire which Kanyd holds in her

hands. Vide :

Cf. With Aratos, the Virgin is Astraea
y
the spirit ofJustice,

once in the Golden age, a dweller amongst the men. But when

an inferior race in the Silver age succeeded their fathers, she

withdrew to the mountains, and fled thence to the sky when

the Brazen race fashioned murderous weapons and devoured

the flesh of plough-oxen for their food (Maunder),

In the Mahabharata, Kanyd re-appears as Prithd
( ) lit,

the great Lady, i.e., the earth (cf. Gr. Parthenos), and as suGh

she is the consort of King Pdndu ( = the stellar Lion of Panda

colour, presided over by the solar God), Vide :

Prithvi ( <£*ft ) or Umd ( ) is therefore reduplicated in

Kanyd again, and as such she is the consort of the Lance-holder

himself* Vide :

Nir.^CIL4,9.

Vide also,
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Later -on, Kanya is again represented by Draupadi* The

goddess Sri (Venus) is said to be a daughter of the Lance-holder.

JSito~Bhate$a (Ch^rBpqtes) who had to come down tb~the eartihr~

and take her birth as Draupadi for- her lovg-for the Pdndavas, -

and who was taken back to heaven after the war of Kurukshetra.

Vide :

~~,.-.zz_'~- vim fcw faf«wi ^nf^RT i>u - - -
: ^:

-

^ — z:r V _
^ Maha. XVIII. 4^KM3A

This facneads us to call the star 5 Kanyayah (=j5 Virgittfs)~

Draupadi ( sfW^t ) the daughter of Drupada
t
Xhe world-tree (a). 7

~

— This-story reminds one of the Greek Erigone daughter of Ica-

. J3u?(^ootes), the wine-drinker, both of whom were translated

-to heaven as Parthenos (hat. Virgo) and Bootes (vides
Smith-'s

tHassical Dictionary:) Duhsasana is said to have laid violent

:.?l^ds on the robes of Draupadi. Vide, Mahabharata II. 66,
"

- -"^'^X-rrrHus we meet% says R. Brown in describing the cons-

tellatfon-subjects in Euphratean arts, 'with Istar {a) as a war^

rior goddess, despoiled of her garments in the under-world.'

MSukanya, she is the faithful consort of Kyavana, the planet"

Sani (Saturn).

Vide, Sat. Br. TW15. 1-13.

As Sdvitri, she is the devoted bride of Satyavan (Av. X. 8. 42)

alias RiUwdn (Rv. n. 27. 4), the God of Truth—the Sun-God.

And the reader is no doubt familiar with the story of her

rescuing her dying bridegroom from the clutches of Tama the

Death-God.

: : Cfiv- **And her (Istar*s) errand is to seek her lost bridegroom

Dutwzi-Tammaz (the Sun-God) in die under-world, as described

'''y^CiiW'^u^iar legend of the Descent of Istar"

R. Brown I. 65.

(«) Cf. 'Jstar originally represented the Moon in its female phase

^Luna.) But htar was subsequently identified with the planet Venus, and

ber stellar constellational reduplication is the Sign Virgo.*

R Brown. I. 64.
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As Sukesi she is \ the consort of Ruira the Sun-God
s
and

mother of Mars5 whose constellational reduplication is the gor-

geous Orion*
1

- ^
;

N
V. P.-l. 8. 6-10.

And lastly as filohini, she got possession of the 'Cup* of

Amrita, by enchanting the Asuras with her charms, but was

deceived in her turn by Rdhu (Hydra). Ram. I, 45.

"In the„Euphratean sphere it seems,*
5

says R. Brown,, '-'that

the figure of a dbg was placed behind the Lion." In a Graeco-

Babyloneah Tablet, 6 Simhasya~(5-Leonis) was called "the .end

of the tail of the dog of the Lion* \ The XHIth Arabian

Manjil consistingef the stars 5/9, 2, 6 and 3,, Kanydydh (ft tj
9 >v

3, and e Virginis) is -called Al-auwa (the Howler). And 5

Kanydydh (/? Virginis) Js called Zavizava (the retreat of the

Barker), and 2 Kanyayah (y Virginis) at the angle of the five

stars, Zawiyah-auwa (the barker's corner).

Jsfergal, the Death-God, presides over the asterism XVI of

the Tablet of the thirty stars, consisting of the stars 9, 2, 6 and

3 Kanydydh S and € Virginis}"; and in the disguise of a -

dog, Tama the Divine Judge 'of the Hindu theogony, followed

the famous five Pdndava brothers "while they were ascending to

heaven.

Kanyd seems to be the patron constellation of the city of

Kanyapura (Cawnpur or Kanpur) and Kumdri, that of our

southern peninsula Kumarika.

THE NAKSHATRA GHITRA

( fa*T TO*)

Prcs* Deity : Tvasktd ( ^TCT ) (Ac carpenter of the world) (a)

Ak. Kakkab Sakh. Ilu Da-mu (the asterisro of prosperity, god of

the iky-furrow)

According to the S. Siddhanta, the Nakshatra Chitra h
composed of several stars ; but the Pauranik astronomers allot

to it only a single star IJCanyaydh (a Virginis) called TSrd.

The & Siddhanta putstlie star at Lat. 1°30' S. and Long. 180%

(a) According to the Black Yv, Indra*
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and Colebrooke and others have identified it with the star

S'pica. In the Vedic age the Nakshatra had also one star;

Vide:

JFSlJPF^^T [
"~

"

_3Mt- Brr-I. 4. 7. 4.

i

T.Br. III. 1.4.

As to the origin of the Nakshatra's name, vide, Introduc-

tion Ex. VI.

The-month-name Chaitra is derived from the Nakshatra

— It is interesdng to find that in the Euphratean Scheme, the

asterisms XIII and XIV are connected with the "Temple

oT the hosts of Earth" (The Tower of Babel?). The two

asterisms, answer die Nakshatra X and XI of the modern

"Hindtt^inMi^'diac*.. w*., Maghd and P. Phalguni.

~
In indianAlmanacs Chitrd is represented as a goddess with

tea atmsr^

____ -THE STAR "TARA"

(«W ?rrrr

)

Gr. Siachys (Ear of corn)

Lat. Spica (Ear of ccrn)

Eng. The Ear of corn

Gr. Mikros-Kantotaros (The little

lance-holder) (a)

_ Ak. Sup* {The lustrous)

Bab. Ntbtitu Saziri (The

one called the Ear of

corn)

Ph. (B** of corn)

Eg. Repa (The Lord)

Scnu Ai-simak (The Prop)

First, wc have Sati, the Virgin Mother, as a single star,

Tata ; then Sati% the Virgin Mother, as an asterism, Chitra,

consisting of the star Tata with some adjoining stars ; and ulti-

mately when it is thought necessary that the constellation

should be spread as far as possible over the ecliptic, we arrive

(«) The Hindu goddess TSrS holds a trisula or sula
(^ ) the lance.

Vide :

^ faff flftrct 4kn — i tf?r 3«tow<*iJH i
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1

at the full figure afSati as a constellation, Kanya ; tlierc bdm^
a striking natural resemblance between the form portrayed aiid

the actual arrangement <yf the stars. The sacred and all-perVad-

ing body of Sati^Tara is punningly s^id to have been cut into

fifty-one oldest known constellations, the objects of adoration

of the astro-theogonical school of worshippers.

THE OLD NAKSHATRA SVATI

Ak. Uz (The goat) Sertu Enzu (The goat)

Bab. Kakkab Luiim ( = the asterism-of-the-goat)

This asterism, says Brown, includes the stars 10, 13 and 14?

Kanyayah (= k, and A Virginia), and is called in the Persian

and Indian schemes 'the Good-goer' t>. s ..the leading goat of

the flock.

THE STAR SAVARI

( fnrr ) -

The star 3 of-Kanyi = « Virginis

Gr, Protrygiter

Lat. Vindemialrix

Eng. Fruit-plucking herald

From its being connected in time with the vintage, the £tar

appears to have attracted more attention than what its mere

brightness seems to warrant.

THE STAR APA

( srnr ?rrrr

)

Lit* The waten

6 of Kanyd^i Virginis

This is a star of historical importance, because with the

stars Java and Apam-vatsa, the star gives a fair idea of the

Equinoctial Colure of the time when the Hindu zodiac was

made a fixed one. *~

The star forms the left knee of Kanya*
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Hie star is a reduplication otApak ( *n*Tf ) s the waters, the

mother oTSkanda. The S; Siddhanta gives th<; Lat. and Long,

of the star:,

THE STAR APAM-VATSA

( cTTTT )

Lit. The child of the water

_ II otKanyd~$ Virginia

The starjsanreduplication pf[Apam-nqpat ''the child of tha

waters" J^Sjkqn^Ononyy-and its name Apdm-vatsa is a variant^

foTmjtfAp^ Siddhanta gives the Lat. and LcgSg,

- -^t^nSSy^^ -S^N: afrft~VI. 0° respectively.

Tt^Mm and Apdm-vatsa—have a

close affi^irto Abnam, the Akkadian name of Virgo. And the

natjS^ in the constellation, evidently

- showa2&^frgSi^ta be the child in the lap of the Virgin mother.

But a^it^ "Early Christian thought recognized a reference to

theproinisepfrkhe Seed of the Woman' of Genesis iii. 15, in 'the

<^r of_th«Feorn- (Spica) the Virgin carries in her hand, and the

expression in Shakespeare's play of Titus Andronicus, 'the good

boy in Virgin's lap* refers to the Mediaeval (Christian) repre-

sentation of the Sign as the Madonna and Child" (Maunder)*

It is remarkable that the Siddhantas place the star Apam-

vatsq (6 Virginis)in Kenya's lap : Apdm-vatsa being another name

of the Vedic Apdm~napdt
t
"the child of the waters** (—Prince

Skanda of the Mahabharata)

.

5. SUPARNA MANDALA
( h*w )

Pre», deity : Sarit& ( sfafIT ), Sun

Ak. InMhtgud-khu Cfhe great •torn^bird)

Sem. Itam&nu-ikabbid (The ttorm-god is terrible)

Fh* Oitffftt (The crow)

Gf* . Korax (Jhe crow)

Lat. Ctrvus (The raven)

Eng. The crow

The EcDptic passes through the middle of Virgo, below

which lies the constellation of the bird Suparna { gq^ ), lit. the
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strong-winged. *Tvhc Sun stands oyer Suparna at the latter pai^

of the month of Asvina ^Sept^Octc). The Sun is therefore sai^t

to ride on Suparna, and he is its presiding God (a). Suparna

is therefore called JSfaW ( v^j ) (6), the horse of the Sun.

Suparna is represented as an eagle with the head of a horse.

For further particulars, vide,~Vithi. X. Garuda.

Suparna is said to be a son of Vinatg
( ) lit. "the sloping

oncM , ue% the sloping Hydra who sucks her child Suparna.

Gf Tiamat (Hydra) gave the brood of crows suck (Brown,

I. 109).

Taimat is the Euphratean sister of the Indian serpent

Taimata. Vide. Av. V. 15; ©-pi 8. 4,

THE NAKSHATRA HASTA

( <$WHW*1
Pres. deity : Savitd ( *rfa?TT )* Thc Sun

Euph. Asterisk No. XVIII
Kakkab Ansu Kur-ra (The

asterism of the animal

from the East
; t.*., the

horse)

Ilu-Imdugud-Khu

(The God, the great Storm-

Bird)

The stars 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 of Suparna (-ft y, 8, e
5
and a

Corvi) constitute this asterism* The stars form the figure of

a man's hand. The star 1 is at the wrist, and the stars 3, 2, 4,

and 5 represent the four fingers, excepting the middle one
;

and we have named the stars accordingly. The S. Siddhanta

places the Togatdra at Lat. 1 i°S and Long, V. 20°
; and Messrs

Golebrooke and Burgess identify the star with the star 3 Supar*

nasya (-8 Corvi).

The star 6 Suparnasya (£ Corvi, a faint star midway between

the stars 1 anct4) is an opera-glass double star.

(a) Vide :

Rv. X. 149. 3.
;

Rv. VII, 66. 14.
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Note s The reader will .observe that in the Euphratean

scheme, the constellation is the crow and the asterism is the

horse, while in India tifc&^ppsteUation is the Eagle, a horse-

headed bird,

C£ **The horse and the crow are depicted next to each

other. There is thus a close connection between the Lunar
Zodiac Asterism of the Horse and the constellation Corvus, the

Kakkab Kurrahtlng ultimately identical with Kakkab Im-dugud-

Khu" (R, Brown, ii.84^

v-: TK^MSYA MANPALA [13]

* ~
Lat. The cup.

Ak* Lut-tsir na (The cup Gn Krtter (The cup)

of the-snafcet) LajU Crater (The cup)

Ph. Aswr_(^t^mp) Eng. The cup

Senu— Kwpat-Tsiri (Bowl of the snake)

We have translated the constellation-name. But the cup

being close to Rdhu, it may-well be connected with the vessel

Amrita which Vishnu in the disguise of Mohini received in her

hand from the infatuated Asuras and from which he poured

down nectar (-«r^RT ) to the Gods, excluding the Asuras who did

yeoman's service in churning the Upper Deep, to get the Amrita

out of it. Rdku (Hydra) in the disguise of a Deva (God) did

drink it. But when the fraud was detected, an uproar ensued

and in the tumult Vishnu must have thrown down the cup

and taken up his Chakra to cut off the head of the fleeing

serpent.

The star 2 Kdmsyasya (a Crateris) forms the pedestal of

the cup, and the four stars 5, 4, 1, and 6 Kdmsyasya (£, y, 5,

and 0, Crateris), arranged in a bad semicircle, mark the

bowl of the cup, the nars 4 and 1 being at the bottom of

the bowl.

The cup is on the point of being upset. Vide,

Maha. L 19.
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. 7c \ TRISANKU MANDALA [16]

Lat„ Crux Eng. ^The Southern cross

The constellation Crux was invented by Royer in 1679 A.D*

In India or rather to the Hindus the-constellation was known
from long before.

The Sun as the upholder of Truth [Sk. Ritam) or the Law
of the Universe, is called Satya-dhmma and Ritavan in the Vedas

f

(vide Av* X. 8. 42 and Rv. II. 27. 4), and Saiyavrata and Satya-

vdn in the Puranas. He was not born to enter the heavens, but

was destined to be born and to die. in the Antariksha ( q^dfl;^ )

-or the mid-region between the earth and the heavens. Vide,

Rv. X* 72. 3-9 and vide also, Introduction. Ex. VIII.

The Sun-God has three Padas ( <K ) lite stations, one at the

rising hill, one at mid-heaven and the third at the setting hill.

Vide :

Rv. I. 22. 18.

These three stations are naturally regarded as the Sun's

three posts or pegs (Sk. Sanku=j[^ ) i.e., resting places.

From this fact the solar hero came to be represented as

King Trisanku ( f^RT^ ) or the fthree-stationed\

Then again the Sun goes up
t
to (1) the Northern Solstice in

the Deva-bftaga, but cannot rise higher and he has to retrace his

steps southwards and crossing (2) the Equinox he goes down

to (3) the Southern Solstice in the Asurabhdga, but no further*

This astronomical phenomenon gave rise to the Pauranik

story of King Satyavrata, surnamcd Trisanku (a). King Satya*

vralaf says Vdlmiki, was the son of King Prithu of the Solar race.

He committed three sins which turned into Sankusy
and he

could not therefore-enter the heavens.

From his three Sankus, the king came to be known as 7W-

sankUy and he asked his family priest Brahmarshi Vasishtha to

perform ayajna for his translation to heaven. . Vasishtha refused
. ,

^

. p~

(a) Gf. "Dins Fidius, as well as Sancus was originally the name of

Jupiter,** Max MuUer. p. 151-
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.

to officiate in the yajna of& king guilty of three sins* The king

went over to Rishi Visvamitra, who commenced the yajna ( tr ) r

but the gods did not accept the offerings, Visvamitra made a

gift of his own righteousness to the king and advised him to go

to heaven* The King began to ascend to the heavens* On his

nearing "the vernal equinox" (=the gate ofheaven) below the

star Agni about B.C. 4250, Indra ordered him to go down and

the king began to fall headlong earthwards, calling upon his

priest newly elected, to protect _him. This enraged the Rishi

who enjoined himJ:d stay, and created,, another heaven in the

south for the king's residence with a, counter set of Dhruvas

(Pole-stars)
, ^ other constella-

tions, Nakshatras and stars, and was about to create a second

Indra to reign oyer the heaven created by himself, when a

concordat was effected between^he antagonistic parties.

The AsurabK&ga or the Sfcuthem_ Heaven with its constella-

tions, Nakshatras, stars and circle of Dhnwa-tarSs created by

Visvamitra the Pauranik isrotKet of the Avestic Angra-Mainyu

(a), was recognised as a partrof heaven itself, and Trisanku

was allowed to stay there as a Deva ( ^ ) in his failing posture

(6) with the MaharshLYasishlha {c) below him. Orion with

its three belt-stars, represents King trisanku with his three sins

(d) Of the heavenly bodies, Angra-Mainyu (Sk. ^WH^ ) or the evil

principle, is said to have created the planets and Ahura Mazda (Sk.

6Tg<qt^ ) or Asura the great, i Be., the good principle is said to have created

the stars. Vide Avesta.

akrr: ^ft^rf^t fcre*§ wrfa wha: i

*fq#nifa *** e y I

Ram. I, 60.28-29.

(c) The story of the translation of Trisanku toheaven by VtsvSmitra would

naturally lead one to suppose that it was Rishi Visvamitra, who was with

Trisanku at the time of his fall from heaven, and in accordance with this

supposition the star ! of Trisanku was named VtsvSmitra in my 'Atlas of

Hindu Astronomy*. On a further consideration, we think that the opinion

of the holy saint R&manuja Svami should be followed.
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entering heaven^ halfof his body being above and half below

the celestial Equator. And the three stars_2v 3, and 4 of

Tri^arikii Mandala^/?, y, and $ Crucis) represent King Trisankh

inTus "headlong downfall", and the star 1 Trisankoh (< Grucis)

represents his priest Vasishtha. Vdlmiki notes the fact when

he makes Lakshmana say to Rama while marching on to

Lanka.

"And great Trisanku,-glorious king

Ikshaku's son from whom we spring

-

'

rv : - Beams in,unclouded glory near

His holy priest whom all revere"
" — Prof. Griffith.

Vide :

^ 4 cs.

"3 Ram. VI. 4. 49.

And the holy•sage Ramanuja Svami (A. D. 1128) explains

the- passage, observing that the constellation lies in the

South " with the star Vasishtha, the priest of the solar race,

in it».

Vide,, the Svami's Commentary on Ram. VI. 4. 49.

The contest between Vasishtha (the Vedic brother of the

Avestic Ahura Mazda) and Visvdmitra the Indian Angra Mainyu,

for the possession of the mundane cow (= Aditi, the northern

half of the Galaxy, or the Earth) is a proverbial one. Vide,

Ram. I. 53-56.

A story is related by the great scholiast Sayana Acharyya,

in which the star 1 Trisankoh (< Crucis) appears to represent

BrahmarshL Vasishtha, and the three stars 2, 3 and 4 Trisankoh

(0, y, and S Crucis), the (three-headed) watch-dog of Tama.

The legendary tale speaks of the hungry Vastslfha>s being

attacked by the watch-dog of Tama, during his thieving excur-
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sions into Tamds storehouse. The dog re-appears as the three*

headed Cerberes in Greece. Vide, Sayana^s. notes on lv»

VII. 55.

8. MAKSHXKA MA3SfDALA~pKJ
~

<

This constellation was discovered by Bayer in 1803 A.D.

We have translated the comteUatioh-Tiame.



v
. VITHI VII

V

^This YWii comprises the following constellations

:

1. Sisumara Mandala ( f^pm: *FI5T )

2. Bhutesa Mandala ( *jrRF W^)
3. Tula Mandala ( g^T )

4. Sardula Mandala ( ^T^T )

5. Mahishasura Mandala ( Jrfij.m$< )

6. Vritta Mandala ( ft! W*&3 )

-7„ D.humrat Mandala ( sjttc^ )

,"i;:r^SUMARA MANDALA ( Ursa Mfoor ) . . „...

— -( fio*prc *r«**r )
•

Sisumara Mandala or Dhruva Matsya ( Ursa Minor)

stands at the top of Vithi VI X (a).

This constellation consists of seven stars. Dharmatara .or T

Sistimamya lies at the head of the constellation and Dhruva-

tat£br ZStsumarasya (=«tUrsa Minoris) lies at the tail of

Sisumara Mandala. It is stated that by observing the Dhruva-

tara during night one may be free of any sins committed

during the day. Dharmatara is situated at a distance of 8

cubits south of Dhruvatara and Indratara (3 Sisumarasya) is

situated 2 cubits away from Dharmatara and lies at the

mouth of Sisumara Mandala.
%

2* BHUTESA MANDALA (Bootes)

( "*pteT )

This constellation consists of stars of yellow colour as that

of the Sun. It lies to the north of the constellation Kanya.

If the curved tail of Ghitra Sikhandi is extended to the star

Tara', the brilliant star Nishthya (Arcturus = < Bootes) wiU be

seen. The Nishthya tara lies at the middle of the curved line.

[a) ?TKm **Pm*.-rWKI*ft Wt- •
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Nishthya is also seen by joming the line betwccn^ Pulaha and

Kratu. The observer will also -reach near Nishthya if the

line joining Draupadi and Savari is extended. The beauty of

this star attracts the heart of the observer so mu^ thatthe

observer cannot forget it. Hiranya-chakratara is situated at

a distance of4 cubits east of Nishthya.

NAKSHATRA SVATI {a)
-

( ^Tf?T T5T^ ) —
Presiding Deitv :j -J?«><hw :

:
.

— Svati is the fifteenth nakshatra gf the lunar zodiac, The

nakshatra'has only a single siar ot TCuW&WWrna. The name of

the star is Nishthya (Arcturus ^< Bootes), Svati nakshatra lies to

the north of Ghitra nakshatra. The. name Smti or Kharga has

been given to it as the ray* of Nishthya tara removes- darkness
f

(tamah). ~_

3 TULAMANDALA ( I^bra^"

( ^TT*P*H )

Presiding Deity : The planet Venus ( )
~

.Tula is the seventh rasi of the solar zodiac. It consists of five

stars. 1 Tulasya (SaumyaKilaka or Libra) lies distant east of the

star Tara. Nishthya, Tara and Saumya KUakaform an isosceles

triangle. Nishthya is situated at the top of this triangle.

3 Tulasya {Tarit) lies at the south of Saumya Kilaka. Saumya

Kilaka and Tarit are situated at the northern and southern

sides ottulddanda (balance). 2 Tulasya (Yamya Kilaka) lies at the

top of tuladanda just in the west from the middle of tula-

danda. 6 Sardulasya lying to the south-east of Tarit tara

and 3 Sarpasya lying at the northeast of the Saumya

Kilaka are supposed to represent the two carriers of the

tuUdanda (balance). The nakshatra Visakha lies in Tula

Mandala. ....
.

(c) f^MK'W^H'h : » ^ ItffoW I



MAHISHASURA MANDALA

rt-;7-:^FHE NAKSHATRA VISAKHA OR RADHA (a)

; 1 ( teTOTfTTWT )

Presiding ©eity J Indra and Agnt

'" Is thesixt^hth nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

According to Vcd^ VtsakM nakshatra consists of two stars. It

li« to the east of Svati nakshatra. In the Vedic age* consisted

of two stars viz., 1 and 2 Tulasya, and the^fltfra was * Tulasy*

{Saumya Kilaka). But according to modern astronomers it

consists of the same five stars of the Tula Mandala forming a

torana (arch) (6) The month: name Fi**M« is derived «om

Visakha nakshatra as the full moon of the month occurs at

Visakha nakshatra^The old name of Visakha r^kshatra «

Radha. Another name of the month of Vaisakha is Radha^--

4. SARDULA MANDALA (
Lupus)

Sardula Mandala lies to the south of Tula Mandala. The

stars 1, 2 a and 4 Sdrdulasya form the body of Sardula Mandala

ands/e.V and 8 are m the shape of the tail of Sardula

Mandala. The olC Vydghra nakshatra lies in this Mandala.

THE OLD NAKSHATRA VYAGHRA (
VRIK )

The old Vydghra nakshatra perhaps consisted of the stars 1,2,

3 and 4 Sdrdulasya. In the Atharva Veda, it is stated that one

who is born in Vyaghra nakshatra becomes a good warrior

but kills his parents (vide A. V., 6-1 10-3).

5. MAHISHASURA MANDALA (
Centaurus )

( ^rf^rnjr ******

)

Mahishasura Mandala lies to the south of Sardula Mandala.

In the month of Vaisakha, an observer, at -Calcutta may find

during midnight at the southern point two brilliant stars.

(a) mTfaETgraftgii tfagnrefon »
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These two stars are first and second stars of Mahishasura
Mandate. I Mahishisurasya ( - < Centauri) is the 3rd brilliant

star and 2 Mahtshasur&sya Centauri) is the 10th brilliant

star of Bhagola (celestial sphere). The two stars" lie:"aTF
distance of - 3 cubits from each other in the east-west

direction. The star 1 Mahiskasurasya (—< Centauri) is the nearest

star to the earth.

6. VRITTA MANDALA ( Circintnr

)

~~- - ( ^tf H*ZW )

4. DHUMRAT MANDALA
( Apus^ .

-



Thc^eighth Fit/At consists 6^n#fotto\ving consteUa^ons r

1 . Harikulesa Mandala ( f )
~ 2. Uttara Kirita Mandala £-3^ f%^te Jp/SH

)

3. Sarpa Mandala ( jfsst )

4. Vrischika Mandala ( ff*FK TFi^r )
-

5. Dakshma f*Rrfa qir^r

)

r^£0^^^^^^SB^ L̂^ ( Hercules,),' S:'.,;;

To the western part ofthe ^ai; NUamani and to the east of

;3hutcsa Mandela toifte^Jteifeilcsa . Mandala. The. stars of

this Mandala form the figure of three lotuses. The inner part

of-the lottis con»sts
i^;:^e^|a«^_l

( 2, 7 and 15 Harikulesasya.

The middle part lslomied By the1 stars . 1 2,5 and 9 HarikuUsasyd

and the outer part-consists oflthe stars 4, 16, 3 and 12

Harikulesasya. The solar s^tcm with its family of planets

moves towards the star 12 Harikulesasya. The motion of the

Sun per Vipala (0.4 sec.) is 6^nilcs. The star 2 Harikulesasya

is considered to be the'^best binary of the Universe. The
double star of 2 Harikulesasya completes the revolution about

each other in 35 years.

2. UTTARA KIRITA MANDALA ( Corona-Borealis
)

Uttara Kirita Mandala lies j^^cep Harikulesa and Bhutesa

SMandalasw The stars ofthw^ figure%f a

( )

MahSsarpa stands at the south of Uttara Kirita Mandala,

Uttara Kirita is seen placed on the 'hood of Mahasarpa.

13
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4, VRXSGHIKAM^

Presiding Deity I The planet Mars- (^ig 2^ ) : ^

Vrischika is the" eighth rasi of the solar zodiac. It comes to

the.«meridian at midnight of the month ofJyaistha. The shape

of this constellation looks very beautiful and attractive among-

the constellations. The observer can easily identify this

constellation which forms the figure of a scorpion.~^Vrischika

Mandali. cons&ts of three nakshatras, viz% Anuradha, Jyestha

and Mula. ^
----^^

—
J ^THE NAKSHATRA ANURADH^ ~

( ar^wwR)
Presiding Deity t Mitra ( fipr )

—

-

AnmaSM-is the seventeenth nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

The nakshatra consists of four stars which form the figure of

a serpent(a)> Anuradha nakshatra lies at a distance of BZcubits

south-east of ~Visakh& nakshatra. To the east of \^sakh_a

nakshatra, the four stars 8, 5, 11 and 18 Vrischikasya lie at

the face ofVrischika, These four stars which form the figure

of a serpent constitute the AnurddhZ nakshatra* The name of

this nakshatrals Anuradha as it follows the Radha nakshatra.

5 Vrischikasya ( =8 Scorpii) is the brightest among these four

stars and is also the yogatara of Anuradha nakshatra.

THE NAKSHATRAJYESTHA
( vifcST )

Presiding Deity : Indra ( Jyestha )

( )

Jyestha is the eighteenth nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

Jyestha nakshatra is formed by three stars looking like ths

tooth of a boar(&). The nakshatra lies about 5 cubits south-

{b) yi<^ltRl^K»ft^lfc^*l I TfrT *lfdW I
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cast of Anuradlia nakshatra, Jyestha nakshatra consists of

three stars, viz., l
f 9 t

and 10 Vrischikasya lying in the neck of

Vrischika and forming the figureTof5a~bifd*

The~*nkldle
—
star of this group is of reddish colour. It

is a first magnitude star and is 17th in order of brilliance.

Jyestha nakshatra has derived its name from Indra whose name

is Jyestha. 1 Vrischikasya or Rohini tara ( Antares = < Scorpii

)

is thtyogaiara, Le* the principal star of Jyestha. The month

name Jyaistha is derived from the full moon occurring at or

near theL nakshatra Jyeshtha. The name Jyesthagni of this

nakshatra is also found in the Atharva Veda. It is stated in

astrology that if any native { Jataka) is born during Moon's

stay in this nakshatra, it does harm to the elder brothers*

THE NAKSHATRA MULA

Presiding Deity ^.Nirriti {Tfarna or Rakshasesvara)

Muld is the nineteenth,jnakshatra of the-Iuftar zodiac. It

consists of five stars shaped like a conch shell. Muld nakshatra

lies about 8 cubits to the south-east of Jyestha nakshatra. The

present name of this nakshatra isrMula and its old name is

Vichrita. Mula nakshatra is formecT by the five stars situated at

the tail of Vrischika and the figure looks like the letter 'ba'
( ^)

of the Bengali script(a)

,

This asterism consists of the five stars 2
5 7, 3, 14 and 9

Vrischikasya and represent the figure of a conch shell, Vichrita

nakshatra was supposed to consist of the two stars 2 and 7

Vrischikasya lying at the mouth of the conch shell. According

to the Atharva Veda (vide A.V., 6-110-2 ) the native [Jataka)

born in the Vichrita nakshatra destroys his family* And for

this reason the name Mulauarhani is assigned to Vichrita

nakshatra in Taittiriya Brahmana ( vide T.B. 1-4-2-8 ),

According to Rig Veda ( vide R/V. 10-14-10 ) the stars 2

(a) ftfajsgJTCnr: I gtcrfrnimfr 1
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Vrischikasya ( Syam tara ) and 7 Yn^lakasya ( Sabal tarS ) are

considered to represent the two messengers of Yama. These

two stars He at the door of the Tamapatha or Chkaydpatha*

Syam tara is the yogatara of Mula nakshatra.

-5, DAKSHINA TRIKONA MANDALA

_ ( Triangulum Australis )

( )
—

6. MANADMDA MANDALA (Norma)



VITHI IX
v

—
Vithi IX consists of the-following Constellations :

1. Takshaka Mandala ( *r^> )

2. Vina Mandala ( «fWT T»95r

)

3. Sarpadhari Mandala ( snr^nff JP^T

)

4. Dhanus Mandala ( ^3: sp^T

)

5. Dakshina Kirita Mandala ( f%fte ipsa ) ^
6. Duravikshana Mandala (.^rjft^T ir^r )"

-7. Vedi Mandala (^ft mzft ) '
..'

•
. -

:

1 . TAKSHAKA MANDALA ( Draco )

1

( cRT^P ^T'J^rT )

Takshaka Mandala lies between Sisumara and Saptarshi

Mandates. Sisumara is surroundedjDy Takshaka_Mandala. The

star 1 Takshakasya (Sparsamani tara= y Dtaconis) in the north-

west direction of the star Nilamani lies TO cubits away from

it. 12 Takshakasya lying at the tail of Takshaka Mandala is

very close to the Dhruvatara. At the beginning of Kaliyuga

the star 7 Takshakasya was the Dhruvatara. It lies at the

middle of 3 Sisumdrasya (Indra ) and 4 ,Sapiarshih (Vasishtha).

The Kadamba Bindu between ^the two stars Dhruva .and

1 Takshakasya is situated in the coil of Takshaka Mandala.
-

2. VINA MANDALA (
Lyra

)

( «f|v( I )

This constellation lies to the east of Harikulesa Mandala

and west of Chhdyapatha. 1 Vinaydh { Nilamani tara or Vega-<

Lyrae ) is the principal star of this Mandala and is the 4th

bright star of the sky.

A unique parallelogram is formed by the four stars 2, 3, 5

and 6 Vindyah. The old nakshatra Abhijit is situated in the

Vina Mandala (a).

(a) dH4>l34lc*H^ffm>l*fa II S^frfcPR I
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THE OLD NAKSHATRA ABHIJIT

The old nakshatra Abhijit consists of three stars viz., 1, 4

and 5 Vinayah. The stars formjhe figure of the water chestnut

(Sringataka or Pdniphala). NUamam is the yogatara. of this asterism.

This asterism is situated very distant north of the lunar zodiac.

3. SARPADHARIMANDALA (
Ophiuchus )

This constellation lies to tHe south of Harikulesa Mandala^-

:4.:JDBANmMmDALA .{ Sagittarius
)

(a)

( ^j:- *T*3*f

)

Presiding Deity : The planet Jupiter ( f^rfcT JTf )

Dhanuh is the:.- nwth_mri of the solar zodiac, Dhanus is

situated north-east ofMula nakshatra and lies to the western

side of Chkayapatha, In this Maxidata there are no bright stars of"

first or second magnitude. As such it is a rasi indicating night.

The constellation consists of two nakshatrasof the lunar zodiac

viz., Purva Asadha and Uttara Asadha.

THE NAKSHATRA PURVA ASADHA {b)

(^ srm^T'Tsra

)

Presiding Deity : Apa? ( str: )

Purva Asadha is the twentieth nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

It consists of 4 stars and looks like a bedstead. Purva Asadha
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nakshatra lies 1Q cubits cast of Mula nakshatra* It is situated

to the north-east Nof the conch shaped Mula nakshatra arid

near, the eastern bank ofAkdsa Ganga or the Milky \^y. The

nakshatra consists of the stars _1, 6;\ 5 and 3 Dhanushah. The
stars form a rectangular ariea . The name of the nakshatra

has been assigned as Asadha as the asterism looks like a brick.

The two stars of the northern side lie in the Chhajapatha or

Milky Way. The star 3 Dhanushah which lies in the extreme

north is the yogatara of this nakshatra. It is known by the name

Tulasi. The month-name Asadha isderived from the fiill-moon

occurring at or near the Purva Asadha nakshatra,

^ THE NAKSHATRA UTTARA ASADHA (^)

( 3tTC 3TTTT3T )

Presiding Deity : Visvadcvah ( t^^^T : )

Uttara Asadha is the twenty-first nakshatra of the lunar

zodiac. It lies 10 cubits away to the north-east direction of

Purva Asadha nakshatra. It consists of the four stars 1L, 4, 9

-and 2 Dhanushah and forms the shape of a ;winnowing basket.

In some opinion it consists of the stars 4, 2 and ~ 8 Dhanushah

looking like the tooth of a boar. The star 2 Dhanushah is the

yogatara of this asterism* The star may be called Lanka.

5, DAKSHINA KIRITA MANDALA (Corona Australis)

( *fiff*r forrte n^^r

)

6. DURAVIKSHANA MANDALA (Telcscopium)

(
JT*ta*T )

7. VEDI MANDALA (Ara)

^frf ^rfarr sWr it



VITHI X

The tenth Vitki has ten constellations-;

L Hamsa Mandala qtr^r

)

2. Srigala Mandala ( *prra *r^f )

3, Vana Mandala ( ^vn W^i ) ~

4* Garuda Mandala ( *t^? )

5* Sravistha Mandala ( ^f^ ^1^ J _
6c Makara_Jylandala ( j^BT ) -

7* Aniivik^shana Mandala -{ ^ffir^PT *F3*T

)

8e Sindhu Mandala (TjfepFWSF..)

9 e Mayura Mandala
( jpjj ipw^ )

Id Ashtamsa Mandala
( srgf^ 5T*3$f )

L HAMSA MANDALA (Cygnus)

( )

TariUHamsa lies to the east of Vina Mandala, Hamsa is

floating in the Akasa Ganga in the south-east direction* The

star 1 Hamsasya is situated at the tail of Tara-Hamsa and is

known as Puchcha tara (< Cygni )• The stars 3, 2 and 5

Hamsasya mark two wings of the Swan or Cygnus and 4

Hamsasya lies at the mouth of Tara-Hamsa and is known as

Hamsamukha tara. The star Hamsa-mukha can be seen if the

line joining the two stars Nilarnani and 2 Vinayah is extended

towards the south-cast direction. The observer can identify

the Puchcha tara if the joining line between the stars Pulaha and

Dharxnatara is extended* According to Mahabharata the seven

Risis (sage$) took the form of a Swan.

(Vide, Mahabharata, 6/120/96-97)

2. SRIGALA MANDALA (Vulpccula)

(5J*I I )

To the south of Hamsa Mandala lies the Srigala Mandala.

The story of attainment of heaven of the Srigala (Jackal), the
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Minister of Sardiijaraja
t

has been narrated in the Maha-

bharata(a) t But the position of the Srigala is not mentioned.

--r--- 3# VANA MANDALA (Sagitta)

( ST*T M*£*i )

Vana Mandala lies in the Somadhara to the south of Srigala

Mandala, It has been narrated in the Mahabharata that the

arrow thrown by Arjuna raised the nectar water of Bhogavati,

4. GARUDA MANDALA (Aqnila)

- ( *HST )

This Mandala lies in the Somadhara to the south of Vana

Mandala* Garuda stole nectar {amrita) for the Ndgas as ransom

"for -the deliverance of his mother from slavery, as narrated in

_theJNlahabharata (b). This legend is represented in the sky. At

thetime of taking away the Amrita (nectar), Krisanu Deva> the

keeper of the Amrita, pierced Garuda by an arrow (t); The

nakshatra Sravand looking like an arrow lies in the Garuda

Mandala.

THE NAKSHATRA SRAVANA (d)

(
swrr )

Presiding Deity : Garuda-vahana Vishnu

Sravand is the twenty-second nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

The nakshatra lies about 20 cubits north-east of Uttarasddhd

nakshatra* Sravana nakshatra consists of the stars 8, 1 and 2

Garudasya and these three stars form the shape of an arrow.

This Ttirdshara is situated to the east of Somadhara and opposite

to Nilamanu The star 1 Garudasya (Altair^* Aquilae) is the 11th

brightest star of the sky. It is of yellowish colour. The star is

also known as Vasudeva and it is the yogalara of Sravana

nakshatra* The month-name Sravana is derived from the

full-moon occurring at or near the Sravana nakshatra. This

asterism is situated very distant north of the lunar zodiac.

{a) Vide, Mahabharata, J 2/3-

lb) Vide, Mahabharata 1. 33. 10.

(c) Vide, R,V. 4. 27. 3 ; L112. 21.

(d) I *ifWt*: I
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5. SRAV1SIHA MANDALA (Delphinus)

;,t.^v«r.)
Sravistha Mandala lies to the east of Garada Mandala and

on the eastern *ide of Chhayapatha (Milky Way). This mandala
consists ofDhanisiha nakshatra.

THE NAKSHATRA DHANISHTHA (a)

~
( K^jr^rem

)

Presiding Deity \ The Vasus^

Dhanistha is the twenty-thirdjaakshatra of the lunarzodiac.

This nakshatra consists of five stars ^,4^2, 3
(
5 and 6 Sravish-

thasya forming the shape
:
of a Mridanga (a kind ofdrum). Dhan-

istha lies about 7 cubits to the east of Sravana nakshatra. The
~ name Dhanistha has been assigned"to it from the sound of the

idrum. 1 Jiravisthasya ( £ Delphini ) is the-principal star of this

nakshatra* This asterism is sijuatecf very distant north of the

lunar zodiac,

6 £_ MAKARA MANDALA (Capricornus)

Makara is the tenth rdsi of the solar zodiac* The front part

of Makara resembles a deer and the rear part a fish. Makara is

facing to the west. There are no bright stars of first or second

magnitude in this Mandala and as such it is known as a rdsi

indicating night* If the line joining the two stars Nilamani

and Vasudeva is extended to the north-east direction, it inter-

sects the Makara Mandala. The small stars 7, 8 and 9 Makara-

sya lying to the east of UUarasddha nakshastra form a small

isosceles triangle* The top of this triangle is in the southern

side* This triangle is the head of Makara. A double star of

yellowish colour and of fourth magnitude in brilliancy lies

about one foot north of the triangle and another double star is

situated to its north. These two double stars form the two
horns of Makara, The tail of.Julakara (Makara puchcha)
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consisting of many stars form a triangle and lies to the north

of the head of Makara (Makara munda).

The stars of this Mandala are very small and as stfch they

have norbeen taken into account to constitute any nakshatra
of this Mandala.

The Makara Mandala consists of two nakshatras Sravand

^nd Dhanislhd lying very distant and the nakshatras are known
from the two small clusters of stars. Makarasura stole away the

Veclas from Brahma by influencing him and fled to the deep

ocean* : -Thereafter Vishnu taking the image of a fish recovered

^Se^edaa from the vast ocean (a).

7* ANLJVIKSHANA MANDALA (Microscopium)

( STJ^twr )

Anuvlkshana Mandala lies to the south of Makara Mandate,

V 8. SINDHU MANDALA (Indus)

- - Sindhu Mandala lies to the south of Anuvikshana Mandala;

9. MAYURA MANDALA (Pavo)

( Wt&X )

Mayura Mandala lies to the south of Sindhu Majudala.

According to Valrniki, Maharsi Visvamitra while creating the

southern hemisphere also created a duplicate Saptarshi Mandala

(Vide, Ramayana, 1.60.21). It is believed that the Saptarshis

resembling Ghitrasikhandi in the Devabhaga inhabited in

the Mayura Mandala,

10c ASHTAMSA MANDALA (Octans)

Astamsa Mandala comprises of a few stars having brilliance

of the sixth order. The star 2 Ashtdrnsasya is very close to the

Yamya-Dhruva (Southern Pole star) and is taken as the Yamya-

phruva of the present time.

(a) Vide, Padma Purana, 5, 92.
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Vithi XI consists of the following constellations : -

1, Sephali Mandala ( hwfel )

2; Godha Mandala ( Tffrn; w>g$ )

3. PakshiraJa Mandala (

q

f^HH n *4$ )
-

4. Asvatara Mandala ( «r*j<TC W^tf )

5« Kumbha Mandala
( w^i) -—-—

6. Dakshina Mina Mandala ( ^f%«r Jfcr w*z% ) -

7. Sarasa Mandala ( qrw *J
ud*d ) _

8. Chanchuvrit Mandala
( ^ngjj^, )—

1. SEPHALI MANDALA (Gepheus)

~
( tftrrfa *t*rt )

JNfo starsof the first or second magnitude in brilliance lie in

t this Mandala. Sephali Mandala stands to the north-cast of

Hamsa Mandala and thcconstellation stretches from^ tHc confijnes

of Hamsa Mandala to those of Sisumara Mandala. The line

passing through the first and second stars of this Mandala
nearly touches the Saumya Dhruvaldrd ( North Pole Star ) if

extended in the northern direction. Sephali Mandala occupies

a part of Chhaydpatha (Milky Way).

2. GODHA MANDALA (Lacerta)

( *falT H*W )

Godha, Mandala stands to the south of Sephali Mandala.

3, PAKSHIRAJA MANDALA (Pegasus)

(MfaKlJI HMW )

It can be observed that the four stars lying far east of

Sravistha Mandala form a square ofequal sides. These four stars

represent the four hoofs of Pakshiraja. A -bright star can be

seen to the south-west of this square which is known as 2

Pakshirdjasya (Markab=«cPegasi). About 10 cubits to the west
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\

"

south-west of this star lies another brilliant star 1 Pakshirajasya*

The star is situated at the head of Pakshiraja Mandala* —
Pakshiraja^felidala consists of two nakshatras viz.± (1) Pur-

vabhadrapada nakshatra and (2) Utiarabhddrapada nakshatra.

THE NAKSHATRA PURVABHADRAPADA OR
PRAUSTHAPADA (a)

_ — ( ^TTTO ^T^f 3T sftsW )

Presiding-Deity : Aja Ekapad
( H<f>4l<% )

-JPurmbbddrapada is the twenty-fifth nakshatra of the lunar

zo~^ lies to the far east of Dhanisthd

hakshaUa* JPuryabha of two stars shaping like

a beIL__The two stars are situated to the west of the square-size

area, ^inoiig the two stars the northern one is 3 Pakshirdjasyd'

.JPegasi) - and is the yogatdra of Purvabhadrapada nakshatra.

The month-name Bhddra is derived from the full moonl
accurrin^at^t near Purvabhadrapada nakshatra.

TH£ NAKSHATRA UTTARABHADRAPADA

C sftK
'^um nsre

)

Presiding Deity : Ahir-budhnah
( 3ff|r4W; )

Uitarabhddrapada is the twentyt-sixth nakshatra of the lunar. -

zodiac. It comprises two stars looking like a bell. Uttarabha-

drapada lies about 8 cubits to the east of Purvabhadrapada

nakshatra. This asterism is formed by the two stars lying to

the east of the parallelogram area of Pakshiraja Mandala.
Among these two stars, the northern one is known as 1 Dhruva-

mdtuh and the southern one as 4 Pakshirdjasya. 1 Dhruvamdtuk

(y Pegasi) is the yogatdra of Uttarabbadrapada nakshatra.

4. ASVATARA MANDALA (Equuleip)

( )

This Mandala lies to the south-west of Pakshiraja

Mandala.
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5. KUMBHA MANDALA (Aquarius)

( f**r tost )

Presiding Deity : Gridkra Vahana Sara (Saturri)-

KumbWhthe eleventh rasi of the solar zodiac. Kumbha;
Mandala lies to the south of Pakshiraja Mandala. In this

Mandala there are no bright stars of the first, second or third

magnitude and as -such it is known as a rasi indicating night.

Satataraka nakshatra is situated in this Mandala.

THE :NAKSHATRA SATATARAKA or SATABHISHA7̂ -
- C 'Jinan.* ?TW^ m Sldftwi ) _.._r

'
""""

Presiding Deity : Indra
(

)"

.

Satataraka is the twenty-fourth nakshatra of the lunar
zodiac. Satabhisha, nakshatra consists of hundred very small

'"stars arranging, themselves in the form of a circle.- This
asterism liesjvery distant south of Purvabhadrapada nakshatra.

~.-The star arthe^middle of these hundred stars is known as -7

Kumbhasya (A" :Aquarii) and is also the yogatdra of this nakshatra;

Efaringl the Moon's stay in this nakshatra, if anybody is

attacked with fever, it is thought that even hundred physicians

cannot cure the patient. Presumably for this reason the other
name of this nakshatra is Satabhisha.

6. DAKSHINA MINA MANDALA (Pisces Australis)

or

MAHAMINA MANDALA

( TfrrsnftT vt sr^nftr«nw )

The Mahamina Mandala stands to the south of Kumbha
rasi and south-east of Makara rasi. The principal star of
this Mandala is 1 Datehimminasya or Matsyamukha ( Fomal-
haut-<Pisds Austrini ). It occupies the face of the Maha-
mina. It is a very brilliant star and prominent among the group
of the second magnitude stars. The observer can identify

Matsyamukha by extending the line passing tlirougfi
-
tKe" iwo
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stars of the Puml?hadrapada nakshatra to the south. It will

be observed that tne star ~Matpamukha is placed at the face

of the* moon-fish pointing to theeasU

7. SARASA MANDALA (Grus)

Sarasa Mandala lies to the south of Dakshinamina

Mandala, _

_ JS, GHAI^HI^IT:2vlANDALA ( Toucan )

GharichuvmrMaivaala Me? to the south of Sarasa Mandala.
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Vitht XII comprises the following constellations :

h Kasyapiya Mandala
( fr fyqqtq )

2. Dhruvamata Mandala ( *nnn<TT WZQ )

3. Mina Mandala ( iffa jt^t )

4. Bhaskara Mandala ( m&X ) "
,

.5. Sampati-Mandala ( ^jpjrfcT VsST )

— 7.~ ^^^^anjala (srreir^) -

I. KASYAPIYA MANDALA
( Cassiopeia) [a]

; —-1~ ( vrwftor )

fn5 Mandala stands at the top of the twelfth Vithi and
pa^tegthrough

. streams of Akasa Ganga (Milky Way.) It is

meW^edin t&^isbnu Purana. that . the matted hair of Sap-

t^s^4^^^Z^).M^^g'^ the streams of Akasa Ganga (b).

The sages like Marichi etc, of the Saptarshis of Svayambhuba

Marwantara lie far away from Akasa Ganga. But it is thought

that sages like Kasyapa etc. of Vaivasvat Marwantara remain in

this Mandala. For this reason it is known as Kasyapiya Mandala.

The constellation is very close to Dhruvatara. It is believed

that Sun iti, tlie mother of Dhruva, lies in this Mandala (c).

The five principal stars of this Mandala are so placed that in

the sky they look like the figure *W of the English script. For

this reason this Mandala has been stated in the Rig Veda as

the chariot of Trisanku (<f).

(a)

(b) Vide, Vishnu Purina, 2. 8.

(c) Among the two names of this Mandala, we have assigned the

name Dhruvamata ( Suniti ) to the Mandala lying to the south" of*"

Kasyapiya Mandala,

(d) Vide. R. V. 9. 62. 17.
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In the year 1772 A.D. a new bright star was observed in this

Mandala. The famous astronomer Tycho Brahe has given a

detailed description of this new star. This star was brillianl

like the planet Venus and was visible even during the day

time.

2. DHRUVAMATA MANDALA ( Andromeda )

( ET<WldT Wr&X )

The name of any Mandala lying to the south of Kasyapiya

Mandala is not found- in ^our Sastras. It is likely that some

part of this Mandala remains in Mina Mandala and other

part in Pakshiraja MandalaT^HHowever the assignment oi

any name to this Mandala is necessary. From this viewpoint

we have given the name Dhruvcmata to this Mandala- The

main star of this Mandala 4 Bhruvamatuh ( Pratistha tara
)

lies in Pakshiraja Mandala, It is the yogalara of Uttara-

Bhadrapada nakshatra* The star 2 Dhruvamatuh is included in

Mina Mandala and situated at the tail of Revati.

3. MINA MANDALA ( Pisces
)

Presiding Deity : The planet 'Jupiter' ( £5FTl% Jltf )

Mina is the twelfth rasi of the solar zodiac. There arc

no bright stars of the first, second or third magnitude in this

Mandala. Mina Mandala has derived its name from the

appearance of the Revati nakshatra looking like a fish. The

Mandala contains Revati nakshatra. At the head of Mina

Mandala there is a nebula known as M 32.

THE NAKSHATRA REVATI

( ^rcft )

Presiding Deity : Pusha ( ^qr )

Revati is the twenty-seventh nakshatra of the lunar zodiac.

It contains 32 stars forming the shape of a fish. It lies 4

cubits to the east of Uttara-Bhadrapada nakshatra. The figure

of the fish of Revati is facing to the west lying in the northern

14
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direction. The tail of the fish is composed of the stars 6, 4

and 5 Minasya. The three stars form the shape of a bow.

The easternmost star is 6 Minasya ( Mulakilaka tara ). The
head of the fish is formed by the three stars 7, 5 and 14 Dhruva-

matuh. The stars 2 Dhruvamdtuh and 3 Minasya lie at the back of

Revati. The stars 9,4, 10 and 12 Dhruvamdtuk constitute the

belly of Revati nakshatra. 6 Minasya (£ Piscium) is the yogatara

of this asterism which lies at the tail ofRevath

4. BHASKARA MANDALA ( Sculptor.)

( *TT**>r *f<nr?r

)

This Mandala lies to the south of Mina Mandala.

5. SAMPATI MANDALA ( Phoenix
)

( *n*TT% jfoirar )*

Sampati Mandala stands to the south ofBhaskara Mandala.

~- 6. HRADA MANDALA ( Hydrus )

)

Hrada Mandala is lying to the south of Sampati Mandala.

7. GRABA MANDALA ( Nebecula Minor
)

( ^JTPf *t««d )

Graba Mandala is lying to the south of Hrada Mandala.
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